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avast skeleton. Even in its ]n-isline lonn tl.e Wilding ,v,,s modest in all respects except s.-.te
Steps, columns, entaljlnt.ure and screen sv^Avere ot poros from Aieim MarM« ' f

a]ong,,d^sout,h side of the stoa'and A\d)ite forThe entablature was further enlivened"l)y the free use of uainf hnfh nn <"1 t opes,
the torrucotta sima (P.. «. a). TwAluiLs tv™ leTsl'̂ no™:
^tfriaT^tteT tWAuilding xi-as of clay. Altliongh unpretentious in the choice, olmatenals, the building is ina^d by craftsnianship of ahigh order.

integr'al aTdl^rrLwT/omf iWdToribout fee In T" tfT"^ ""
coriter ls7eS 7 f f"'"""'''"8 =iort ofTts xILt Ll"thecorner AA as left opei^o reduce interference Avith traffic at this busy entrance to the Aanr« 'tr

ns ma^e assumed to have earned afour-horse chariot group (Fig. 28). Since at this

1966

Fig. 23. fiddle Stoa. West End in Origiua, E„,a,, Korttmes, ,W. B. Diusiuoor. Jr.)

|vas one ofSe mort pXtoen?ifSie n^rAgofft17 "™">™nt
In any event the pedestal Avas eventualfv rR'-r suffered in the sack of 86 b.c.the terrace over astain\'ay set intone iirevinuslv o° TS' ascending to
«ason for this change n^asferliaJtl ef sf cf oZ77 7
tins building, as « shall see, xvafehtered clliefhfr »' «« time of Augustus;
accordingly needed to be madcXre read iv ffi f

-the architectural stvle of the AT,-,lrHo qp ' (p. ill),
ot pottery, stamped amphoiyhandles and coffisT'"'f evidence of avast quantitv»t'.e first ipiarter of ,L s/ond olwurv oX' fffff'r "i'" '7"' '=<cthe stai t of const rnction. The building xvas

2_
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-A

' Kr,. «p.,

*Ay^&c? BduXo^, P-h. fet., 1'., note 2u

' Ayz&6 bixipot^, Xn. duov.,

'/.'"'CBoxXr)^, Kn. duov,,

' AYaeoxXric;, En. ep., ^2, 37

*Ay2&0 xXriq, PK. fa:,, 10

'Ar^OTpaTo^, Rn. ©p., ^2

*AY^OTpaTo<; 2nc, Ph. ep., 8, 9

' AYTl^y '̂TtoXi q, Kn. duov., 35

'AyCac^, Kn, duov., 53

'Ay^Q^, ®P«» ^2, 55

"Ayvco-At, Kn, ep,, 32

*AeavdboTO*;, Rh. ep,, 8-10, end 10*7 note 19"

'A6av<56a3po«;, Kn, duov,, 35

' ABfivt TTTto^, Kn. fat,, U6, i^; UV, 8

'Ae^vcxXrit;, Kn, ep., 32

*AX^^av6poq, Kn, ep,, 32, 35

, 'AuoT^Xnq, Kn, ep,, 32

'Aiiuvraq, Kn. ©p., 32

'AviuvTa<;, Rh. fefc., IC

'Ava^avbprba^, Kn. ep,, 32

'Ava^i7i7tC6a(j, Kn. ep., 32

'Avbpopfvriq, Kn. ep., 32, 3U, 55

''AvTav6po5, Kn. duov., 35

"AvravSpo^, Kn. ep., 32

'AvTfp-axoq, Rh, feb., 10

'Avrfpaxoq, Sinopean ast., 21^ note 51



*Avt CTrafrpo*;), Kn. ep., ^2

*AvTC7raTpo<;, Sinopean, father of 'Aar, *Ix£ato<;, 47, 11

' AwoXX(56cLipo<;, Kn. duov., ^^5

*A7roAX<$6a)po(;, Kn. ep,, 52

'ATToXXcDvCSai;, Rn. ep., 52, 55

'AnoAXor/1o, Kn. duov., 55

'ATToAXdivtoq, Kn. ep., 15, 52

'ATToXXarvioq, Kn. fah., ii8-ii9, 15

'Aparoqpdvn^ Ist, Rh. ep., 8

"Apn*;, Kn. ep., 52
/ •*

'ApiaraYopaq, Kn. feb., l6, 17, 59} LB, iL

'ApiaTaY<5pn<»» feb., 15, with note 25

'Apfaraivoq, Kn. duov., 55

'Apfaratvoq, Kn. ep., 52

*Apfarapxcq, Kn. ep., 52

'ApiaTef«>aq, Kn. ep., 52

'Aptarefbaq ( lot end 2nd ), Eh. ep., 8

'ApiffTei'6nq, Kn. ep., 52, 59; 25, note 6l

'Apiareuq, Kn. duov., 55

'AptarCajV, Kn. ep., 52

'ApiarfoDV, Kn. fab., 59

' ApiaTCosv, Rh. fob., UO

*ApiCTTdSouXoq, Kn. duov., 55

'ApiaroY^VTiq, Kn. duov., 55

'ApiPTOY^vnq, Kn. ep., 52

'Api0T<56apoq, Kn. ep., 52, 55

*AptaT($6aiioq 2nd, Eh. ep., 8

*Api0TOxXTiq, Kn. duov., 55

l,<oS



*Apic'TCKXriq, Kn. ep., 17, note 58; 52; i^, 15

ApIOTOhXt^<jj Ke, fat,, 10, note Ir; 1*7; 1£ with note U2; 2i;, note 65;
14.9, 1_9, 20, ^1

*ApiaroxXric;, Rh. fab., 9-15» 10 with note 18

*ApiaToxXri^, Rh., father of Kn. fab. Aa|iOHp4TT)q, 10 with note 18; 18 with note 41

'ApiaroxpdTTiq, Kn. ep., 52, 514-, 55

'ApiaT01i^l6n<;, Kn. ep., 52, 55

'Apfarajv 2nd, Rh. ep., 8

'ApfoTcuv, Rh. fab., 10

' ApiOTdTtoXt q, Kn. ep., 52

*ApiaroDvCSai;, Kn. ep., 52

"Appocr(v), Kn. ep., 52

'Aprepif6a)po<;, Sinopean, father of 'Apt. *EartaT'o<;, 47, 12

'Apr^piaJV, Kn. duov., 55

'ApTfpicDV, Kn. ep., li4., 52

'ApX^CTTparois, Kn. ep., 15, 52

'ApxtXafbai;, Rh. ep., 8, 11, 17; 23, note 6l
J

'Apxi7or/6a(;, Kn. op., 16, 51, 52, 56; 146, I4

'AaxXfiTti (, Kn. ep., 52 >

'AaHXTj7rid6ii<;, Kn. ep., I5, 52

*AcfHXTint(56(Dpoq, Kn. ep., 35

'A0Tuii/i6Tl<;,Rh..ep., 12, note 23; I6, note 3I+

*AaTup,fi6Tiq 9eat6fiTou, 12 with note 23

'Aarrdcrtoq, Kn. ep., 33

'Axaid^, Kn. ep., 33

Bdxxio^, Kn. duov., 55

BfcDY, Kn. ep., 33

BouXapxfSa^, Kn. ep., 33 ,



LO.(ba.Xo<;, En. ep., 3"^

il^avidTpio*;, Kn. duov., 55

Aavidrpioq, Kn. ep., 53

Aa^OY€vTi<;, Kn. ep., 13, 33, 35

AaptdeeiiK;, Rh. ep., I4I+

AavioKX?i<; 1st, Rh. ep., 12, note 23; I4U

Aapi.o>tXT5<; 2nd^ Rh. ep., Uk''̂

AatiOHXric Aanfou, Rh. ep., i4U

AaviOKpdTTiq, Kn. fab., 3!+

Aap,OHpdTTi«; Tou 'ApicrroxXeui;, Kn. fab., 10, note IB; IB

Aa^ioHpdrri^, Rh. fab., 8-10, 12-13, 2c i
•0

Aapdnpt To<;, Kn. ep., 53, 35 - ^

Ae^icpdvTiq, Kn. duov., 35

Ae^i cpdvT)^, Kn. ep., 33

Anii^^^XTii;, Th. fab., 13

AnP'^fptO^, Kn. duov., 35

AnP^lfPto<;, Kn. ep., 33

Atacyo( , Kn. ep., 33

AiOYEvn?, ®P». 53

AtdYVflTO^, Kn. duov., 35

AldSoTOq, Kn. ep., 33

Atddcopo^, Kn. ep., 35

AtOKX?i<;, Kn. ep., 33

Aiovuaioq, Kn. duov., 35

Aiovuato^, Kn. ep., 33, ^5

Aiovuaio?, Kn,, father of op, *'l7r7rapxo<;, 35

AlovuaoHXTi<;, Kn. ep., 33, 35

AioaHOUpfSai;, Kn. fab., 3U

AfoJV, Kn. ep., 33

AopHuXfeaq, Eh. ep., I4D

7. Ob



ipaxovTKn. ep.,

^pdxajs', Kn. ep., 5^

ApdxcDV, Kn. feb., 2h, note 65; 59

* EXXa [ , Sinopean, 1+7, H

' EXXdvi Koq, Rh. fab.,

' Etti Y^VT)<;, Kn. ep., 35

'ETrfyovo^, Kn. ep., 55

'ETTtxpdTnq, Kn. ep., 55

' Em xubTiq, Kn. ep., 55

'Emvixfba^, Kn. ep., 53, 59

'E-m !pdvTi<;, Kn. ep., 55

'Enl'xapp.o<;, Kn. ep,, 55

'ETtfxappoq, Rh. ep., 8, note 15

'EparCba*;, Kn. duov,, 55

*EpVi^^oi9, duo-7., 55

• Eppoxpdrnq, Kn. ep., 55

*EppidcpavTo^, Kn, duov., 55

• Ep+ic5cpavTo<;, Kn. ep., 55, 55

"Eppujv?, Kn. duov., 35

"EppcDV, Kn. ep., 22", note 57; 55, 55

'EaTiaTo^ 6 ' ApTe)ll 5dopou, Sinopean Istynomos, Iff, 1+8

EupouXoq, Kn. duov., 25, note 57; 55

Eu^OuXoq, Kn. ep., 55, 55

EuY^VTiq, Kn. ep., 55

EuxXeito*;, Rh, fab., 15, note 2l+

E6HpdTTi<;, Kn. duov., 55

E6xpdTTi<;, Kn. ep., 15, 35, 57

ECxparfajv, Kn. ep., 55, 59



E>itr5Aeuo<5, K.n. duor,, 22, note *77; ^3

EuqppaYdpac;, K.n. ep., 33» ^5

Euqppdvcop, ep., 55

EO^jpdvajp, fih. fab., 11

E6cppo(, Kn. ep., 55

EuqppcDV, Kn. duov., 55

Euqppcuv, Kn. ep., 55

Zn( » 19 'with note U6

Ztiv<55oto<;, Kn. ep., 55

*HpaxXef 6ti<;, Sinopean feb., U7» ^

*HpdcpavToq, Kn. ep., 55

©aXiiigporfdaq, Kn. ep., 55, 57

0e( , Kn. ep., 15, note 52

©eaCbTiToc;, father of ' A0Tup.^6Ti(;, 12 with note 23

©eafSTjToq, Kn, ep., 55
9ea("6T]TO^, hh. ep., 8-9, 11-12 and 12, note 23; 4G, 3a
©eiitardovaTo*;, Kn. op., 15, 55

e£paavbpo%, Rh. ep., 12, 15, note 2h

©euY^VTiq, Kn, ep,, 15, 35, 59

eeu6avio<5, Kn, ep,, 55

©ed6oTO(;, Kn, ep,, 55

©eubccpCSaq, Kn, ep,, 55

©euScnpfdaq, Kn, fab., 2I4., note 65

6eu6ci)poq, Kn. ep,, 55

©euxXiiq, Kn. ep,, 55

©euxptTO^, Kn, duov,, 55

eeu^evoq, Kn, ep,, 55

©eu7rop.7ro<;, Kn, ep,, 5^, 55

©eutpavToq, Kn, ep., 15, 55

Z.O?-



©tucpCfcCT)*;), Kn. fab., 46, ^

eeoT'iXot;, Kn. op., 33

eeucpcuv, Kn. ep., 33

©npexpdTTiq, Kja. op., 15, 33, 49^^

epdcTcmr, Kn. fab., 59

IdPcuv, Kn. duav., 35

'Idpcuv, Kn. ep., 33

•lepOKXriq, Kn. ep., 33, 37

'Ifpcuv, Rh. op., 23, note 60

*lK£aio^ 6 'AvTtTrdrpou, Sinopean 'Apt., 47^

"In?rapxo^, Kn. op., 33

"iTCTrapxoq 6 AtovuPfou, Kn. op., 35

• iTTTTOKXTii;, father of Nl xapardpaq, rk. op. in inecription. 11, note 21

InnOHpdTT)^, Rh. fab., 9-10, and 10, notee 18, 19; 46, 3o

• In7rc5pTpaTO<;, Kn. duov., 35

'Ipfboopo^, Kn. op., 33

KaXXt6dpia<;, Kn. op., 33, 37

KaXXlHpdTqq, rr, op., 8, note 15

KaXXiHpQTfSaq, Rh. op., 8-9, 45, 1

KaXXi]in6Ti<;, Kn. ep., 33, 35

KdXXiTTTTO.;, Kn. duov., 35

~-^,KdXXtnnoq, Kn.^ep., 33

KdXXtpToq, Kn. op., 13, 33

KdXXcov, Rh. fab., 13, note 24

Kapvedda^, Kn. duov., 23, note 57; 3;

Kapve(560T0<;, Kn. op., 53

KXeav6p<'6a5, Kn. op., 33^ 39
KXfav6po<;, Kn. op., 33

KXeipiTrnrba?, Kn. op., 33 -

KXetrdpaxoq, rh. op., 40

2..£?S



8

KXeiTOvpcuv', Kn. ep., 13

KX£uHpdTTi(;, Kn. op., 35
^ j

EXEUXpdTT)*;, Rn. op., 24, note 63; b-3, 45^ i

KXeuvippoTOcjjji. op., 33, 37

KXeuTrfeTiq, Kn. ep., 35""
y"

KXeuTtoXtq, Kn. duov., 35

* ^ ✓KXeunoXi^, Kn. ap., 35, 35

KX£aj(V', Kn. op., 33

SXTjvdTroXl Kn. ep., 15, 33

Kofpavo<;, Kn. op., 33

Kparepdq, Kn. duov., 35"^

KpdTT15, Kn. duov., 35^

KudoxXriq, Kn. op., 33"^

Ku6oae£vTi<;, Kn. duov., 35"^
Adxparoq, Kn. op., 33"'

AdxapTo*;, Kn. op., 33"^

Adxn?, Kn. duov., 22", note 57; 35 '̂
Afflwr, Kn. op., 13"^ 34^^
Auffdvtoq, Kn. op., 13"C
AuaixXtiq, Kn. op., 34^

MEYCixXTiq, Kn, op., 34''

MeXdvTaq, Kn. duov., 35

M£vav6poq, Kn. op'., 34"^

MevExpdTTiq, Kn. op., 34^

MEvdXaoq, Kn. ep., 34

Mev£aTpaToq, Kn. op., 34

MlviJtTCOq, Kn. ep., 34'

M/jvow, Sinopean fab., 47^ 12

MTiTp66u>poq, Kn. ep., IS, 34^

Mf6aq, Rh. fab., 9#10 MSL
/



V
MdffXO?, Kn. duov., 35

y^6oxo%, ep., 54^

MuOTTI^, rji. duov., 55

NtKaaaYOpa<; let, Rh. op., 8-9, 11, 45, ^ -11

Ni KacjaY<5pa^ iTTTTOKXeu^, Rh. op., in iBcription, 11, noto 21

Nl HaafPouAO^, Kn. duov., 35
✓ J

Nixaai'PouXoq, Kn. op., 13, 34

NtKaaf3ouXoq, Kn. fab., 48, 13
vv»v

^ •/Nixaafpaxo^, Kn. op., 15, 54

-woCt 1

NlKiaq, Sinopoan fab., 21, noto 51

Nix<5paxo^, Kn. op., 34^

Noup<lvio<;, Kn. op., 54^

HevdpETOq, Rh. op., 16,''note 34"^

HEVoxXriq, Kn. op., 34^
•y

HevdarpaTo^, Rh. op., 16, note 34'

HevocpSv, Rh. op., s"'

*OXup7rt<56(Dpo^, Kn. op., 34

navTaXfuJV, Kn. ep., 34^^ 36'̂

nicrTvo<;, Kn. op., 34"! ss"'
v/

noXl(, Kn. op., 47,^

noXtouxn? or noXtouXO<;, Kn. op., 13^, le', 34*^, 47^ 6
noXCra^ -Ti^, Kn. duov., 35

noXfrac;, Kn. op., 34~^ 55"^

noXi'Tti<;, Kn. op., 34 , -J, T

noXdYVOJTO? ?, Kn. op., 34 '̂

noXuxpdTn<;, Kn. op., 34^

noXux^PTjq, Kn. ep., 34"", 39 '̂

noXdxapiio«;, Kn. duov., 35"^

ZAP
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noAC;xap'fi.o<;, Re. ep., 15, 34

✓

IIOVOCTuXeTT)^, Kn. duav., 35

Ilpoiia0CcBV, Re. ep., 54
✓

npOViil(6l''aA'), ®P'» 54
y

nToXe)iaro<;, Kn. ep., 54
/

IIu66hpito^, Kn. duoT., 55

IXuedxplToq, Kn. ep., 34'
j

IIu0c5vt HOq, Kn. ep., 34

PobonXticj, Kn. ep., 34

SapaTrCcDV, Rh. fab., lo"^
SlxeXd^, Kn. op., 54

X;i^uXrvoq, Kn. ep., 34

£KfpTO<;, Kn. fab., 39"^

ZiTpaTOHXnc;, Kn. op., 34, 35

Euwaxoq, Rh. ep., a-9, 45,d

y V ^ 'EcDHparriq, Kn. ep., 15, 15, 16, 34; 48, 13

Z(xa{]X0.X0<;, Kn. op., 34

SaxjCcppCDV, Kn. op., 54^^ 35''

Z;^Tpa(TOq), Kn. op., 34^
- y

Sorraq, Rh. fab., 6, note 15

TauptPKo<;, Kn. op., 34''

Tdxi^rrroq, Kn. ep., 34

TeXEHp^OJV, Kn.,0p., 34

TeXeafqppojv, Kn. op., 34^ 2.M ,^6^
TTjX£'p.axo<; , Th. annual official, 36

Trivdbnq, Kn. d^., 35^
TipaxXeC, Kn. ep., 34^
Tiiidparoi;, Rh. fab., isl^ note 24'

. y

y

y



Tl pacriHpdTTiq, Kn . ec.., 54
-y

TipdBeoq, Kn. ap., 54

11

Tipd^evoq, Kn. 4 <?

TlllO^EYO*;, Rh. fab., 10

Tt TiOcrQlvriq, Kn. ap., 34'

Ti^iotpaiv, Kn. ep., 34"^
y

(tiXaCvtot;, Rh. fab., 10
</ ✓

<I>t Xd[p7reXo<;, Kn. ep., 14, 34
_ v/

<J)lXT)Ta<;, Kn. ep., 34

•trXiTTTToq, Kn. ep., 13, 15, 16, 34, 39,; 48, 14

3>lXtaC, Kn. ep., 34"^

(DlXiaTftDV, Kn. ap., 13, 34, 36

tfXtaToq, Kn. ep., 54^

<I>lXftDV?, Kn. ep., 34'

OlX<56ap4)<;, Kn. ep., 34'̂

<I)tXoHpdTTj^, Kn. ep., 15, 34

(l)lXop.PpoTr6a<;, Kn. ep., 34^

<l>tXo|l/i(6Ti<;), Kn. ep., 34"^

a>lX<5iroXi Kn. duov., 35"'

<l>tXoCT0€vil<;, Kn. ep., 34 _

«>lX(5(ppajv, Kn. ep.,^, note 34
f\ ^ ^ J4>lXraTO<;, Kn. ep., 15; 17, note 37; 34

^iXrCda^, Kn. ep., 34''

«>CXu>v, Kn. ep., 34"^

XapviOHpdTn<;, Kn. fab., 57^

Xpuai7t7ro(;, Kn. ep., 34^

z.cz.
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RHODlAir HONTUS

AdXio^* 10, not« 19

dec7Y&o(pdf>to^, 10, not* 19

ndvapio^, 9; 46, 3*

£p>rv9to^, 9; 45, 2&
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'Aorruvdiio? , Siiiop*an, 21, not* 51;.47, 10, 11

TlatbTa, bldlu, 34 > not* 63

♦poupapxo? , Knldian, 7, not* 14; 13-16, 51, 32
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'AvOpeq, Knidian, 22, not* 57; 31, 55 (list)
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556

67U
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885

1160

2203

4990
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36
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15370
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22, note 57

17« note I4O

56
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149, 19

23, note 60

20, note I48

47, 11

8

8

22, note 77

28, note 57

8®, note 57

8®, note 57

8

1|9, 19

I48, H
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knidian stasap types cited

'A^'r
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KI 167

193

210

48, 14; 49, 18

48. M
»W

15, note 32

211 39

'

21U

256

17, note 38

17, note 40| 49
*•.

237 49. 20
t

238 49, 21
', • .v. I486 £1, note 97
'j'' 605 22, note 77

787 47. 6

. 1105 23, note 57

125k 17, note 57

1272 57

j

li4U5 36

]:'••

Ii4i46

I57Q

1781a

39

28, note 57

36
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x\'

2038

2112

2134

48, 13; 49, 16

22, note 77

1^7, 8
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2178

2196
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Iff, 8

2199 46. 4| 47, a
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U. note U
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PLATE 1

Rhodian stamped amphoras of AAMOKPATHI (1, a fragment, and 2) and of IFinOKPATHI (3) and

derade or^ndTenT^^B^^^ Middle Stoa filling. Jars at 1:10, stamps at 1:1. Second
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PLATE 2

Knidian amphoras and associated stamps (4-9) and Sinopean stamps (10-12), present or paralleled in
the Middle Stoa filling. Jars at 1:10, stamps at 1:1. 3rd century to second decade of 2nd century n.c.
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PLATE 3
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XX 21

Knidian amphoras and associated stamps (13-18) and circular stamps of the Rhodian APIITOKAHI
on Knidian amphora handles (19—21). Jars at 1:10, stamps at 1:1. First half of 2nd century B.C.
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PLATE 4
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a. Pharnakes I, King of Pontos

b. The Middle Stoa complex. The buildings crowding in to the left and the stairs to the north terrace are later
additions

V. R. Grace: The Middle Stoa Dated by Amphora Stamps



Scaffolding for setting up an outer colonnade. See Appendix 2, deposit H 13-1
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THE MIDDLE STOA DATED BY AMPHORA STAMPS 4:-^
(Plates 1-5)

Dating the Construction Filling by the Amphora Stamps Contained JD60 5"
Size and Composition of the Group (o
Evidence of the Rhodian Stamps 'h
Evidence of the Knidian Stamps jO0O 13
Evidence of the Less Numerous Classes JJJ
The Date of Molded Relief Bowls with Long-Petal Decoration -66C ^ I
Summaryof Evidence that Brings Us to ca. 183 B.C. (for the date of the filling) 060

An Epigraphically Known Royal Gift to Athens Dated about 183 s.c 00(5"
The Function of the Middle Stoa ,000 1(*

Appendix 1; Dated List of Eponyms in Knidian Stamps 006 3/
Appendix 2: Remarks on Revised 3rd-^ntury Dating, on the ^Stamps in Thompson's^i^rfGroups Hel •e-w i-s-T <

A-E, and on Agora Deposits H 13:1 and Q-R 10-11:1 and 2 060 34-
Appendix 3:Clarification on the Wrecks at the Grand Congloue Site near Marseilles 06tf Hh
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VCoVe. oTv Vr.«. -V t<h^ 4'f-
_lioSiX ADDRESS at the celebration of the first hundred years of the Archaeological ^^

Institute of America, Kurt Bittel attributed to the work of some earlier German excava
tors a perhaps undue emphasis onarchitecture at the expense of"the observation and evalu
ation of small movable objects" found in excavating the buildings.' Stamped amphora

' K. Bittel, '^he German Perspective and the German Archaeological Institute," A/A 84, 1980, pp. 271- .
277; the quotation is from p. 275. The paper was read by H.G. Giiterbock at the Eighty-First General Meet
ing of the Archaeological Institute ofAmerica, in Boston, on December 28, 1979.

The present article was originally intended for the Festschrift for Homer Thompson, Hesperia, Supple
ment XX. I hope he will accept itas a further supplement to that volume. I am obliged to him for comments on
the manuscript which have resulted in various needed clarifications in my text. I have profited also from
helpful suggestions by other readers, in particular W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr., P. M. W. Matheson, M. B. Wallace,
and A. Boegehold; others are mentioned below. None of these is responsible for my errors or for my con
clusions.

Works frequently cited will be abbreviated as follows:
Agora XII = B. A. Sparkes and L. Talcott, The Athenian Agora, XII, Black and Plain Pottery of

the 6th, 5th and 4th Centuries B.C., Princeton 1970
Agora XIV = H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherly, The Athenian Agora, XIV, The A<rora of

Athens, Princeton 1972 ^
Ago^a XXII = S. I. Rotroff, The Athenian Agora, XXII, Hellenistic Pottery: Athenian and Im

ported .VIoldmade Bowls, Princeton 1982
Amphoras = V. R. Grace, Amphoras andthe Anaent Wine Trade, Excavations ofthe .Athenian

Agora, Picture Book No. 6, rev. ed., Princeton 1979
Coulton 1976 = J. J. Coulton, The Architectural Development of the Greek Stoa, Oxford 1976
Delos XXVII =V. R. Grace and M. Sawatianou-Petropoulakou, "Les timbres amphoriques

grecs" (Chapitre XIV) in Exploration archeologique de Delos, XXVII, L'Hot de
_ fa Maison des Comjdidns, P. Bruneau, ed., Paris 1970, pp. 277-382 ' o • ,> 'ar an 1979 —Y. G^lan, Koukos, donnees nouvelles pour une nouvelle interpretation des

timbres amphoriques thasiens," BCH, Suppl. V, Paris 1979, pp. 213-268

Hesperia 54, 1
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THE MIDDLE STOA DATED BY AMPHORA STAMPS 3

handles, to be sure, sometimes escaped such oblivious enmity in those days by dint of being
countedas inscriptions rather than as small finds and by appearing in large numbers. Thus
we have the excellent and still basic publication by Schuchhardt in 1895 of some 782 am
phora stamps, mostly Rhodian, found in Pergamon in a filling dumped in ancient times
between the foundations of a room set between the earlier and the later city walls.^ Professor
Bittel had more in mind than the mutual development of chronologies that might result
from studies of small finds in relation to buildings. The dimension of time, however, must be
set up in the best possible way before we can learn what we should in, as he suggests, the
economic and social fields. Such studies of material in context in a large excavation can only
be enabled by a complex, well-planned, and strict system of recording, such as that devised
by T. Leslie Shear for the excavations of the Athenian Agora of the 1930's and greatly

Grace 1934

Grace 1949

Grace 1952

Grace 1968

Grace 1971

Grace 1974

Grsikov 1929

Guide^

Knackfuss 1924

Nessana I

Nilsson 1909

Pnyx

Rickman 1971

Schuchhardt 1895

Tarsus I

Thompson 1934

= V. Grace, "Stamped Amphora Handles found in 1931-1932," Hesperia 3, 1934,
pp. 197-310

= V. Grace, "Standard Pottery Containers of the Ancient Greek World," Hesperia,
Suppl. VIII, Princeton 1949, pp. 175-189

= V. Grace, "Timbres amphoriques trouves a Delos," BCH16, 1952, pp. 514-540
= V. Grace, "Die gestempelten Amphorenhenkel aus stratigraphisch gesicherten

Fundzusammenhangen," Exkurs in O. Ziegenaus and G. de Luca, Altertumer
von Pergamon, XI,i, Das Asklepieion, Berlin 1968, pp. 175-178. The author
saw no proof of this Exkurs, which contains many errors not in the manuscript.

= V. R. Grace, "Samian Amphoras," Hesperia 40, 1971, pp. 52-95
= V. R. Grace, "Revisions in Early Hellenistic Chronology,"AthMitt 89, 1974, pp.

193-200

= B. N. Grakov, Ancient Greek PotteryStamps with the Names ofAstynomoi, Mos
cow 1929 (in Russian)

= H. A. Thompson, The Athenian Agora, A Guide to the Excavation and Museum,
3rd ed., Athens 1976

= H. Knackfuss, Milet, I, vii,Der Sudmarkt und die benachbarten Bauanlagen, Ber
lin 1924, pp. 156-176 (on the Magazinhalle)

= V. R. Grace, apud H. D. Colt et al.. Excavations at Nessana I, London 1962, pp.
106-130

= M. P. Nilsson, "Timbres amphoriques de Lindos," in Exploration archeologique
de Rhodes V, Copenhagen 1909

= V. R. Grace, "Stamped WineJar Fragments," in Small Objectsfrom the Pnyx: II,
Hesperia, Suppl. X, Princeton 1956, pp. 113-189

= G. Rickman, Roman Granaries and Store Buildings, Cambridge 1971
= C. Schuchhardt, in Altertumer von Pergamon,.V\l\, Inschriften ii, Berlin 1895,

pp. 423-499
= H. Goldman et al.. Excavations at Gozlu Kule, Tarsus I, Princeton 1950
= H. A. Thompson, "TwoCenturies of Hellenistic Pottery," Hesperia 3, 1934, pp.

311-480
^See Schuchhardt 1895, p. 423. For a recent discussion of the deposit, see Delos XXVII, especially pp.

290-291. This publication, Chapter XIV ofthe volume on the Maison des Comediens on Delos, includes a
general review ofstudies ofcontainer amphoras and their stamps (usually onthe handles) with much biblio
graphy; see pp. 278-280 for an introduction to the subject, or the reader may Just consult the pamphlet Am
phoras, in particular the text accompanying figures 21-25 in that unpaged booklet. Third-century dates in
Delos XXVII should be revised as indicated in Grace 1974, p. 200. Further on Grace 1974, see below. Ap
pendix 2. Further on the Pergamon deposit, see p. 000 below with footnote 32; figures given have been some
what revised following corrections in readings.

K.c3 •



V. R. GRACE

Fig. 2. Middle Stoa, West End in Original Form, from Northwest (W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr.)

developed by Lucy Talcott.^ The basis of such records is, of course, the excavator's grasp of
what he sees and his managing to record it while the impression is fresh. One of my early
recollections of Homer Thompson is of learning from him, in 19^2, that although stamped ^f 3 7.
amphora handles were supposed to be Hellenistic, he had found some in definitely Classical
company; he showed me several, which gave me a permanent taste for the Thasian class.'' If
the information no longer surprises, it is in great part because of the impact of the large
group of early Thasian stamped handles excavated by Thompson at the Pnyx, in the Filling
of Period IIIof the Assembly Place, which established the priority of the two-name Thasian
stamps, fixing them before about 340 b.c.^ For the place of container amphoras in the

For appreciation still felt, see Grace 1934, p. 200 with note 5; Debs XXVII, p. 278, last paragraph of3

note.

/D handles, see Grace 1934, p. 210, nos. 1-3. On the deposit, Hesperia 24,1955, p. 185 under no. 25
• gora XII, p. 393, under H 17:5; Corbett cites the publication of the stamped handles. Discussion o ^ ^ PP- 127 and 129 under band c; these stamps, however, would now

be dated about mid-4th century b.c.

•fK Dictionary ofAncient Athens, London 1971, pp. 466-476,
P" evidence dating the two-name stamps; Debs XXVII, bottom

P' ^ an , p. 246 with note 12. Most recently on the Pnyx as awhole, see H. A. Thompson,
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general archaeological mind in 1932, I quote from a letter (of 1951) from a distinguished
archaeologist, the late Professor C. H. Emilie Haspels of Amsterdam, in reference to an
investigation of what must have been an ancient pottery works for the production of am-
phoras in Thasos, a workshop which in the light of modern information is seen to have
operated from early in the 4th century B.C.: '̂ Re the amphoras: I called them Hellenistic at
the time (in 1932 or '33) for the only reason that we . . . were used to speak of/Hellenistic
pointed amphorae'. Almost a term like West Slope ware or Megarian bowls."® Here is one
of the places where Homer Thompson has enabled us to take a big step forward.

DATING THE CONSTRUCTION FILLING

BY THE AMPHORA STAMPS CONTAINED

The thesis of the present paper has been known to Thompson and other interested persons
since July 11, 1956, when I completed a report on the stamped amphora handles found in
the building fill of the Middle Stoa in the Athenian Agora, about 1500 in number. The
report was circulated at the Agora and has remained on file there.^ The date which the
handles seemed to indicate as that of the lower limit of the fill was the second decade of the
2nd century B.C.® So early a date was not generally accepted at that time; there were conflicts
to be resolved: for instance some coins in the fill had been dated in the second quarter of the
century. Further studies of the various stamp sequences represented in the fill continued to
point to the same decade for its probable lower limit; eventually, counting the terms of
dating officials in Rhodian stamps brought us to a proposed end date of the stamps in the
filling of aboutJ[83 or 182 B.C.' Finally, we have in 1972 Homer Thompson's considered
date for the start ofconstruction of the Middle Stoa itself, "late in the first quarter of the 2nd
century B.C."'" The coins have now been published by F. S. Kleiner, who finds nothing that
he need date later than about 180 b.c. More recently, the molded relief bowls in the filling
have been described by S. I. Rotroff as "similar to those in other deposits of early 2nd
century.""

t

'i.oS'

The Pnyx in Models," Hesperia, Suppl. XIX, Studies in Attic Epigraphy, History and Topography Pre
sented to Eugene Vanderpool, Princeton 1982, pp. 133-147.

' On the Haspels investigation in Thasos, see Garlan 1979, pp. 256-258, taken from an unpublished
excavation report, apparently of late 1933.

Filed with Deposit Summaries, under its grid position H-K 12-14. Text accompanied by extensive lists,
and analyses by class, of the stamped handles from the Middle Stoa construction filling, also of those from
some related groups found in the neighborhood; lists also of the individual grid positions cited by the ex
cavators. We are under considerable obligation to G. R. Edwards for making definitive the primary list, of
items to be counted as coming from the filling, especially for the earlier (pre-war) finds. Of. p. 000 below with <• • 2.
footnote 57. ' '

' Published statement in 1962, Nessana I, p. 124.
' Delos XXVII, p. 291, and see p^ 000 below in the present article. ,""T ^efc . >,

Agora XIV, p. 67. The date gwehJoT the filling in Agora IV (1958), VIII (1962), and XII (1970), in the
deposit lists, had been to ca. 150 b.c., adate evidently derived from that appearing in Edwards' 1956 publica
tion; see footnote 56 below (date of filling equals that of start of long-petal bowls). Correct some references in
Agora XIV, p. 66, note 179; the quotation actually comes from Delos XXVII, p. 382, and other relevant
passages are evidently ibid., pp. 290-291, 320.

" F. S Kleiner, Hespena 44,1975, pp. 303-311. (For his separate Deposit III, p. 311,1 have not been able
to identify handles that we discussed in this connection, cf. his note 14.) For RotrofTs comment, see Agora
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The stamped amphora handles from the Middle Stoa building fill are worth a volume
to themselves, so numerous and rich and varied is the material and of such wide bearing.
The evidence is summarized here as a prime example of the possibility of mutual develop
ment of chronologies, in this case between the amphora fragments in the fill, a large hoard
assembled as bulky rubbish to fill in for a level floor for a building 150 meters long, set on
sloping ground, and the building itself, for which the detailed dating of the stamps suggests
an identification. In turn, the identification implies independent support for a rather nar
row dating for the cutoff point of the material in the construction filling of the building,
because of the historical probabilities as to when work would have begun on such a project,
as will be discussed below. What is attractive is that the archaeological indications and the
historical probabilities arrive at the same date, about 183 b.c.

In the course of making a report on this material, I have found it necessary to take up
matters that needed more extensive presentation than their relevance to the present dis
cussion might justify. In order not to interrupt overmuch the account of the dating and
identification of the Middle Stoa, I have put this material into appendices at the end of the
main text of the article (see p. 1above for titles^^ ^

' ri.Size and£Omposition of the group . \ ^
Let us look now at the assortment of amphora stamps in the filling of the Middle Stoa:

Rhodian 885 or 59% of the whole number

Knidian 343

Early Knidian 39

382 382 or 25%

Thasian 60 or 4%

Koan 53

Chian (some from uagynoi) 23

Corinthian 7

Sinopean 6

Parmeniskos Group 5
Zenon Group 5
Parian 2

Samian(?) prowstamp 1
with Latin stamp 1

miscellaneous unclassified 68

1498

Adetailed count of the stamped amphora handles at the Agora excavations as a whole
(including those from the Middle Stoa filling) was made in 1960. I add figures from this
count as a background for that of the Middle Stoa: Rhodian, 4432; Knidian, 12002; Thas
ian, 674; general total at the Agora in May 1960,19267.'̂ Note areversed percentage of the
-XXII, p. 102.

The count of 1960 was made by M. Petropoulakou and A. Dimoulinis, to whom Iowe much help in the
preparation of the present article as of previous ones. The handles were counted as laid out in their classified

\
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two large classes: Rhodian, 23%, Knidian, 62%. We are particularly concerned here with
the end date of the Middle Stoa filling, but in considering percentages should reckon with
the fact that it contained much earlier material; of the stamps, there are many Rhodian of
the 3rd century andThasianofthe4th as well asofthe 3rd. Knidian stamps withnames (as
distinct from what we call Early Knidian, that have abbreviations, monograms, ligatures, or
just devices'̂ ) do not seem to have been produced before the last quarter of the 3rd century.
Once in use, stamped Knidian gain steadily on stamped Rhodian as imports to Athens.
Already by the middle of the 2nd century, figures for the Stoa of Attalos filling show about
35 stamped handles to 70, Rhodian to Knidian, and none of the Rhodian is datable later
than the first quarter of the century. A group of stamped handles in Athens datable in the
second half of the century may be 100% Knidian: see below. Appendix 2, on Thompson's
Hellenistic Group E. The shrinking of the Rhodian figures in Athens during the 2nd
century B.C. (which makes something of a slide rule for dating deposits) does not reflect a
decrease in production and export from Rhodes, but, according to Rostovtzeff,'"* "the gra
dual emancipation of Athens from the commercial hegemony of Rhodes, an emancipation
which began earlier than 166, ..That there was indeed no decrease in production of
stamped amphoras in Rhodes before the late 2nd century e.g. is another story, important in
itself; see Appendix 4 for relevant figures derived from the Benaki collection in Alexandria.

Evidence of the Rhodian jtamps
For the Rhodian in the Middle Stoa filling, we have an extensive correspondence with

those in anotherbig foundation filling, that in the building in Pergamon cited above (p. OGO
above with footnote 2).The Rhodian in the Pergamon deposit are 782 to our 885, and there
area great number of individual parallels. Adifference is thatthose inPergamon are mostly
close together in date, while those from the Middle Stoa filling, as noted above, include
many earlier items. A difference more interesting for the lower limit of the Middle Stoa
filling is that a few Rhodian eponyms (dating officials), who are named in the Pergamon
deposit on as many as 4 to 24 handles per name, do not appear at all in the Middle Stoa
filling. These are as follows; figures in parentheses show how many handles in the Per
gamon deposit name each individual:

'AyeVrparoy 2nd (4)

storage, and figures include some 4865 items which have not been inventoried because they are inferior dupli
cates of inventoried items and have no useful excavation context. The figures are not very up to date, but in any
case recent excavations have not added new stamped handles to our collection at the earlier rate. Last inven
tory number of the 1960 count: SS 14402Tlast of the 1980 season: SS 14843r'Cf. Delos XXVII, p. 282.

Cf. Grace 1934, p. 280, no. 233, Early Knidian stamp on a whole amphora from Thompson's Group B;
cf. ibid., p. 202, fig. 1, no. 6, for the jar.For the date ofGroup B, see Appendix 2below (date now ca. 240 B.C.).
Cf. Grace 1952, pi. XIX; 1, for another Early Knidian stamp.

Social and Economic History ofthe Hellenistic World, Oxford 1941, p. 1647. It should be remarked that
the relative figures of Rhodian and Knidian handles in fillings of the first half of the 2nd century e.g., such as
that of the Stoa of Attalos mentioned above, may be somewhat misleading as indications of relative volume of
trade. Ifthe Knidian production of 188-167 e.g. was under Rhodian control, then from the point of view of
trade at least half of the 70 Knidian in the the Stoa of Attalos filling, those dated by phrourarchoi, should
presumably be counted as Rhodian. On the phrourarchoi and Rhodian control, see-^B8aftbelow pp . I ^

also Appendix L^r^eOr A A'

K.oq-
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^ApaTotpavTjs 1st (8)
'ApioretSay 2nd (10)
'AptcrroSa/ioy 2nd (24)
^Apiarcotf 2nd (20)

(5) j
'̂ evo(pZv (4) '—'j

No one of theseseven eponyms occurs in the Middle Stoa filling (an 'ApicrreiSas named
on a single handle, SS 12862, is readily distinguishable as a homonym of the 3rd
century B.C. by the shape and finish of the handle). On the other hand, despite the steady
decrease, discussed above, of Rhodian imports to Athens during the first half of the 2nd
century, we do have handles at the Agora (although not in the Middle Stoa filling) that are
dated by all seven of these eponyms, some from consistent post-Middle Stoa deposits: cf.
four from the Stoa of Attalos filling, SS 10492^aming 'Aparo^dvTjy 1st, and SS 10730,"^
10739^and 13370,'̂ naming 'AptoretSa? 2nd.

These seven eponyms therefore suggest a period of seven years immediately after the
end date of the Middle Stoa filling but before the close of the Pergamon deposit. The sug
gestion is strengthened by the fact that all seven names are known on handles that bear also
secondary stamps set in the common way at the attachment of the handle to the neck of the
jar, a practice that was just beginning in theperiod ofthe Middle Stoa. Only one such stamp
appears in the filling, a small rose with no letters, in a single example, SS 12717;"1"or a
similar stamp, better preserved, see Plate 1, 1. No part of the main stamp of SS 12717 is
preserved, but this secondary stamp is known only on handles from amphoras of the potter
AaixoKpar-qs in the terms of KaAAt/cpariSa? 2nd, KXevKparTjs 1st, and all these
persons occur in both the Pergamon and the Middle Stoa fillings. The rose secondary stamp
is an early one in this series, dated in the early 2nd century e.g. by context in Tarsus.Of
eponyms named in the Middle Stoa filling, only three are known to occur with secondary
stamps of the slightly later kind in which a letter replaces the earlier rose, the kind that
accompany the seven names listed above, those present in the Pergamon deposit but not in
the Middle Stoa filling. The three in the Middle Stoa filling are Nixacrayopas 1st, OcatS?/-
Tos, and AOavoboros, perhaps in that order; for samples of the secondary stamps accom
panying the first two, see Plate 1, 2b and 3b. These are then probably the latest Rhodian
eponyms in the Middle Stoa filling and were no doubt preceded by the three mentioned as
occurring with the rose secondary stamp. It seems at present a fair guess that theuse ofthese

" Tarsus I, p. 145, no. 75 B; thecontext, "top level. Middle Hellenistic Unit", indicates a dateoflate3rd—
early 2nd century b.c., cf. ibid., pp. 30-31. Note that the restoration of the name KaAAocpdrT/s in the main
stamp of no. 75 does not now seem correct.

On secondary stamps on Rhodian handles, usages and dates, see Delos XXVII, p. 380, index to dis
cussions on the subject in various parts of our chapter in that volume, where references to the earlier literature ^ i
on the subject will be found. Corrigendum-, the early Rhodian fabricant there mentioned, now dated ca. uo j
mid-3rd century B.C., does use secondary stamps; a nearly whole amphora of his in Rhodes has a secondary
stamp (with a monogram) beside each of its main stamps on the tops of the handles (temporary inv. no. MZ
54 (, dated by the eponym Em-x^appos-, mentioned here by permission of Mr. I. Papachristodoulou).

Note my suggestion. Tarsus I, p. 135, note 2, that the two betas on ibid., fig. 117,76 Band 77 Bindicate a
pair of names perhaps from the same amphora was correctly discarded by D. B. Shelov, Pottery Stampsfrom
Tanats, Moscow 1975 (in Russian), p. 23; the two secondary stamps are obviously not from the same die See
below, ' P
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secondary stamps, by certain potters with large output, began in or soon after 188 B.C., at
the time of the chief Rhodian expansion on the continent; through the 2nd century these
additional control stamps continued in use by big producers such as Mt'Sas"'(see below.
Appendix 4); many stamped handles from his jars bear secondary stamps. For the end date
of the Rhodian in the Middle Stoa filling, I lay out the proposed sequence of epbnyms, with
figures for the number of handles bearing these names in the two large deposits:

188-186 KaXXiKparlbas 2nd, KXevKpaTr]s 1st, and
185 NiKaa-ayopas 1st (Middle Stoa filling 8; Pergamon deposit 9)
184 ©eat'STjTos (Middle Stoa filling 6; Pergamon deposit 12)
183 'AflavdSoros (Middle Stoa filling 4; Pergamondeposit 17)
182-176 The 7 present in the Pergamon deposit and not at all in the Middle Stoa Building fill
('AyeorpaTOj 2nd, etc., listedabove).
The dates assigned are supported by a variety of other bits of evidence, including other

contexts, and the chain of name connections between potters and dating officials, derived
from the studyofpairs ofnames from the two series, ofwhich the most convincing are found
combined on whole amphoras or fragments preserving both stamped handles. See Plate 1,
which illustrates two whole jars, 2 and 3, from the stampedtops of the handlesof which we
take two such pairs ofnames. 2a and 2cshow the dating and endorsing stamps respectively
of2,an amphoraofAafioKpaTTjs datedin the termofNucao-aydjoay, in the month HjjLivdtos,
3a and 3c the stamps of 3, an amphora of ' iTnroKpaT-qs in the term of ©eatSTjro?, in the
month nai/apto?.>^ Each ofthese jars has also a secondary stamp, set on the side ofthe upper
attachment of (in the case of these jars) the fabricant handle, actually visible in the side
views of the two jars, as well as in 2b and 3b. Attested secondary stamps used by AapLO-
KpaTT]s (those of which we have rubbings or photographs) are the little rose (PI. 1, 1) and
slightly variant rose types^nd the letters, singly, A,'K,'C (i.e. lunate sigma), T, Y. Most of ^J
these are used also by l4):oKpaTr]s, that is, the dies seem to have been taken over; for this '
and other reasons we conclude that the products of the two potters are from the same shop.
The shop will have changed hands between the making of the two jars shown: 2names the
latest of many dating officials known with Aap.OKpa.TTis, and 3 the earliest of still more
known with 'ln-noKpaTTis, whose career can be followed to probably the middle of the 2nd
century. The secondary stamp 3b with its distinctive beta is so far on record only from jars
of linroKpaTT^s, not those of AapoKpaTtjs. This may be an accident of preservation for the
moment, someone may find a handle with the rose stamp of AapoKpazT^s on top and this
characteristic beta stamped on its side. Otherwise the handle in Tarsus'^ that combines this
secondary stamp with a rose main stamp naming NiKacraydpa? suggests that the change in
management took place dunng the term of this eponym; which is, I suppose, more likely
than not. At present this particular beta is known only with the eponyms NtKacraydpa? 1st
and 0€ai87}To? and with the fabricant ' iTTTTOKpdr-qs.

Contemporary with the activities of ' ImroKpar-qs were those of the Rhodian 'Api«r^
TOK\ijs who made and marked Knidian amphoras as well as producing agreat number of
Rhodian ones with rose stamps like those of ' iTrTroKpdrTjs; for some of his Knidian stamps,

For documentation, readings, etc., of the illustrated items, see Catalogue below.
" Tarsus I, fig. 117, 76 A, 76 B. Note asecond (unpublished) example of the combination: duplicates of

tx)th stamps were found on a handle in the Musee Greco-Romain in Alexandria (A VG 1485).
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see Plate 3,19-21. The two men seem both to have succeeded to the shop of Aa[ioKpaT7]s;
perhaps they were brothers; in any case this 'AptoroKA^s seems to have been the son of the
AapLOKpaTTjs who made the amphora on Plate 1, 2. The two contemporaries, ^ApiaroKXijs ^
and 'iTTTTOKpar-qs, used over the years a great number of secondary stamps, at least 25
different ones each, some of which appear to be common to both (but a study of dies has not
yet been made). Oddly, although for both brothers(?) there are many known or reasonably
guessed pairs with dating officials, all datable between about 183 B.C. and the middle of the
century, we have up to the present no indication that both ^ApiaroKXrjs and ""iTriroKparTjs
ever dated jars in the same year.'® During the period of production of these two, no other
fabricants are known to have used secondary stamps; but about the middle of the century,
their amphoras seem to have been replaced by those of Ttftd^ei;os',-igain bearing circular
rose stamps plus secondary stamps. It is interesting to note that secondary stamps were used
also on Knidian amphoras by fabricants named 'Aptcrro/cAj^s and Tifid^evo? who used rec- ^ /
tangular main stamps; their dates correspond with those of the Rhodians of the same names. '
After the mid-century, other Rhodian fabricants used secondary stamps, including some
whose main stamps are rectangular: cf. MtSas (see Appendix 4).

Through a lapse in processing, the eponym ''Adavo^oros had not been listed in our
archives as occurring with secondary stamps, but in fact there are a few handles that name
him in circular rose types and bear also secondary stamps with the letters tau and upsilon
(singly) like those used by both Aap-OKpar-qs and 'l-nTroKparTjs (i.e. apparently from the
same dies). 'Aflai/dSoros had in any case been listed in my tentative sequence only a few
years too early, because name connections place him closely, Potters known to have dated
jars by his name are ""AyadoKXijs 2nd, ''Ap.vvras with wreath, 'Avrtpaxos with caduceus,
'Apicrrcoy with caduceus, Tapa-jrlcov with asterisks, and 3>iAatVtos; this is to name only the
"real" pairs, i.e. whole jars or tops of jars with both stamped handles preserved. The epo-
nyms named by these potters on other jars of theirs in each case overlap the period ca.
188-176 B.C. and insome cases are only of this period. It now seems likely that 'A^ai/dSoro?
is the latest Rhodian eponym whose name is present in the Middle Stoa building fill."

" On the dynasty AajMOKparrji, 'ApicrroKA^s, Aa/aoKpdr7js o 'Apto-roxAeSy, etc., cf. Delos XXVII, p. 280,
also pp. 327-328 under E 66, and elsewhere (see index, pp. 375, 376). On 'iTnroKparijf, see now V. Grace
apudJ. Bouzek, Anatolian Collection ofCharles University [Kyme I], Prague 1974, pp. 94-95, under A3.

Note that this ApioroKA^y (contemporary of ' IirTTOicpdrTjy) is not theearliest toendorse Rhodian circu
larstamps with rose, but there was at least one earlier Rhodian fabricant of this name, who worked probably
in the third quarter of the 3rd century b.c. For a published stamp of his, see M.-T. Lenger, SC/781, 1957, pp.
164 165, no. 88, fig. 2 (from .\rgos). Presumably the 'Apio-roxA^y named in Mile. Lenger's stamp was the
father of the fabricant of 2.

" Rose stamps naming th^ eponym ^.KQavohoro^ and accompanied by secondary stamps:
1) with month AdAioy, secondary stamp tau like those on handles of AapOfcpdrTjy and TwTrotcpdrTjy:

handle in the Benaki collection in .Alexandria, classified under RE 16 (the eponym's number); rubbings
brought to the .\gora inJanuary 1967 by B. Turzynski.

2) with month ©co-poc^dpioy'', secondary stamp upsilon like those used by AapoKpdrTjy and TinroKpd-
r^s: Eton College Collection, no. 138 of the stamped handles. My records of the collection I owe to the
kindness of the late George Tait and of several of his students of the '60s, including particularly Nicholas
Harington.

3) with same month and probably same die as in (2), asecondary stamp is indicated in adrawing but not
identified or mentioned: F. Benoit, "Nouvelles epaves de Provence," Gallia 16, 1958, reading on p. 33, draw-
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So much for the usefulness of eponym-fabricant name connections in building the
chronology of amphora stamps, for an indication of where we find the most convincing
pairs, and for the corroborative evidence supplied by secondary stamps. Whole amphoras,
however, and even large fragments help, ofcourse, in another way to supplement and con
solidate the dating evidence, and that is by the evolution of the shapesand dimensions of the
jars, the most obvious tendency of Rhodian ones, from the late 3rd to perhaps the late 2nd
century B.C., being togrow slowly taller andslimmer, theneck andhandles taller inpropor
tion to the jar as a whole. 2 and 3 in Plate 1, closely contemporary, fit into the Rhodian
series in Amphoras, fig. 62 after the first jar in that picture; they postdate it by about 20
years, according to theeponyms named. They are even closer, especially 3, to another pub
lished amphora, one of Aptcrro/cA^s in the term of 'Ap^tAc^Saj, an eponym present in the
Pergamon deposit but not in the Middle Stoa filling, hence datable very soon after 0eai-
Stjtos of 3.2° The stages of the change in shape, placed according to the tentative sequence of
names, form a control, and thus the chronology is adjusted. Contrast in shape and dimen
sions of the amphoras makes it easy to distinguish between eponyms of the same name who
may be two generations apart, when whole jars are preserved that name them; for instance
between the NiKao-ayopas ofca. 185 B.C. who dates 2 (PI. 1), and the later one named onan
amphora of Evcppavoip, perhaps there, the NiKaoraydpas whose term as priest of Halios is
dated epigraphically shortly after 123 b.c. The later jar (unpublished) has considerably
longer neck, handles, and body, and the handles bow out noticeably, another relatively late
feature; its capacity is about 25% greater than that of 2.^'

Historical considerations have bearing, and it may be noted that in the original publica
tion the proposed date for the Pergamon deposit was late 3rd to early 2nd century b.c., as a
time of friendly relations between Pergamon and Rhodes.Sometimes, as with Nixa-

ing in fig. 41, p. 32 (from Anse Saint-Roch, Antibes).
4) with unrestored month, secondary stamp upsilon; D. B. Shelov, "Pottery Stamps from the Excavations

at Phanagona, Materials and Studies ofArcheology in the USSR, no. 57, [1957] (in Russian), p. 138, table,
eponym entry 37. Thestamps are not illustrated so the dies are not known. I have restored the name ofthe
eponym: [ AaavjoSorou. There is no other possibility.

The data for 'Adai/dSoroy are given here in detail because this name was omitted from among the latest
eponyms mthe Middle Stoa building fill in information given to S. I. Rotroflf: see Agora XXII, p. 102. It is
perhaps also of interest to show for one name the kind of evidence available as documentation for statements on
others.

" Grace 1949, pi 19 and p. 186, no. 5; stamps, pi. 20 and p. 187, nos. 4, 5; regrettably, the secondary stamp
beta IS not illustrated. ' ^

'̂On two eponyms Ntxao-aydpas and references to the two jars, see Delos XXVII, p. 306 under E 15
(upper paragraph). Capacity of the later jar and comparative figures, cf. "The Commercial Amphoras from

P- 'he Nicosia Museum, Cyprus, inv. no.CMC 198. The bowing out of the handles results from drawing them in below to accommodate to aslimmer
^dy; cl. op af., p. 6. For the epigraphical date of an eponym Nixao-aydpas, see C. Blinkenberg, LindosFouilles delAcropole 1902—1914, 11, Inscriptions I, Berlin and Copenhagen 1941, p. 536, no. 246 (Noca-
crayopas I-twoxA^s); 123 B.C. is the date attributed to him as priest of Athana Lindia, cf. ibid., p. 125 and

s^mSinl ir,P hi apparently he also held, would probably have'fallen shortly afterward: on
1945^ QS1 '̂̂ ^"••ricone, "I sacerdoti di Halios," ASAtene 27-29
changed annua% documents were dated by the name of the priest of Halios, who was"Schuchhardt 1895, p. 432. In the excellent dissertation of F. Bleckmann, De inscnptionibus quae legun-

^.Il

y
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crayopai 2nd just mentioned, one may suggest identifications of persons in stamps with
persons known in epigraphical or literary texts. Thus it is possible that GeatSTjro?, tenta
tively listed here as the next to latest Rhodian eponym in the Middle Stoa filling, was the
father of 'AcrruftTjS?;? Qeaib-qrov, who was the priest of Athana Lindia in 154 b.c. and
perhaps then of Halios a year or so afterward. According to Polybios, the son was sent to
Rome on missions in 168, 164, and 153 B.C.; and the father, perhaps the OeatSTjros of 3,
died in Rome in 167/6, being then over eighty years of age.-^ One would like, again, to
associate with the potter dynasty Aa/ioKpar7js-'Aptcrro)cA^s, etc. (see p. 000 above, with ^^
footnote 18), a Rhodian mentioned on a Thasian stone, 'Aptcrro/cA^? o [ Jxpareu?, secre
tary of the boula of Rhodes in the term of the priest of Halios 0e'pcrai;8pos. A date of
69/68 B.C. is tentatively proposed for the stone in the publication; the authors tell us, how
ever, that the letter forms could well be of the secondhalf of the 2nd century b.c. Such a date
would fit with that of the eponym Gepo-aySpos known in stamps; we have no evidence of a
later homonym. In that case, perhaps the secretaryof the Rhodian boula had actually been,
in his creative youth, the 'ApicrroKA^ of the stamp types 19, 20, and 21 (PI. 3). By, say,
140 B.C., and given his family history, our man must have been a substantial citizen.^'*

tur in vasculis Rhodiis, Gottingcn 1907, Schuchhardt's dating is used and developed; see especially Bleck-
mann's p. 25. Cf. Delos XXVII, p. 290.

" For the Lindian priesthood of 'Actt-v/xtj'Stjj Qfaibijrov, see Blinkenberg, op. cit. (footnote 21 above), p.
121, under the year 154, with commentary below; see further ibid., pp. 488-490. (No mention in these in
scriptions ofa priesthood of Halios. It should beobserved that Blinkenberg counted the existence ofa nameas
eponym in Rhodian amphora stamps as sufficient evidence that the person named wasa priest ofHalios.) On
names of Rhodian eponyms in stamps for whom identifications have been proposed with priests named in
inscriptions, cf. Delos XXVII, p. 299 with references. Of particular interest is the triple correspondence
examined ibid., p. 313, under E 34,of three known stamp eponyms with three priests of Halios cited in SEG
III, 674. The stone has been discussed recently by P. M. Eraser {Rhodian Funerary Monuments, Oxford
1977, pp. 60-61), but in his documentation (pp. 150-151) the author fails to use the text on E 34 with its
clarification on the dates of the stamp eponyms, which is based on information not available to the scholars he
qu'.'tes.

On 'Ao-tu/xtjStjs and OeaiS.TjTos in stamps, apparently persons mentioned by Polybios, see the com
mentary by Bleckmann, op. cit. (footnote 22 above), pp. 19-20. Cf. recently F. W. Walbank, A Historical
Commentary on Polybios, Oxford 1979, p. 303, on persons with these names; correct the priesthood of
154 B.C., which (as just noted) was that ofAthana Lindia, not that ofHalios. Thestamps provide an earlier
eponym AarvfstjdTjs, but his year as priest of Halios should date nearer 213 than 204 (cf. loc. cit.; they pro
vide also a much later one, who has been identified tentatively with a priest of Athana Lindiaof46 e.g. see
Delos XXVII, p. 299 with note 3).

©eaiStjroy is given a year, 188 e.g., as priest of Athana Lindia by H. van Gelder ("Over Rhodische
Kruik.stempels en hun Belang voor onze Kennis van den Rhodischen Handel," Verslagen en Mededeelingen
der Konmklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, 5e Reeks, Deel I, Amsterdam 1915, p.
202). Van Gelder gives as source an inscription "not yet published" by Blinkenberg. No such inscription
appears in Blinkenberg's comprehensive volume of 1941 cited above; and P. M. Eraser kindly informs me, ina
letter of 22.VII.81, that there is no epigraphical reference for any priesthood of0eatS7/ros inthe records from
which he is compiling the new Lexicon of Greek Personal Names.

It should perhaps be remarked that agreement on date as between homonyms inscribed in stone and in
stamp dies has sometimes been considerably more difficult than in the case of the names Just discussed. See
below. Appendix 5, on the dates of Rhodian eponyms named AapoicAys. ^ /
_ For the Thasian inscription, see C. Dunant and J. Pouilloux, Etudes thasiennes, V, Recherches sur V
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Analogous to the Rhodian potter dynasty AapoKpdr7/s-'ApicrroKA:^s would be the earlier
Thasian one, again with aristocratic names, recently identified at Kalonero on Thasos by Y.
Garlan. In the waste of an ancient pottery works he found many amphora fragments bear
ing stamps ofoneor otherof two potters, 'AptcrraydpTj? and ATjptaAKTjy, the potter's name
always combined with that of a dating official, the two series of dating officials entirely
distinct from one another. Two-name Thasian stamps date from about 390 to about

I % 340 B.C., cf. p. 000 below, footnote 43. Garlan has matched the two potters' names with
those of an epigraphically known Thasian family in which fathers and sons were called
successively ATypuzAKTj? and 'AptcrraydpTjs, an alternationofnames that can be followed in
Thasian inscriptions from about 370 e.g. for nearly a century.^^

Evidence of the Knidian^tamps
The Knidian amphora stamps in the Middle Stoa filling are possibly even more critical

than the Rhodian for dating the filling itself as well as for establishing the earlier chrono
logical sequence of their class, i.e. for the mutual development of chronologies. They are
largely a close group. Over half are dated in 11 eponym terms, those of Aaptoyey?;? 1st,
EvKpaTT]9 1st, QjjpoKpaT-qs 1st, KdAAtoro^, Acuiv'i'Avaavios, MTjrpdScopos,'Nucao-t/Sou-
Aos, rioAtoux^s, Zco/cpdrTj?, <I>tAt7r7ros 1st; the names are variously abbreviated in the
stamps. At least9 handles in the filling are datedbyeach ofthe foregoing names; see Appen
dix 1 below for individual figures. Three more eponyms whose names each appear on 5
handles in the filling are 0epitcrrcoi/aro?, KAciro^coi; and ^tAtcrrtcoi; (again variously ab
breviated); these probably preceded or followed pretty closely the 11. Eponyms seen on only
one handle in the deposit may be earlier than the others, or they may be the very latest (no
time for much breakage), or some might theoretically turn out to be impurities in the de-
posit.^^

To help place the period of the 11 (plus) eponyms, two obvious groups of Knidian
known to date before about 150 e.g. were examined: those found in Corinth and those from
the construction filling of the StoaofAttalos in Athens; from the Corinth list, certain names
were omitted which clearly belong to the renewed (small-scale) activity there after the de
struction of 146 E.G.^^ In a fair number of the Knidian stamps from the two sources, the
eponym isentitled/j/irourarc/zo^ in the stamp. Many more ofthe names included occur with

a date .5

This

possibilities and choose the last, the second would suit the OcptraySpoy of the stamps and perhaps z
within 141-135 B.C., which seems to be available. On Gc'po-az/Spoj, cf. Nessana I, p. lA, under no. 7.
eponym dates known whole jars of the fabricants Ayado/3ouXos, EvicActToy, KdAAou', and Ttpidparos.

See Garlan s article in Trade in the Ancient Economy, P. Garnsey, K. Hopkins, and G. R. Whittaker,
ed(Cm. 34. Note that Ap«rTayop7jy regularly has the eta ending in the earlier Thasian inscriptions and
starrtpS. Cf. J. Pouilloux, Etudes thasiennes, III, Recherches sur I'htstoire et les cultes de Thasos, I, Paris 1954,
p. 273, no. 34, lines 9(genitive) and 43. For the name unabbreviated in one of the earlier (two-name) stamps,
cf. A.-M. and A. Bon, Etudes thasiennes, IV, Les timbres amphonques de Thasos, Paris 1957, p. 119, no. 278.
Cf. also the comment, ibid., p. 118.

" Asmall number of items among those listed by the excavators or by G. R. Edwards, or both, have been
identified as impurities because they are very much too late to belong to the group. They are listed in footnote
57 below.

7 " Cf. now C. K. Williams, II, Hespena 47, 1978, pp. 21-23.

A

[ii p. 3^.
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that title in stamp types^® other than those found in Corinth or in the Stoa of Attalos filling;
i.e. some potters, or their scribes, did not include the title in their stamps, although referring
to the same official. These phrourarchoi, or garrison commanders, should date
188-167 B.C., the period of control of certain mainland states by Rhodes; it appears that
some of them at least were neither Knidians nor Rhodians but mercenaries employed by-
Rhodes.^' In contrast with what seems to have been normal for eponymous officials named
in Knidian and Rhodian stamps, the terms of these phrourarchoi were not full years but
perhaps four-month periods. Compare practice in Priene, but we have evidence for the
usage in Knidos itself in a small group of stamps in which a phrourarchos is named in
addition to an ordinary eponym, and we find (in different stamp types) two and probably
three different phrourarchoi named with the same eponym.^" Three changes per year, if
throughout the 22 years from from 188 to 167 B.C., call for 66 terms, and I count now in our
records at least 54 different names accompanied by the title. These are the names with
annotation IV A in the list in Appendix 1 below. The stamps that give the title with the
name are often known in very few examples, perhaps in a single type; no doubt we lack
some such types by accidentof preservation.^' The series may be filled out. We have, actual
ly, some dozen eponym names which by known combinations with the names of fabricants
must be close to the beginning of the period of phrourarchoi; although not yet known to us
with the title, perhaps most of themwere phrourarchoi. In the eponym listbelow. Appendix
1, they are marked III-IV, i.e. close to the end of III and the beginning of IV. (On the
periods identified byRoman numerals, see the introduction to this Appendix.) They are not
present in the Middle Stoa filling save for 'ApTiQjLonv) and 4>tAd/i7reAoy, a single example
each.

For eponymnames found in Corinth or in the filling of the StoaofAttalos, mostof those
not identified as phrourarchoi and not dated early by association with the Middle Stoa or
other early filling, or by name connections, or by what can be seen of the shape of the jar,
most of these are probably to be dated ca. 166-146 B.C. See again Appendix 1, names
marked IV B. If I have there assigned to that period one or two more eponyms than there
are years, any that have been dated before 146 only by presence in Corinth should berecon
sidered and possibly moved further into the third quarter; cf. footnote 27 above. On the
other hand, those annotated as having examples in the filling of the Stoa of Attalos are
perhapsnot later than 157 B.C., since ofthe eponyms of IV B,only 9 have been found in that
filling. Perhaps the terracing for that building was started by Attalos right after he became

k.Ci

On Knidian stamp types, see Delos XXVII, p. 323. In our usage, a stamp type is a group ofone ormore i
dies having the same content and arrangement of letters ^ devices, i.e. the same minuscule reading. /C<

" Cf. P. M. Eraser. The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, Oxford 1954, pp. 93-94, with note 3.
F.^. Hiller von Gaertringen et al., Inschriften von Pnene, Berlin 1906, p. xiii; cf. ibid., p. 28 under no.

19, lines 6-8. M. B. Wallace refers me to R. Merkelbach et al., Die Inschriften von Kalchedon (Inschnften
Griechischer Stadte aus Kleinasien 20), Bonn 1980, p. 5for various ancient mentions of officials serving for
parts of ayear rather than for the whole year.^or the evidence of the stamps, see Delos XXVII, p. 319. (^l

" M. B. Wallace suggests that particular uncommonness in some phrourarch names may be compared with
the "rare months" in Rhodian stamps, taken to be those of seasons not best suited for the production of am-
phoras. Afour-month period falling mostly in the winter might see a relatively small production of Knidian
jars. On seasonal production in Rhodes, cf. .Nilsson 1909, pp. 126-132, also the recent study by C Borker
"Der Rhodische Kalender," ZPE 31, 1978, pp. 193-218; and cf. comment, REG 92, 1979, p. 460

j_A C
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king, in 159.
In any case, it is plain that for the series of Knidian eponyms assembled by presence in

the Middle Stoa building fill (and knitted together by the close interconnection of eponym
and fabricant names) there is no possible place in the Knidian sequence between the second
decade and the middle of the 2nd century B.C.

We can be more precise. The title phrourarchos does not occur in the Middle Stoa
filling. With the Knidian as with the Rhodian, however, an overlap after 188 is clear. The
eponym names in the filling include 9 which do sometimes occur with the title: 'AiroAAcu-
vios, 'Apxeorparos, 'A(rKA7j77ia87j?, Qevcpavros, Ni/cacripaxos, tl'tAtTrTros, <I>iAoKpar7js,
4>tAd^pcL)i;,~'<J>i'Araros. (These names also are sometimes rather radically abbreviated.) In
addition, we have two of the eponyms sometimes named in stamps in combination with
various phrourarchoi, mentioned above, and considered to date early in the period of Rhod
ian control; those in our fill are rioAux^/^os and HoiKpar-qs (cf. 13,16). The first of these is
present in a single example (SS 757); but note that ZcoKpdrTjs is one of the 11 Knidian
eponyms listed above as the commonest in the filling. 'AttoAAcovios and ^iXoKparTjs are
two of the phrourarchoi known to have officiated during his term; canceling these from the
above list of 9, we have 7 thirds of a year left in addition to the two full years (the two epo
nyms named with phrourarchoi). Probably again, as with the Rhodian, we come down
about five years after 188 B.C.

We should compare Knidian finds in the Pergamon deposit with those from the Middle
Stoa filling, as we have done for the Rhodian. The import to Pergamon from Knidos was,
however, very much less than that to Athens. Such evidence as there is corresponds with
what the Rhodian tell us. Most of the Knidian in the Pergamon deposit are contemporary
with those in the Middle Stoa filling, but a single example (Schuchhardt 1895, no. 1291,
reading corrected) names a phrourarch KAtji/ottoAi?^ not present in the Middle Stoa filling;
while a second handle {ibid., no. 1290, reading again corrected) apparently names
&€vy€V7]s, another of the eponyms known with phrourarchoi in the same stamp, like
ZcoKparTjs or IloXvxappLQs but not present in the Middle Stoa filling.'̂ So the Knidian in
the Pergamon deposit, like the Rhodian, go down a little later than those in the Middle Stoa
fill.

For the Knidian chronology, whole amphoras, or at least joined pairs of handles, are
less of a requirement than for the Rhodian, since, as remarked, the names from the two
series (dating names and endorsing names) are usually combined within the stamps. In
some cases, however, we do have two complementary stamps on the two handles of an
amphora (PI. 2, 4, and representations of its stamps, 7 and 8). And certainly what we can
observe about the changing shapes ofthe jars, as with the Rhodian, supplements andconsol
idates the sequence. Again, only fragments come from the deposit we arestudying, but they

Both corrections were made recently with the help of Dr. Borker (cited in footnote 31, now a professor at
Erlangen), who is preparing a new study of the stamped handles in Berlin from the Pergamon deposit. He
provided us with rubbings of the Knidian, for the identification of which our archives in .Athens provide easy
and reliable reference material, not available to Schuchhardt. The eponym's name in KT 2107the type of
Pergamon no. 1290, is abbreviated to 0e( and the restoration is not quite certain.

I note once more a Knidian stamp published with thegroup ofthePergamon deposit aoparentlv bverror*
cf.De/or XXVII,p.291,note2. f pi- y X •

H.lb'
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are filled out in this article by more or less whole jars similarly dated' the reader should fill
out a little further by restoring in his mind on everyjar the characteristic ringed toe which is
largely broken away or concealed by marine deposit in those shown in Plat '̂̂ .and^^^ The 3- h ^
first and earliest of the jars in Plate 2 (4) is dated in the term of a duplicate of
its dating stamp is 7, and a variation of the die of its endorsing stamp impressed 8. The
amphora 4 was found in Rhodes in a Hellenistic filling above and among some tombs of the
4th and 3rd centuries B.C., with four Rhodian amphoras of which I should date three in the
next to last decade of the 3rd century e.g. and one in the third quarter.^'' Beside the jar from
Rhodes, 5 shouldbe slightlylater; it is from the earlier of the two wrecks at Grand Congloue
near Marseille, from which the Rhodian material dates by present estimate in the last dec
ade of the century.^^ It is difficult to see a development from 4 to 5. In contrast, change is
noticeable between 4 and 6, in increased height and decreased diameter, in the narrowing of
neck and mouth, in the handles of 6 that rise and arch a little from the upper attachment,
instead of dropping like thoseof 4. This drop identifies early Knidian handles even without
the jar as a whole; it is noticeable in the handle fragments 7 and 8 (see Catalogue below).
The dating name of4, ^Apyji-miLhas, occurs once in the Middle Stoa filling; that of6, IIoAt-
o/xjis, 48 times (indicating 24 amphoras, since the same stamp was impressed on both
handles). IToAtoux,^? is in fact the commonest Knidian eponym of the filling, and perhaps '
therefore one of the later ones, but not datable as late as 188, as he is not known as a phrour-
archos, nor as an eponym contemporary with phrourarchoi. On Plate 3, 13 names an epo
nym HcoKparr}^, apparently (chiefly according to name connections) the same one in whose
term phrourarchoi sometimes accompany the eponym inthe stamps, hence dating inorsoon
after 188 e.g. according to the hypothesis of this article. The amphora 13, so far as visible
behind the marine deposit (favored by collectors) is not very different from 6. Actually no
phrourarchoi arenamed on it, but (as with 6) the same stamp was impressed on both hand
les, duplicates ofthat shown here as 16. Perhaps general compliance was not exacted at the
start of the new system of dimensions and markings of the containers; or possibly the system
was altered during the term of Zoj/cjodrTjs.

A noticeable change does show itselfbetween 6 and 14 (PI. 3). The <i)tAi'7r7ro9 namedas
eponym in the stamp of 14 (see a duplicate in 17, PI. 3) I take to be the one who dates nu
merous handles from the Middle Stoa filling; he is one of the 11 common eponyms; I take
him to be the phrourarchos of this name and oneof the earliest known with the title.The
evidence is chiefly the other associates of "Apia-rayopas, the fabricant of 14 (see again 17):

" For more complete shapes, see Grace 1934, p, 202, fig. 1, nos. 6-8 and Amphoras, fig. 64.
The three Rhodian of the next to last decade are A230 (MI 620) dated in the term of ^evoa-Tparos, and

A232 and 233 (MI 622, 623) dated in th^term of \\<rTvp.rjST]s^1st. The slightly earlier Rhodian is A231
(MI 621), dated in the term of Eevdpero?. .All the eponyms occur in the Middle Stoa filling. The five jars, \
including A236 (41 were found during the excavations (1961-1964) by G. Konstantinopoulos in the Pavlides /<-/ •TA
lot in Rhodes (on Tindos Street). I am obliged to Mr. Konstantinopoulos for permission to publish 4and to ^
mention the others; also to Olga Kakavoyannis for the information given above; also to P. M. W. Matheson for
calling my attention to these stamped amphoras during our work period in Rhodes in May, 1980; and finally
to I. Papachristodoulou, Ephor of the Dodecanese, for much facilitation of our work in Rhodes in recent years.

" On two wrecks at Grand Congloue and their dates, see Appendix 3below.
" See Delos XXVII, p. 326, under E 62, end ofcomment.
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the dating names in his stamp types are all either of known phrourarchoi or of persons
known in anyj:ase to date near the beginning of the period 188-167. There is no other
'Aptcrraydpaj in Knidian stamps. This amphora,14 should identify for us the shapeof the
latest Knidian container of which there are stamped handles in the Middle Stoa filling,
those datable during a few years after 188 b.c. at the beginning of the period of Rhodian
control of the mainland including Knidos; this is the time of the Rhodian amphoras 2 and 3.
The distinction in appearance of 14 as compared for instance with 6 (noticeablelengthening
of the upper parts and narrowing of the body) is enhanced when the actual jar is seen, by its
pink color, the result of a cream slip applied over the red Knidian clay of 14, perhaps in
intended imitation of Rhodian amphoras. Another Knidian amphora of close to the same
date has been published.^^

In 15 (PI. 3) wesee what was produced for a while after control was withdrawn: the jar ^ .
is dated by its stamp (see 18, a duplicate; PI. 3) in the period 166-146 B.C., or perhaps
166-157.^® Neck and handles have stopped pushing up to greater height; the body, while
lengthening and narrowing a bit, is more slack; detail is less careful. Later Knidian am
phoras show again a tendency toward longer neck and handles and better potting: see Am
phoras, fig. 64, the central jar, third quarter of the 2nd century. In that picture, directly to
the leftof this tall jar, is our 14 of 'Apio-raydpay, bright with its creamslip;next and furth
est left in the same is the Early Knidian amphora from the latest part ofThompson's Group
B, which he nowdates at about 240 b.c.,^' perhaps twenty or twenty-five years earlier than
4 of the present paper. This jar from Group B allows a guess at the reconstruction of some of
the "Early Knidian" of which 39 are listed as in the Middle Stoa filling; but some of these
without full names are probably (by the shape of their handles) no earlier than some of the
Knidian whose stamps do have names.

'Apicraydpa? is a new name inKnidian stamps at the beginning of the period of Rhod
ian control, but it isnot known at all in Rhodian stamps. Moredirect andpersonal interven
tion from Rhodes strikes us in theKnidian types of 'ApicrroKA^y the Rhodian, illustratedon
Plate 3, 19-21. The stamp 21 is very close to the Rhodian rose types of the same potter, for ^
instance in the term of Ap^tAo^as; see references in footnote 20 above. Three duplicates of \/
19 occur in the Middle Stoa building fill, see Catalogue below; as this type also is known on /
handles withsecondary stamps,^® nodoubt the three are among the latest in the filling, after

Grace 1934, p. 202, fig. 1,and text p.30^no. 7. (Found in fragments in 1911: see 1913, pp.
215—216.) A third amphora (Agora SS 7210) of the same period is interestingly, if not fully, visible as its
capacity is being taken byH. A. Thompson and E. Vanderpool in 1939: see Grace 1949, pi. 19:1-3, and see
text p. 185. The single preserved stamp (one handle is missing) bears the name (htXraroy, no doubt the epo-
nym of that namp, an earlj phrourarch whose name appears in the Middle Stoa filling; the stamp is anexam
ple of KT 1254. SS 7210 is from the construction filling of .^gora well L 18:1.'̂ y

" Theeponym 'ApicttokA^s, who dates 15, occurs inthe filling of the Stoa of Attalos (SS 11362, example of
KT 214), to which the end date is possibly 157 b.c., see above, pp."000=^000:—> ^ ^ . I'~I

" See Grace 1974, p. 198, note 19; and cf. Appendix 2below, under Group B. '
S^ondary stamp with single letter theta on the side of the handle at the upper attachment on Agora SS

11952; perhaps the same (incompletely preserved) on ahandle from excavations by the late John Threpsiades,
which we were allowed to photograph in July 1959; the main stamp on both handles is an example of KT 236"^
ason 19. SS 11952 is exhibited inShop Dofthe Agora Museum inthe Stoa of .Attalos, on the south side of the
glass case.
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188 B.C. One would like to see whole jars with the Knidian endorsements of ^ApkttokXtjs;
one would like to know what, if any, dating stamps accompanied these circular types with
bull's head, lion, and rose; no candidates have been identified. 19 and 20 (PI. 3) are arche
types in clay, with symbols adapted from coin types of Knidos, of a long series of Knidian
stamp types with bull's head, or head or forepart of lion, as device; especially numerous are
the bull's head stamps of A.ap.0KpaTi]s o ^ApLcrroKXevs, who was no doubt the son of the
Rhodian who used 19, 20, and 21. '̂ ^ApicrTOKXijs himself was probably the same man
whose Knidian amphoras weresometimes made ofactual Rhodian clay and perhaps the one
who became secretary of the Rhodian boula in the third quarter of the 2nd century.^^

It may be observed that the ethnic KvihLov is not present in the first four Knidian stamps
shown in Plates 2 and 3 but only in the last two, both of which are datable after 188 B.C.
Most of the Knidian stamps in the Middle Stoa filling are without ethnic, and its use per
haps did not begin much before the second decadeof the 2nd century.

Evidence of the less numerous classes (Thasian, Koan, Roman, etc., and especially of
' Hthe Sinopean class ~

We may have a brief look at some of the other classes of amphoras as represented by
stamped fragments in the Middle Stoa filling, against the background of the Rhodian and
Knidian which make up 84% of the lot. The Thasian, as already remarked, include stamps
of the earlier 3rd and of the 4th century b.c. (some items as early as the first quarter of the
4th). As with the Rhodian and the Knidian, the most interesting ofthe Thasian for chrono
logy may be the latest, if it turns out that, contrary to some recent opinion,'*^ Thasian am
phoras continued to be stamped after 200 B.C. All Thasian that have been found at the
Athenian Agora are to be included in the new edition of the corpus of Thasian stamps.""* For
the Koan class particularly, the context of the Middle Stoa is of value for the chronology, for
which there is relatively little other evidence; the large group of this class in the filling forms
an important part of the Koan corpus of which plates and catalogue text are nearly com-

" On Knidian lion types, see summary, Delos XXVII, p. 335, under E 103. On the son of 'ApurroKAns cf
footnote 18 above. ' ' •

" For spectroscopic tests of handles from jars of probably the same WpkttokXt^s^, see Delos XXVII, pp.
319-320 with note 1, p. 320. For the secretary ofthe boula, see pJMfabove urah FoQtnot(g&4.

" Y. G. Vinogradov, "Pottery Stamps of the Island of Tha'̂ s," Numismatics and Epigraphy X(The
Institute of Archeology of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR), Moscow 1972 (in Russian), pp. 39, 44, and
59 (table, see bottom). The evidence cited (which is not new) shows that Thasian amphoras were stamped as
late as ca. 200 B.C. (stamps from the Pergamon deposit and from Villanova in Rhodes) but not that the practice
stopped'then. Now that finds at Koukos in Thasos have shown that the names in one-name Thasian stamps
are .Ver>' probably those of annual officials (and not of potters), we should attempt acount, starting from about
340 B.c , and making allowance for repeated names. On the Koukos finds, see Garlan 1979 My own most
recent summary on Thasian stamps {Delos XXVII, pp. 354-357) hadnot the benefit ofthe Koukos finds and
also does not discuss the Thasian stamps with names but without device (cf. Pnyx, pi. 52:1-4) There is much
new information, and Ihope to publish arevised short study of the Thasian class, including the shape develop
ment. In the rrieanwhile it should be said that, following further examination of Agora deposits, there does not
now seem to be good evidence to date any of the Thasian stamps with names before 400 B.C., and perhaps not
before 390,^ ^ ^.

On the projected new corpus of Thasian stamps, see recently Garlan 1979, p. 213. The original one is the
Bon volume cited above on p. 000 in footnote 25.

TbHo B.C
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plete. The Corinthian will be published in C. G. Koehler's forthcoming corpus of this class
(cf. Corinthian A and B Transport Amphoras, diss. Princeton University, 1978)/^ For
identification of the Parmeniskos Group, see Pnyx, pp. 168-169; a new study of this group,
with much additional material, is being prepared by M. Petropoulakou. The stamps of the
Zenon Group in the Middle Stoa filling are all of the later type (late 3rd—early 2nd cen- ~
turies B.C.) containing usually only the two lettersfZH.'*^ The Latin stamp has been pub- . /
lished; it is from a container of Oriental type, perhaps Punic; we know a little more about
the shape of the container since the discovery of the same stamp impressed on the knob toe of
what was probably a jar of one of the Punic types; independent context of about 200 B.C.
exists for this fragment.On the rather numerous items included under "Miscellaneous
Unclassified", I cannot generalize here, except to say that none has parallels suggesting a
date later than that of the Rhodian and Knidian of the filling. Several match, more or less
closely, stamps in the Pergamon deposit. A few are dated earlier, by the context of duplicates
from 4th-century deposits: cf. a gem impression recently published, of which one of the
duplicates comes from the Middle Stoa filling.^®

See in the meanwhile her report, "Evidence around the Mediterranean for Corinthian Export of Wine
and Oil," Beneath the Waters of Time: Proceedings of the Ninth Conference on Underwater Archeology
(Texas Antiquities Committee No. 6), Austin, Texas 1978, pp. 231-239. For some of Koehler's more recent
workin this field, see"Amphoras on Amphoras," Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 284-292.

On theZenon Groups, theearlierand the later,see Hesperia 32,1963, pp.319,321-322 withnote 9,331
with note 25. The article is concerned with amphora finds at Koroni in Attica, where examples of the earlier
Zenon Group were found. With revised 3rd-century dating (cf. footnote 2 above and start of Appendix 2
below) one would like to accept an identification of the Ze(non) of the earlier group withZenon of Kaunos,
agent of Apollonios in Egypt, although apparently he had not come to Philadelphia by 265 B.C. Cf. P. M.
Eraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria II, Oxford 1972, p. 286, end ofnote 283; V. Grace andJ.-Y. Empereur, "Un
groupe d'amphores ptolemaTques estampillees," Bulletin du Centenaire (Supplement au BIFAO 81), Cairo
1981, p. 426. Particularly interesting examples of the earlier group have been found recently, some in an
ancient wreck investigated by George Bass. On these, see V. R. Grace, "Some Amphoras from a Hellenistic
Wreck," forthcoming in BCH, Suppl. VIII. The later Zenon Group may beconnected with the earlier, al
though no context fixes the plain ZH(stamps earlier thanthe late 3rdtoearly 2nd century e.g.: in addition to
the Middle Stoa context, we have anexample in the Pergamon deposit (no. 1278) and one from a filling in the
Stoa ofPhilip in Delos (TD 6231)? The Rhodian stamps from the same filling date ca. 210-190 e.g.; cf. Grace
1974, p. 198, note 21.

For the Latin stamp, which reads C.S , see V. R. Grace, "The Canaanite Jar," in The Aegean and the
Near East, Studies presented to Hetty Goldman, S. S. Weinberg, ed.. Locust Valley 1956, pi. XII, no. 10, cf.
text pp. 97 and 109 (see here suggestions as to the shape of the jar). Asecond example of this stamp type may
also come originally from the Middle Stoa filling: see ibid., no. 11. The third example, impressed on a toe
fragment, is ,MAA 890 from the excavations south of the Akropolis by the late John Meliades in 1957; he gave
me permission to use it in publication. This fragment had again a context of ca. 200 e.g. (information by
kindness ofC. Kanellopoulou). See the comment by E. L. Will quoted on p. 97 of my publication cited: her
suggestion that the letters C.S may stand for cwitas stipendiana, a Spanish commune that paid a fixed impost
to Rome, seems the best possibility. After Scipio's victory at Ilipa inSpain in 207 e.g., such communes were
required to deliver to Rome certain goods, including perhaps oil. Cf. CAH VIII, pp. 89, 306, 308, 310. Offi
cially marked containers may have been required, the shape, that used by the Carthaginians who had preceded
the Romans in Spain.

• n VY^/TT^f^^ listed above, p. 000, as present in the Middle Stoa filling, see summaries with referencesmDelos XXVII cf. index, p. 382; on Samian(?) prow stamps, see Grace 1971, pp. 82-85, with notes (note 83,
p. 84, at« Middle Stoa context); the identification as Samian is not established. An article on this class is being
prepared by Professor Borker of Erlangen.

"V. R. Grace, "Exceptional Amphora Stamps," Studies in Classical Art and Archeology, ATribute to

i >•
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Special mention is made finally of the Sinopean stamps present, for reasons that will
appear. Cf. Plate 2, 10-12. B. N. Grakov's pioneering study of this class laid out what is
still a convincing sequenceof groups and of names, many of which are made more precise in
the stamps by patronymics.^' His absolute dates, a first attempt in this field, brought him
down for his final group (VI) to the period 121-70 B.C. In later research, he modified at least
part of his chronology but did not live to publish a general revision. (He died in September,
1970.) Four out of the six Sinopean stamps in the Middle Stoa fillingare of Grakov's Group
VI, including 11 and 12 on Plate 2. The filling therefore suggests for the Sinopean series as
a whole an end date of not much later than 183 B.C., that of the Middle Stoa Rhodian and
Knidian, as laid out above. The reasonable occasion for the discontinuation of the series
from Sinope is its capture, actually in 183 B.C., by Pharnakes 1st, King of Pontos; he moved
his capital to the city and no doubt made administrative changes.That the sequence of Sino
pean dating officials named in the stamps ended in or close to 183 b.c. has been in fact the
view of at least two Soviet scholars,^" although it has not yet beengenerally accepted. As in
the case ofother classes in our filling, especially the Thasian, the Sinopean (few though they
are) include something earlier than the rest of their class that is present; one stamp of
Grakov's Group IV (PI. 2, 10). It happens that we have a possible independent indication
for the date of Group IV which seems to suit an end date for the whole series in 183 B.C. If
working back from that year we count the astynomoi (officials named in Sinopean stamps)
listed in Grakov's volume for his Groups VI, V, and IV, the over-all dates for IV would
come out as 281-259 B.C., whereas Grakov's original date for IV had been 180-150 b.c.
(Grakov 1929, p. 138). Discovery of a stamp of this Group in a 3rd-centurycontext would
be an indication that the Group dated in that century rather than any later. In fact, one such
was found at Seuthopolis (in Thrace), the site of which seems to have been occupied only
from about 359 to about 229 b.c. '̂ The answer, however, does not come so readily, since, I

Peter Heinrich von Blanckenhagen, G. Kopcke ai^ M. B. Moore, add., Locust Valley 1979, pi. XXXVI: 2,
cf. catalogue text, p. 126, where under 2, SS 675 is listed as a duplicate from the Middle Stoa filling oftwo
stamps from 4th-century deposits, SS 8210 and SS 14771; note that the illustrated example, SS 12440,1s from
the area of the Middle Stoa.

Grsikov 1929. Reviewed: .\. Kocevalov, PhilWoch 53, 1933, pp. 630-647.
Most of the work on thisclass ofstamps has been done bySoviet scholars, since the material is found in

abundance in the Black Sea area, while it is uncommon elsewhere. Sinopean amphoras are thought to have
carriedoil, not wine, soit is notsurprising that few of the stamped fragments have been found for instance in
Athens.

For theearlier end date, see V. I. Tsekhmistrenko, "Sinopean Pottery Stamps with theNames ofMaster
Potters," Soviet Archeology, 1960, p. 75 (in Russian). The author cites the expansion of the Pontic kingdom
and the final taking of Sinope in xfl as the reasons for the breaking off of stamping Sinopean amphoras with
the names ofastynomoi, although hesets the actual end ofthe astynome stamps in about 175 b.c. (At thesame
time, he puts the liquidation of the astynome magistracies in Sinope some years earlier than 1^3 e.g.; see his
note 106.) The late Professor V. F. Gaidukevich, on the basis of observations during his excavations, was
ready to accept 1^3 as the end date of the series, according to aletter he wrote in October 1957 to Emily Grace / S3
Kazakevich. He quotes the opinion of amember of the Kerch Museum staff who specialized in the stamps of
Sinope (possibly Tsekhmistrenko?) that "the latest Sinope stamps with the names of astynomes go only as far
as the moment of the seizure of Sinope by Pharnakes (183)." He found it most convincing, the more so when he
learned that another investigator (myself) had arrived at the same conclusion independently. Cf. Grace 1968
p. 176, no. 7;also Delos XXVII, pp. 284-285.

See Balkanska, Die Handelsbezieh^ngen von Seuthopolis," VP conference internationale d'etudes

t
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am reliably informed, many astynomoi have been added to the group lists since the publi
cation of Grakov's book, far too many to be accommodated as annual officials in years avail
able before 183 B.C., assuming that Group I terminated in the second half of the 4th century;
and on that there seems to have been for some time general agreement.^^ Perhaps the terms
of the astynomoi were not full years, as in the case of the phrourarchoi of Knidos. In any
case, apparently these persons were not the state eponymous officials.We had looked to I.
B. Brashinsky of Leningrad, an authority on this class of amphoras and their stamps, to
work out this problem; his sudden death in April 1982 is a great loss to this study.^'' For the
present, in the light of the Middle Stoa context, I continue to feel reasonably convinced that
the Sinopean astynome stamp series ended in 183.

' The date of molded relief bowls with long-pet..\l decoration

For the contents of the Middle Stoa filling, it remains to consider a find which, although
outside the field of my competence, is naturally not outside the area of my interest. In 1953,

classiques des pays socialistes, Sofia 1963, p. 52, fig. 3, no. 1, a clearly legible Sinopean stamp that names the
astynomos 'Ai/ripaj^os with his characteristic device, a horn, and the fabricant Ntictay, both belonging to
Grakov's Group IV; see Grakov 1929,pp. 138and 184 for the astynomos, and pp. 140 and 207 for the fabri
cant. Of. the comment of I. B. Brashinsky, "Recent Foreign Research on Ceramic Inscriptions," SovietArch
eology, 1966, ii, p. 334 (in Russian), where the dates of Seuthopolisare given.These dates, 359-229 B.C., come
actually from the earliest and latest coins fround on the site, thoseof Philip II of Macedon (359-336 e.g.) and
those of Demetrios II (239-229 e.g.). The earliest of these coins apparently preceded the founding of Seuth
opolis and were lost in the Thracian village that preceded it on the site. See D. P. Dimitrov (the excavator, in
1948-1954), "Neuentdeckteepigraphische Denkmaler uber die Religion der Thraker,...," Hommages a W.
Deonna {Collection Latomus 28), Brussels 1957, pp. 181-193; cf. J. and L. Robert, REG 72, 1959, pp.
209-210; most recently, D. P. Dimitrov and M. Cicikeva, The Thracian City ofSeuthopolis (British Archaeo
logical Reports, suppl. sen38), Oxford 1978 (cf. review,///S 100, 1980. p. 269). P. M. VV. Matheson investi
gated for methe dates aiid provided many references.

Grakov s original dates for his Group I were late 4thcentury to 270 e.g. (Grakov 1929, p. 112), but his
revised view, quoted by Brashinsky in Olbia, Temenos and Agora, V. F. Gaidukevich, ed., Moscow-Lenin
grad 1964 (in Russian), p. 308, note 55, gave the period 360-330. Brashinsky himself dated the same Group ' > ^
360-320 in 1963; see his "Economic Relations of Sinope in the 4th to 2nd centuries e.g.," Ancient Town " ' C
(Institute ofArcheology ofthe Academy ofSciences ofthe USSR), Moscow 1963, p. 133. (See note 7 on this
same page for the author's comment on the early end date proposed by Tsekhmistrenko, for which he saw
difficulties.) At the Athenian Agora, stamps of Groups lb and II have both been found in deposits of the third
quarter pf the 4th century, dating the change frojp I to II in that quarter century; SS 14823 of lb from deposit
R 13:11 andSS 11354 of II from deposit J 11:1. For Group lb, see Grakov 1929, p. 119.
^ Brashinsky s date for Group I remained the same ten years later; see p. 127 of his long, useful article.
The Progress of Greek Ceramic Epigraphy in the USSR," .Eirene 11, 1973, pp. 111-144. He also still dated

{loc. cit.) Group VI in the second half of the 2nd century.
Cf. Grakov 1929, p. 49.
We are much indebted to the late Dr. Brashinsky for information received in letters as well as for many

offprints. Not long before his death he contributed the names in Sinopean stamps to the Lexicon of Greek
Personal Names being prepared under the auspices of the British Academy, a large contribution partly be
cause of the patronymics mentioned above, which are otherwise rare in stamps. On the lexicon, see below, first
paragraph of Appendix 1.

For afairly recent summary on work in this particular field, with many references, cf. D. B. Shelov, op.
cit. (footnote 15 above), pp. 134-140.1 am obliged to P. M. W. Matheson for atranslation of these pages, as of
many others useful to the present study. See also M. Lazarov, "Sinope et le marche ouest-Pontique," Varna,
NarodenMusei, IsvestiaX^, 1978, pp. 11-65. The author reports, and adopts, the Sinopean chronology of the
Soviet scholar B. A. Vasilenko. I owe this information and reference to Frangoise Alabe.
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while D. B. Thompson excavated the part of the filling within the foundations of the west
half of the Stoa, E. Vanderpool was responsible for the part which had been thrown in south
of the south foundation and north of the building marked "Heliaia" in Figure 1; here, as in
the area of the actual foundations, there was need of a quantity of filling in order that the
ground level to the south of the western part of the great long stoa should be even with that
toward its east end, near the top of the natural east-west slope.^^ I quote here a note to me
from Vanderpool dated July 12, 1956, following the circulation of my report of June 26—
July 11 on the stamped handles:

I continue to regard the early long-petalled Megarian bowl (K 2705, P 23095) found in the
settling basin in front of the west end of the north front of the Heliaia as one of the few strictly
contemporary pieces that can be associated with the Middle Stoa. It will have been a new piece in
use as work was starting on the building. It will have been broken and discarded after the settling
basin had been disconnected from its water supply and just before it was buried under the building • .
fill; (note that most of the pieces of the bowl were on top of the sand in the basin, one piece was on the
strosis just outside).

Most of the Middle Stoa building fill was not strictly contemporary fill. Some layers were
archaic and earlier. The layers with masses of pottery and handles must have been drawn from some
old dump. After all, where would you go if you wanted such a lot of fill all at once.

The strictly contemporary pieces from the fill are relatively few, but if you add to the bowl the
handles you are forced to reject in order to maintain the early date, the evidence gains weight.

That the fill rose in step with the laying of the foundation courses is shown by the fact that in
some places we observed wedge shaped layers of conglomerate chips at each course. Therefore the
whole space between the MiddleStoaandtheHeliaiawasfilled in whilethefoundations werebeing
laid.

We have here the excavator's impression while the excavation was still quite fresh in his
mind; the detail is instructive. The implication is of an end date of not long before 150 b.g.
for the Middle Stoa filling, since the start of bowls with long-petal decoration had been so
dated.

In attempting various possible explanations of the contradictory data here assembled,
we cannot use the stamped handles mentioned by Vanderpool as having been rejected by
me. In my report of 1956, everything ever counted as belonging to the Middle Stoa filling
was duly listed, including some handles catalogued in 1933 whose precise finding places had
been reconsidered and condemned by G. Roger Edwards, after investigations in the field
notebooks, as impure or otherwise irrelevant (e.g. from too far north). In the end, all the
amphora handles not withdrawn from the lists by Edwards or by oneof the excavators have
been seen to be consistent with an end date in the second decade of the 2nd century, with the
exception of five Knidian datable after 110 b.c.^' That this should be so is evidence of the

H. A. Thompson, Hesperia 23, 1954 (pp. 1-67), p. 50.
Thompson 1934, pp. 457-458. Here Thompson actually placed the start of these bowls in the "second '

quarter" ofthe century; he thus left room for the production and discard ofnumerous long-petal bowls found \
in his Group D, the end date of which he was then setting at the middle of the century {op. cit., p. 370). \v' '
Thompson's date for the start of long-petal bowls was rounded by Edwards; G. R. Edwards, "Hellenistic
Pottery," Hesperia, Suppl. X, Small Objects from the Pnyx, II, Princeton 1956 (pp. 83-112), p. 91 ("ca. '
150 B.C."); idem, Corinth VII, iii, Corinthian Hellenistic Pottery, Princeton 1975, p. 177 ("155 b!c."). *

On the stamps in Thompson's five group^ see below. Appendix 2.
" The five stamps are as follows: SS 11826, exampleof KT 605j' dated in the term of "Ep/xcov cf adupli

cate published Delos XXVII, p. 345, E162. SS 12918,HCT 2112; which names the duoviri Aaxt/s and Eiird-
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quality of the excavating: here we have a very large and far from closed deposit, excavated
over a number of years, both before and after the Second World War, by various persons;
and of about 1500stampedhandles, apparently only five extraneous items have infiltrated,
whether by a workman's or by a pot washer's mistake, or whether by a disturbance in
antiquity not definitely recognized as such during the excavation.

No stamped handles accompanied Vanderpool's long-petal bowl, nor have I been able
to identify any from a filling over its settling basin. In Agora XXII, S. I. RotrofF has sep
arated the settling basin as a deposit from the Middle Stoa filling as a whole.^®

There seems, however, to be a reasonable way to reconcile Vanderpool's bowl with the
evidence of the handles and at the same time to resolve several other puzzles that have come
up recently, and that is to make a slight adjustment in Thompson's absolute dating of the
long-petal decoration. I suggest that the style began in the first quarter of the 2nd century,
but had at first a limited vogue, because in its first more elegant form it was difficult and
fussy to engrave in the mold.^' Other current styles of bowl ornament were much more
showy for the trouble taken. The long-petal style is certainly not common in the earlier 2nd
century, but Vanderpool's bowl is not the only one at the Agora. A fragment was found in a
deposit under the filling of the Stoa of Attalos, a deposit in which the amphora stamps are
close in date to those in the Middle Stoa filling.*^" Further, a bowl and a number of frag
ments come from a cistern shaft with 10 stamped handles; the latest handles date just after
those of the Middle Stoa filling, probably still in the first quarter and certainly before
166 B.C.®* There are others. One of the reasons the style had been placed late, i.e. with a
start shortlybefore 150e.g., was that relatively few pieces had been found in Corinth; but a
large numberhave now been found there, in the excavations of 1980.®^ A tendency to place

k^L3

v/
\€fi09, on whom see e.g. Delos XJ^II, p. 344, E 150. SS 12959, a Late Kniciian belonging with Delos
XXVll, p. 354, i^der G. SS 13056, KT 486rterm of "Eppcoi;; aduplicate is Delos XXVII, p. 343, E147. SS
13096, KT 1578, the duoviri Kapydia^ and Ev^ovXos; see Delos XXVII, p. 344, E 153, 156, 157. The first
and last come from Section MZ, the rest from K. See above, footnote 7. ^

58 The settling basin is listed as I 14:2, discussed by Rotroff, Agora XXll, p. 102. Further on P 23095,
Vanderpool s bowl, see op. cit., pp. 36 and 85, where it is referred to by its catalogue number, 344. Rotroff is
explicit inseparating the finding place from the Middle Stoa filling; she also suggests a possible date of 225-
175 for the bowl, although without e.^ding the possibility of aconsiderably later date.

See EiAvrardsJ^orinth Vll, (footnote 56 above), pp. 177, 178, on the exacting task ofincising the earlier
long-petal designs in the mold and the greatly increased production after a shortcut was devised.

5® The deposit is Q8-9, the fill over the floor of the Square Peristyle, and the bowl fragment is P2^04
(.Agora XXII, no. 325). The Rhodian stamped handles in Q 8-9 run down only to the eponym 'lepcoi' 1st,
dated tentatively 198 B.C., but the Knidian to the eponym 't>tXo<p( (SS 10799)7'prob '̂y the early phrourareh
<PiXo<ppa>v, henee not Igng after 188 B.C.; the same Knidian stamp type (KT 1105) is present in the Middle
Stoa filling (SS 12428). On the tentative attribution of Rhodian eponym terms to specific years, see Grace,
1974, p. 199. ^ ' /

" I^ong-petal bowl, P14330 (not catalogue^in Agora XXII), cistern shaft E15:4. The latest Rhodian, SS
4600, is dated in the term of .'Kpx^tAo/Sas, tentative date, 177 B.C.: he is known in the Pergamon deposit but not
in the Mid(Ue Stoa filling; cf. ajar eited;^in footnote 20 above, also Delos XXVll, pp. 279 (note 2), 291. The JutAI
latest Knidian is probaljly SS 4598, dated in the term of the phrourarehos 'Apia-reiSTyy!^

On deposits Q8-9 (cf. footnote 60 above), E 15:4,"and some others, cf. Agora XXII, p. 35 with note 90.
See C. M. Edwards, "Corinth 1980: Molded Relief Bowls," Hesperia 50, 1981, pp. 189-210. I am

fateful to Mr. Edwards for advance information on this important material, also for various facilitations of
the present article.
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the beginning of long-petal bowls rather earlier than had been supposed is evident in two
recent publications, one reporting the contents of a cistern in the Piraeus, the other, the
pottery found at Kenchreai; in both cases, accompanying amphora stamps suit the earlier
dating. See the author's comment on bowls at Kenchreai, in her introductory text; note that
there are 14 Rhodian and Knidian stamped handles from the site that are datable in the 2nd
century, and all may predate 166 B.C. The end date of the stamps from the Piraeus cistern
may well be before 175 B.c.^^

For my part, I seenow no need to separate Vanderpool's bowl from the latest part of the
Middle Stoa filling as established by the amphora stamps. A context of the second decade of
the century no longer seems out of line for early long-petal bowls. I expect more will be
reported in the future.

c SUMM.A.RY OF EVIDENCE THAT BRINGS ys TO ca. 183s.C.FbR THE DATE OF THE FILLING •
In the foregoing pages weTiave looked chiefly at the amphora stamps intke Middle Stoa

filling and considered the dates suggested by their various classes. For the Rhodian and
Knidian there is independent evidence that brings us by separate ways for each of the two
classes tojust about 183 B.C. Other classes are not as yet soclosely and firmly dated; but in
no case can one find significant evidence against a date in the second decade for the latest
examples in the filling, while the proposed date for the Sinopean brings us once more to no
later than 183 B.C. This then is presumably the approximate cut-off point for the material
assembled within the foundations of the Middle Stoa and south of them, accumulating as
the foundations rose.

On the Piraeus cistern, see I. Metzger, "Piraus-zisterne," AeAr 26, 1971 [1973], pp. 41-94. Finds in
cluded fragments of long-petal bowls {ibid., pi. 12 and pp. 61-62), also 35 stamped handles; the latter arenot
yet published but we have records of them. The namej on the 5Rhodian handles are all in the Middle Stoa
filling, the latest being that of the eponym KAev/cpdrTjs 1st (tentatively dated in one of the years 188-186 B.C.-
see above, p. 000). Of the 10 eponyms named on 18 of the 28 Knidian handles (the other 10 handles bear P -
fabricant stamps without eponyms), 5 are iiythe Middle Stoa filling, others are known to be close to that in
date, while 1, the phrourarchos TeXealippujv, is the most numerous (8 handles) and probably the latest, dating
cenainly before 166 and maybe still in the first quarter. The fabricants in the types without eponyms (the
eponyms were named on the other handles of the jars) are 'ApiaroicATjy, Apd/ccov, and the FlaiSta OevSroptSa,
all associated by name connections with eponyms of the early phrourarchos period. For this 'Aptcrro/cA^?, see
Delos XXVII, p. 319, on pairs with E 53 and E 54. For Theudoridas' Men, see ibid., p. 325, E 55.

Cf. RotrofTs comment on the Piraeus cistern, Agora XXII, pp. 111-112. Corrigenda on p. 112: the first
two names in the alphabetical list should read .Vgestratos and Aristion. Note also that Kleukrates (1st) has
now been set slightly earlier. Note RotrofTs final comment (bottom of p. 35) on the date of the beginning of
long-petal bowls: 'somewhat ambiguous evidence."

On the Kenchreai material, see Beverly Adamsheck (correct the first name on the title page), Kenchreai,
Eastern Port of Corinth, IV, the Pottery, Leiden 1979. Greek amphora stamps, pp. 25-41; the 2nd-century
Knidian and Rhodian, nos. Gr. 60-63, 65-74. The author's introductory text, p. 2.

. ^ For more recent comment by RotrofT on the dates of long-petal bowls, see Hesperia 52, 1983, pp. 274- c
I 275, with note 67; she lists instances of early experimentation. I think that before my present article, no close ,

date had been proposed for the latest stamps in the filling of the Stoa of .Attalos but just an end date of about
mi -century. Emphasis has been placed on the absence of long-petal pieces from this relatively small group
(the stamped handjes are some 135 in contrast with 1500 from the Middle Stoa filling); but the long-petal
ragrnent P20204 should be borne in mind, to be attributed to the Stoa of .Attalos filling, ifnot to an earlier

level beneath it, cf. footnote 60 above.
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- • AN EPIGRAPHICALLY KNOWN ROYAL GIFT TO ATHENS
DATED ABOUT 183 B.C. - /JU

To those who accept this dat|j, there can surely be no better candidate for the princely donor, ^
hypothesized by Thompson and others, than Pharnakes 1st, son of Mithradates king of
Pontos (PI. 4:a). "Not less significant of Athens' commercial relations are the honours con
ferred by her on Antiochus IV, Ariarathes of Cappadocia, and above all Pharnaces of Pon-
tus, and the gifts received by her from them. The last of these, it is to be borne in mind,
became about this time master of the two greatest commercial ports on the southern coast of
the Euxine, Amisus and Sinope, both very important centres of the grain trade, and both
closely connected with Athens in the past." '̂*

An Athenian decree in his honor in Delos (then under Athenian control) informs us of
Pharnakes' relations with Athens. He had agreed to pay the city a sum of money by install
ments, but because of other obligations and difficulties had been unable to keep them up.
The Athenians praise him as a benefactor and hope to get something further on account;
they send him their word that the honors paid to him will be no less than those paid to "the
other kings" and his glory will be assured like that of other benefactors of the city. Golden
crowns will be presented to him and to his wife Nysa and the fact proclaimed at various
Athenian festivals. Bronze statues of both will be set up in Delos, thus publicizing in a more
international, although still Athenian, setting the king's benefactions to Athens. The in
scription is now dated 160/159 b.c. (formerly 172/171).®^ Durrbach, the original editor,
remarks {op. cit., pp. 102-103) that if one looks in the king's reign for a timewhen he would
have had particular occasion and desire to pose as a benefactor of Athens, it would be about
183 B.C., following the conquest ofSinope. The matching dates encourage one to try relating
this inscription to thehistory ofthe MiddleStoa. Alarge initial payment in about 183 might
have taken careof the big terracing and foundation job, and perhaps also the Middle Stoa
itself, the superstructure: evidence from excavations at the west end apparently allows that

Rostovtzeff, op. cit. (footnote 14 above), p. 630. Homer Thompson, ina letter ofMarch 1984, has quer
ied RostovtzefTs description of Amisos and Sinope as "very important centres of the grain trade", noting
correctly that these ports on the south coast ofthe Black Sea were not (and are not) backed bya grain-produc
ing hinterland, but the great grain fields that were a major source for Athens lay to the north, in the region of
the Bosporos (Crimea). But presumably grain from the north would be the chief product carried south across
the narrowest part of the Black Sea to the fine harbor ofSinope, and then transshipped or carried further in
the same bottoms, no doubt after payment ofport taxes; see D. M. Robinson, "Ancient Sinope," A/P27, 1906
(pp. 125-153), pp. 136-137. Even ships which were not unloading would need to call for supplies, especially
water, of which Sinope had an abundance.

F. Durrbach, Choix d'inscriptions de Delos, Paris 1921, pp. 97-105, no. 73, = P. Roussel and M.
Launey, Inscriptions de Delos, Paris 1937, pp. 2-4, no. 1497 bis. Durrbach dated the inscription 172/1. For
'heredating ofthe Athenian archon named (Tychandros), see e.g. W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons ofAthens in
he Hellenistic Age, Cambridge, Mass. 1931, p. 260 and S. Dow, Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 91. I am indebted to M.
B. Wallace and J. S. Traill for numerous references and for the information that the date 160/159 still holds. I
thank also S. Tracy and M. Walbank for helpful advice on forms of epigraphical reference. None of these is, of
course, responsible for my historical suggestions in connection with the inscription.

Itshould possibly be mentioned that poorly preserved parts of this inscription have suggested to some that
Pharnakes' gift was intended to be an annual contribution, hence perhaps the maintenance of a festival. Cf.

urr ach, op. cit., p. 102. All that seems clear, however, is that itwas to be paid in installments (and was in
arrears).
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the colonnade and entablature were erected within a few years after the construction of the
foundation and podium. See below, Appendix 2, section on the deposit H 13:1.^Delayed
subsequent payments could account for the piecemeal execution of the project, the way the
East Building and the South Stoa are tacked on, although one would suppose it was the
complex as a whole which had been intended from the beginning to replace South Stoa I: cf.
Figure 1 and Plate 4:b. The date of Pharnakes' death is not precisely known but may have
fallen soon after 159. So it is likely enough that no more help came to the Athenians from
this source, despite the emphasis, in their application for support, on equal shares of honors
for Nysa; she was a Seleucid and so might have been counted on as well disposed toward
Athens. Thompson has suggested that the two later parts of the complex (of inferior work
manship and partly of secondhand material) were finally constructed by the city of Athens
out of its own resources.®^ It would have become necessary to complete somehow the re
placement of South Stoa I, to put it into working order.

(cry ' The|unction of the Middle Stoa
What then was the principal function of South Stoa I and of its replacement? Given

that Pharnakes had in 183 acquired two great centers ofthe grain trade, it seems likely that
what he would replace by a great new building, and its annexes, would be the Alphitopolis,
where grain was sold. There seems to be a fair probability that the Alphitopolis was the
same building as the one referred to as "the long stoa", and certainly bothSouth Stoa I and
the Middle Stoa would, each in its time, qualify for this epithet, there being no others in
Athens nearly so long. ForSouth Stoa I, a tentative identification with the Alphitopolis has
already been proposed by both Vanderpool and Thompson," following the discovery, in
one of the rooms, of an inscription which had been set up by the Metronomoi, and which
records, inter alia, the handing over of bronze measures for grain. Thompson would accom
modate grain storage in the upper storey he proposed for the Stoa, which would face south
"on a much-used thoroughfare and (would be) readily accessible from the Piraeus Gate."
Even without the upper storey, which remains a little conjectural, access to the Stoa floor
from the higher level of the road behind was available by stairs at either end and grain could
presumably be lowered in sacks or poured through chutes directly into the building from
behind; very little ofitsback wall isknown. Ofcourse, not all the rooms need have been used
as bins; some seem to have housed committee meetings. This building is, then, as directly
accessible from the port (via the Piraeus Gate) as any of its date in the city center. The
rooms, closed by wooden doors, give the necessary protection for grain from thieves, vermin,
and weather. If there was an upper storey, it would provide the loft storage that, when
available, has always been preferred for granaries, which ought to be dry and, ifpossible,
ventilated below. Asort of confirmation that South Stoa I may indeed be the Alphitopolis is

" Agora XrV, p. 68. Thompson further suggested {loc. at., top of page) that the west end of the Middle
Stoa itself may have been finished later than the rest of the building, even "soon after the middle of the (2nd)
century." We have not however, succeeded in finding any group of stamped handles from the attested con
struction fill (from withm the foundations) that supports this suggestion, i.e. that is later than the fill as a
whol^Naturally most of the handles come from toward the west end, where was the greatest depth to be filled.

Hespena 37. 1968, pp. 75-76 (Vanderpool); ibid., p. 56, and cf. Agora XIV, p. 76, note 216 (Thompson).
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provided by the shape and arrangement of the rooms, with doors set off center, a plan which
has long been recognized as adapting them for use as dining rooms. This building, con
structed in the last quarter of the 5th century e.g., could thus (almost too reasonably for a
joke) be the Alphitopolis assigned for dining by Praxagora in 391 e.g. (Aristophanes, Ec-
clesiazusae, 684-686).^®

Stoas are multiple-purpose buildings andare known to have been used for the storage of
grain as well as, for instance, sometimes for accommodating a lawcourt. '̂ One might expect
Pharnakes, the great grain merchant, to prefer to put his money into something with a
narrower purpose. Of buildings made in the Greek world expressly for the storage of grain
on a large scale (for a military installation, for a city) apparently rather few have been
identified that predate the common and well-known granaries of the Romans, the so-called
horreaJ° A feature of these latter has served to link with them and with each other some
buildings remarkably separated in time and space, the so-called "Arsenals" at Pergamon, of
the 3rd century e.g., and the storage buildings at Mohenjo-Daro and Haruppa in the Indus
Valley, of about 2000 e.g. Like the Roman horrea-, these buildings at Pergamon and in the
Indus Valley have raised floors under which a free-flowing current of air was created .by
ventilation. The gap in space between India and western Anatolia (and points further west)
we may see as bridged by the return of Alexander's men, the engineers and architects who
had laid out the new cities along his route, no doubt using, and so the better learning, any
local devices that were obviously good. We have been shown how the use of the true arch
may have reached the Greeks by this means, as well as a style in hats.^^ For the gap in time
between 2000 e.g. and the Hellenistic period, I cannot namean eastern granary^jihat Alex-
ander must have seen, to match the ancient vaults of Babylon still visible in his day.^^ I must
suppose that in the Indus Valley, granaries continued to be built in basically the same way
over the centuries; this appears to havebeenthe case in Egypt,^' and Wheeler observed that
the grinding of grain was still being done in Kashmir in his own time in the same rather
particular way evidenced by the frames of mortars he found remaining beside the ancient
granaries of Haruppa; see p. 000 below with footnote 87.

On South Stoa I, Agora XIV, pp. 74-78.
" Coulton 1976, pp. 9-11. Cf. Agora XIV, p. 93, on the varied uses of the Stoa Poikile.

On Roman granaries, see in general Rickman 1971. On the predecessors at Pergamon and in the Indus
Valley, see Rickman's summary and references, his pp. 252-255.

See T. D. Boyd, "The Arch and Vault in Greek Architecture," A/A 82, 1978, pp. 83-100. P. W. Leh- ,
marm, A/A 84, 1980 (pp OOO"<I0O), pp. 528-529, develops Boyd's suggestion by the reminder thatarchitects « s p • ''
for the planned new cities along his^ray had accompanied .Alexander's journey east. (For acontinuation of the
discussion, withparticular reference to the Royal Tomb at Vergina, see P. W. Lehmann, A/A86, 1982, pp.
437-442, andarticles cited there.) On the hat, see B. M. Kingsley, "The Cap that Survived Alexander," A/A
85, 1981, pp. 39—46; and cf. D. B.Thompson, Troy: the Terracotta Figurines 0/the Hellenistic Period, Sup
plementary Monograph III, Princeton 1963, pp. 53-55, for a nice summary onthis hat.

In objection to Boyd's suggestion, it has been pointed out that other Greeks preceded Alexander in the
east, for instance the Ten Thousand (W. M. Calder III, A/A 85, 1981, p. 334). But this was not an outfit
prepared to build cities. They did pass the ruins of Nineveh, and Xenophon describes for us its remarkable
walls; but mostly the way lay through primitive villages. Engineering was rathei^ common sense, such as going
upstream in order to getacross an impassable river.

Boyd, op. cit., p. 89, note 22.
" Rickman 1971, p. 298.
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What are in general the features of a municipal granary, present to a greater or lesser
extent in recognized Hellenistic buildings of this kind, in Pergamon (the "Arsenals", first
half of 3rd century B.C.), Miletos (the Magazine, 2nd century e.g.), Morgantina (the Gran
ary, early 3rd century b.c.), '̂* and greatly developed (and the outer shape altered) by the
Romans? One looks for a long, narrow building that is mostly enclosed, for security as well
as against weather and vermin, yet with sufficient light, as far as possible dry and cool, and
with a raised floor ventilated beneath. If the grain is stored loose, the lateral thrust is such
that the walls must be very strong; if of stone, they are often buttressed, cf. the Morgantina
building. A municipal granary should be not far from the city center, since the State is
vitally concerned with the place of storage of grain. It should be so far as possible free from
adjacent buildings, to lessen the danger of fire.^^ Finally such a granary should be well
placed for access, the entranceopen on a quiet and protected square, where handling would
cause the least inconvenience; and it should be connected as directly as possible with sea
transport.

These specifications come largely, and in part word for word, from Rickman's volume
of1971. Let us see how they fit the Middle Stoa, cf. again Figure 1 and Plate 4:b. Long and
narrow, it had an outer colonnade largly closed by high parapets doweled in place between
the columns, with an open area left at the top for light and ventilation. The screening was
absent from some intercolumniations (there are drums without marks ofdowels) but may
have closed the whole north side as well as the east and west ends and perhaps adjacent
parts of the south side. If so, our building would have considerable resemblance to the
Magazine Building at Miletos, which was two-aisled and one-storeyed like the Middle
Stoa, enclosed on most of all four sides, and probably entered in the middle of one of the long
sides (the west side).^^ The Magazine Building is not peripteral but does have engaged
columns decorating the most visible short side (except here, it is closely surrounded by other
buildings). It is not known how this Miletos building was lighted." The Middle Stoa is
better placed as agranary in that it is more free of other buildings on its high podium, and in
that it does open on a "quiet and protected square", the area marked "South Square" in
Figure 1. Access for the grain might be from the southwest, by the branch running north

For pre-Roman granaries, cf. Rickman 1971, pp. 252-257; Coulton 1976, p. 11; and references given by
both. Arecently excavated second granary at Morgantina has been reported: A/A 87, 1983, p. 226. For "roy-
al" Macedonian granaries in Chalkis destroyed by Antiochos III in 200 B.C., see Livy, xxx1.23.7-8. Livy,
writing in the time of Augustus, refers to the buildings as horrea. His text does not give us their shape. I owe
the reference to M. B. Wallace.

" Regulations known to me are 4th century after Christ, see Rickman 1971, p. 191.
Coulton 1976 (p. 259) states that the entrance to the Magazine at Miletos was at the south end; cf. also

his p. 6, where the building is listed as "end-entered". But Knackfuss, the authority he cites {Mile't I, vii),
describes it as apparently entered from the middle of the long (west) side (Knackfuss 1924, p. 176). Cf. also G.'
Kleiner, Die Ruinen von Milet, Berlin 1968, p. 120. Coulton's useful volume has other slips: e.g. on p. 221
there is astatement that the \Iiddle Stoa in the Athenian Agora has three lower column drums in situ "at each
end , whereas of course at the west end even the stylobate is far from being in situ. On the remains and sug
gested restoration of the Middle Stoa, see Agora XIV, pp. 66-68, and Guide\ pp. 164-166.

Magazine Building apparently had a hip roof. Thiswould look well onthe
Middle Sma, in assoaation with the 2nd-century(?) form of the "Heliaia" (cf. PI. 4:b); and in fact no part of a
raking geison for the building has been found. But I learn from W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr. that the position of the
interior supports of the Middle Stoa precludes, or practically precludes, ahip roof.
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from the same east-west road from the Piraeus Gate that served South Stoa I, taken to be
the earlier Alphitopolis. Or sacks might have been lowered or loose grain poured by chute
through the back of South Stoa 11;^® as with SouthStoa I, little is knownof the back wall of
this building. Access for carts or pack animals to the receiving and distribution area is
apparently not to be e.xpected; at any rate it is not provided in the Roman horrea at Ostia.^'

Finally there is the matter of the raised floor ventilated below, the feature of the Indus
Valley granaries which reappears so remarkably in Pergamon 1700 years later and be
comes a regular feature of the Roman granaries throughout the Empire, including Brit
ain.®" We have no actual parts of such a floor from the Middle Stoa. It seems quite possible,
however, that there was one, of wood, over most of the area of the building. Only at the east
end do we find the floor level preserved; for the rest there is a gap (irregular) of a meter or
more between the top of the building fill as found and the stylobate level above. Here is at
any rate space for such a floor and its elevation. On the floor, whether of wood or clay, we
may perhaps restore in imagination the wooden divisions of the long room into storage
sections, such as are hypothesized, tentatively, for the Miletos Magazine. The remains of
the Middle Stoa showed marks of strong burning, an indication that there had been much
wood construction.®'

Many activities must have been involved in the operation of a large municipal granary.
They might have been accommodated, at least temporarily, in sections of the partitioned
interior of the Middle Stoa. On the other hand, one notes in the East Building, in the long
east room, certain marble bedding blocks sometimes thought to have had tables set into
them;®^ and tables suggest cash exchanges, perhaps the business part of a municipal gran
ary. Some of the other rooms in the East Building could be used to house committees that
formerly met in South Stoa I. South Stoa II made the needed enclosure, and perhaps pro
vided shelter for the grain as it was received, with refreshment for the porters at the drink
ing fountain at the center.®® To complete the complex, the "Heliaia" (PI. 4:b) may have had
its roof with supporting peristyle added about when South Stoa II was built. Business con
nected withgrain could absorb this further space. Or perhaps business connected withflour.

In this article, and often (if not consistently) in various publications, there has been an
assumption that the commodity available in an Alphitopolis was grain; note that there were
two of these facilities in our general area in the 5th century B.C., one in Athens, and an

On pounng ingrain at the top and extracting it from the bottom, hopper-fashion, see ourfuller informa
tion from Egypt, cf. Rickman 1971, p. 298.

" Rickman 1971, pp. 8, 86, on evidenceat Ostia.
Rickman 1971, p. 255. There are fine remains of thegranaries on Hadrian's Wall.

" Guide\ p. 166; and cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr., The Propylaia to the Athenian Akropolis, I, The Prede
cessors, Princeton 1980, p.35, note 1; "The fire that^iestroyed (the Middle Stoa) was so intense that the inner
face of every architectural member is terribly mutilated." Iam obliged to Mr. Dinsmoor for finding for me this
published statement. For the suggestion of wooden divisions in the Miletos Magazine, see Knackfuss 1924, p.
177. The author concludes (pp. 158-159) that the building must have been destroyed by an earthquake rather
than a fire, since its remains show relatively little in the way of burning.

H. A. Thompson, The Athenian Agora, AGuide to the Excavation and Museum, 2nd ed Princeton
1962, p. 102.

"Agora XIV, p. 69, fig. 24.
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earlier one, built by Perikles, in Piraeus.®'* The word ought actually to mean "the place
where barley meal is sold". We tend to assume that the ancients used the term loosely to
refer to grain, even wheat, rather than anything ground. Perhaps this is partly because we
do not find reference to, or evidence of, public flour mills in the Greek world before the 1st
century B.C. but suppose the grinding was done with handmills in individual households.
Strabo, however, does mention a watermill at Kabeira in Pontos in connection with the
palace built by Mithradates the Great (132-63 e.g.), grandson of Pharnakes.®® We may
note that in the Athenian Agora a watermill of later times fell close to the east of where the
Middle Stoa had been and another to the east of the position of South Stoa I;®® possibly they
had predecessors. At any rate the ancient granaries at Haruppa in the Indus Valley did have
associated flour mills; circular platforms have been found close by, with empty centers in
dicating the former presence of a wooden mortar similar to those still used in Kashmir, at
any rate in 1947, for pounding grain.®^

Granted that it was Pharnakes I who made possible the construction of the Middle
Stoa, the LongStoa of its time, a building "marked by craftsmanshipofa high order," we do
not know that he ever sawit. It would begood to think that at least this part of the complex
was completed before his death and that his statue stood in the quadriga on the great monu
ment base against the north terrace. If even he visited Athens in about 183 e.g., standing on
the north terrace ofSouth Stoa I, the old and dilapidated Alphitopolis, he could at least see
the outlook to come from the terrace of his new building, over the ancient Athenian civic
center, beyond the Painted Stoa to the foothills ofParnes, where Harma marks the place of
Phyle on the horizon.

W. Judeich, Topographie von Athen, 2nd ed., Munich 1931, pp. 364-365, with footnote 1on p. 365, for
AthensJand pp. 448-449 for Piraeus. Both Judeich {op. at., p. 365) and Wycherley {The Athenian Agora,
III, Litferary and Epigraphical Testimonia, Princeton 1957, p. 21 under no. 3) have placed the Athenian Long
Stoa sotnewhat outside the Agora proper because of the schoiion on Birds, 997, according to which "Kolonos",
which they take to be the .Vlarket Hill, lies behind it. But apparently Kolonos in this instance is a district not a
hdl, cf. Wycherley in The Phojnix 13, 1959, p. 74, with reference to D. M. Lewis.

Strabo, xii.556; cf. Rostovtzeff, op. cit. (footnote 14), p. 365.
" Guide^, p. 136. ^
" /Inaent India 3, 1947, p. 78, and see pi. XXXIV and XXXV A(R. E. M. Wheeler). C. 0. Koehler has

called my attention to large mills at Pompeii which seem to have been powered by animals or possibly some-
toes by hands. For photographs of these heavy "machines", see for instance A. Maiuri, Pompeii, 2nd ed.
1ovara 1943, pp. 102, 114. The oven is to be seen behind aline of mills, and there was associated also ashop
tor the finished products. In one oven were found 81 loaves on which the baker had closed the oven door. So
that here, in the 1st century after Christ, the milling was done by the bakers, rather than at the granary.

4.5°
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APPENDIX 1

Dated List of Eponyms in Knidian Stamps
This list is subject to adjustments as new information or understanding permits us to correct and
sharpen it. So it remains a work sheet, but onewhichshould be of general use since it is the only one
of its kind in print. The names with their date indications were sent in my letter of September 6,
1978, to P. M. Fraser, to be entered only in their alphabetical positions in the Lexicon of Greek
Personal Names which he is preparing. On the lexicon, see JHS 102, 1982, pp. 237-238. On its
coverage, see the second paragraph. "Artefacts", listed as a category separate from coins, etc., must
include the many thousand amphora stamps from studies of which this and other dated lists of
eponyms and fabricants have been contributed to the lexicon, by the editor's request. See also foot
note 54 above.

To explain the various indications beside the names, I begin with the date equivalents expressed
by Roman numerals; read "ca." with all figures:

III 220-188 B.C.

rVA 188-167

IV B 167-146

V 146-108 • ^
VIA 107-98

VI B 97-88

VI C 85-7^
VII latefThajijst e.g. q

To correspond more closely with the way these numerals have been used to sort by date the
Rhodian names (see below. Appendix 4), some of the earliest Knidian eponyms should rather be
attributed to Period II, which, for the purpose of counting Rhodian eponyms, does not end before
the last decade of the 3rd century. One of these early Knidian eponyms is certainly ^Ap')(iiv7Tiha{^cl.
Plate 2, 4 and 7. Not all the early ones have been sorted out yet, however, and Knidian eponyms
datable before about 188 B.C. are here all included under III (which might be expanded tomean "III
and a little earlier"). For the derivation of the Roman numeral date periods as applied to Rhodian
names, see BCH16, 1952, p. 525; they were adapted from those by which Grakov divided chrono
logically the astynomoi of Sinope (cf. pp. 00-^0 above and fnntnnres 19 and the Rhodian names
were sorted according to discovery in tlie Pergamon deposit, considered then to date ca.
220-180 B.C., or in Carthage or Corinth, both destroyed in 146 B.C., or in miscellaneous other
contexts known atthat time. Incontrast, ithas been possible with the Knidian to isolate the eponyms
belonging to two periods that are administratively distinctive in Knidos: 1) the eponyms named as
(or with) phrourarchoi (188-167 B.C., period of the occupation of Knidos by Rhodes, our Knidian
rV A); and 2) those accompanied in the stamps by pairs of officials who may be called duoviri (the
stamps often call ihtm andres, and they are always two; this is our Knidian VI). Other traces (epi-
graphical, historical) of these pairs of commissioners have not been brought to my attention, al
though I published a detailed listing of them as early as 1956. They are dated for us by mass pres
ence in destruction fillings, in Athens the destruction by Sulla in 86 B.C., and in Delos that by Mith-
radates in 88 b.c. I have assumed that the containers endorsed by their stamped names were part of
the apparatus of Roman tax collecting in the province of Asia, brought to a halt by Mithradates,
again in 88 B.C. On eponyms of the duoviri period, VI A—VI B, and VI C, see Pnyx, pp. 147-150,
where the accompanying duoviri are named with each eponym but where some proposed explana
tions are probably wrong and have been superseded; see also Delos XXVII, pp. 320-323, for adden
da et corrigenda, including notes on tax gatherers. The date 108 B.C. proposed for the beginning of

:,.p, ::rpr
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the duoviri period is derived by counting back from 88 B.C.; there are about 20 eponyms named with
duoviri who must have preceded that date. We have an accidental synchronization with the Rhodian
class for the end of Period V in that many Rhodian stamped handles have been found in Samaria
which was destroyed in 108 B.C.; cf. Delos XXVII, p. 296. For distinguishing between eponyms of
IV B and V, with Knidian as with Rhodian this depends fairly largely on presence in or absence
from Carthage, Corinth, and the construction filling ofthe Stoa of.^ttalos; see discussion/above

,_^000-0GO)rThe index of our Delos chapter {Delos XXVII, pp. 374-378) was carefully made and
leads to informationon many individual Knidian and Rhodian eponyms, fabricants, and duoviri. Its
dates in the 3rd century B.C., however, are to be revised as directed in Grace 1974, p. 200; on the
latter, see beginning of Appendix 2 following here.

IV A, then, is the period of the phrourarchoi, of whom apparently three served each year, in
l"3i *four-month terms (see above wdths&2at»o«»5e); all unqueried eponyms marked IV A in the

following list (save those marked IV Aa E) are known in one or more stamp types with the title,
c/pvjf;px'"''usually ^povpapyo'i, occasionally ppovpap-)(uv or ap^cov. Knidian IV Ais overlapped in time by

Rhodian III, of which the last seven years ("IIIc") are at present dated ca. 182-175 B.C. As the
minuscule c following the Roman numeral means late in the period, so a minuscule a (e.g. IV Aa)
means early. Other indications: identifies a phrourarch named in known stamps together with
another sortofeponym; E identifies an eponym named in known stamps together with oneor more
phrourarchs; III-IV marks an eponym not in the Middle Stoa filling and not as yet known with the
title phrourarchos but named by fabricants of late III orearly IV, so that he is dated by name con
nections. Names of persons present in the Middle Stoa filling or in that of the Stoa of Attalos are
followed in the list by (MS) or (SA), with a figure added if there is more than one example. Names
listed in footnote 57 are not here marked (MS). Note that the presence of Knidian eponym names in
the construction filling of the Stoa of Attalos may indicate for them an end date of 157 b.c. rather

'1 r' l than 146, cf. above, pp.-006=G00r"

'Aya5d/3ovXo? III-IV?
'Aya^d/SovXo? VII
'Aya^OKA^y IV A (SA2)
^AyadoKXijs V
'Aye'cr-paroy IV A (SA)
'Ayt'ay IV Aa <t>
'Ayi'ay VI B
\yvaiv IVA
'AflrjvoKAjj'y III-IV
AXf^avbpos VI A

'A/xore'ATjy IV B or VA?
^ApvvTai IV B or VA?
'Apa^avSpi'Say VII
'Ava^nrTTt'Say IV B(SA)
Avbpoij.(VT]^ VI B
"Avravbpos IV A(SA)
AvTiTra(rpoy) VII
AiroXXoioipos V
ATToAAcovt'Say IV A
AiroAAcai'iSay VI C

GENERAL LIST OF KNIDIAN EPONYMS

'A'n-oAAcuvtoy IV .\a ^ (MS 3, SA; abbr.)
'AiroAAcii'ioy VII
"Aprjs VII
'Aptoraiyoy VI B
'Apt'trrapxoy IV A (SA)
'Api(rr€i8jjy -ay IVA (SA)
^Apiarmv IV Aa
'Apia-Toyiv-qs IV.Aa E (SA)
'Apt<rrd5a/xoy VI B
'Apio-ro/cA^y IV B (SA)
'ApttrroKparTjy VI B
'Apt<rro/x7;'67;y VI A
'Apio-TOTToAiy VII
'Apicrroji'iSay IV .A
"Ap/xco^III-IV (SA) 'A
'Aprcptfu' III-IV (MS, SA; abbr.)
'ApxeVrparoy IV .Aa <I> (MS)
'Apx'iririSay III (MS)
^A<rKXT]TTi{ VII
^Aa-KXrfTtiabrjs IV A (MS)
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'A<rKA7jirio8wpos IV A (SA)
'AcrfcATjTTioScopos V
'AcTiracrio? IV A

'Axaio? VII
Bmv IV A (SA)

BoDAapx'Stty IV A
Aat'SaAoj VI A
Aaparptoy III-IV
Aa^oyivTjs III (MS 15?)
Aapoye'i/Tjs VI C
AapioKpiToy VI A
AapoKpiroy VI C
AapoKpiroy VII
Ae^i<pavr]s PV Aa E
ATjptTjrpios VII
Atao-o( III ?
Aioye'vTjy PV B
Aiodoros VII ?

A(d5(i]poy VII
AiokA^s V
AiokA^s VII
Aioi/vcrioy IV A

AioirvtriOT V

Atoydo-ios VI B

AiowaoKXijs VI C
Atoji; IV B (SA)
Ai'ojv V

ApaKovroiievT]s IV A
ApaKOvrofxevTis VII
Apajcojv IV B
ApaKiav V
' E-jnyivTji IV A
' Eiriyovos IV B
' EuixparT/s PVA
' EirtjcpdrT/s VII
'EitucuStjs III
' E-JTiviKi'Say IV Aa <I»
' ETTiviKibas V

^Eiriipavrjs III-PV
' Eiri'xapfioff IV B (SA)
' EppoicpdrT/y IV A(SA 5)
' Epp6<pavT09 IV B
' Epp6<pavros VI B?
"Epptoj; VI B
[EulySovAos VI C
Ev^ovXos VII
Evyeirrjs PVAa E?
EvKparijs III (MS 19,SA)
EuKpaTTjs PV B
EvKparloiv IV A 4>?

Evfppayopas IV B
Ev(ppay6pa9 VI B
Ev<f)pay6pas VII
Eixppavojp V
Evtppavcop VII
Ev^po( ?VII
E^ippwv IV A<&
Ztji/oSotos IV B
'' Hp6(pavTOs V
OaXip^poTiSas V
QealbrjTos III-IV
Oepia-TwvaTos III (MS 5)
Geuye'vTjy IV Aa E
0€/8aptoj III (MS)
0€d8apos VII
OevSoTos IV A (SA 2)
OevScopiSas IV B
Qdbwpos VII
QevKXrjsIV A
Qd^evot IV A (SA)
©eUTTOptTTOy VI C
Qd<jiavTOi IV Aa (MS)
Qd<piXos III ?
Qd(pct}v IV A
OrjpoKpaTTjs III (MS 18)
OrjpoKpaTTji IV Ba
Tdo-cui/III (MS)
'lepoxA^y V
"Iw^rapxoy VI Aa
T<n'8(opoy VII
KaXXiSdpas Va
KaAAipTj'STjy VI A
KdAAiTTTToy VII

KdAAio-roy III (MS 15, SA)
KapirdSoTos V
KXeavdplSas IV A (SA 2)
KAf'avSpoy IV A
KAei(rtinri8ay IV B (SA)
KAetro^dii' III (MS 5, SA 2)
KXevKparrjs III (MS)
KAedp/SpoToy IV B (SA 2)
KXfVTTidrfs VII
KAediroAty IV A (SA)
KAeuiroAiy VI A

KAe'ciJi/ IV B or Va

KATjvd-jroAiy IV A (SA 5)
Kolpavos IV B
Ku8oicAi^y V
Ad(cparoy VII
Adxaproy III-IV
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Aemv III (MS 17)
Avcravios III (MS 9)
Ava-iK\r]s (?), Ill (MS 2)
Ava-ixXijs IV B
McyaxXijs IV B
MeVaySpoy III ?
MevexpaTTji IV Aa <I>
\UveKpaTT]s V
iVIeye'Xaoy III?

Mffe'crrparos IV A
M€i'i':rwos IV A?

Mei'iTTTros IV B (SA 2)
MTjrpoStopoy III (MS 15, SA)
M(5o-)(^os' IV Aa <t>

A Nixacri^ovXos III (MS 16, S^ i
' NiKao-tjua)(o? IV Aa (MS 4)

NtKopax^oj V
NovpTjvtoy VII
EevoxX-qs IV B
'OAupirtoSojpoy IV .\a <I>
nai/raAe'coi; III (MS)
Uicr/voi VI B
IToAiov^Tys III (MS 48, Sa 2)
IIoAiVay III-IV I
IIoAiras VI A

noAiTTjs III-IV
OoAi'tt;? VI A
rioAij-yvojros? IV A ?
LloXvKpdnjs IV A
noAvxdpTjy IV B (SA)
IloAuxappos IV Aa E (MS,.SA)
Opopa^icoi/ III (MS 2)
npo/i7;( III?
nroAepaios IV A (SA 2)
nroAepatoy V
riToXepaios VII
riu^OKpiroy III (MS 4)

V) >/
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YlvdoviKos V

PoSokA^j IV A
ZifceAds III
ZiptuATfos IV A ?
"Lip-vXtvos V ?
ZrparoKXrjs VI A
ZtoKparT/s IV Aa E (MS 11)
Zfdcri'paxoy IV A (SA)
'Lo3crl(f>po)v VI A
Tcoarpai III-IV
TaupIcTKoy IV Aa <I>
TdxiiTTToy IV A
TeXexpeoii/ IV B (SA)
T(X((ri(pp(ov IV A
Tip.axXe( IV Aa E
TipiacrtKpdrTjy V
Tipidfleoy IV A
Tipoa-dev-qs IV A
TtpLO(f)a)v IV A
<I»tAdptyreAoy III-IV (MS, S^2)
4>iA7jray III ? ' <dp,
<I)iAi7r7roy IV Aa (MS 10, SA)
^IXllfTTOi V
<DiAi(r[ VII
<J>tAtcrricor III (MS 5)
<t>tAicrroy IV B or Va

^iXtmv? Ill

4>tAd6apoy IV A
4>(AoKpdr7/y IV Aa (MS)
OtAopySport'Say V
^iXop-q{br]s) VII
^iXo(rdfVT}s VII
i>tX6(ppcov IV Aa (MS, SA)
<l)tAraroy IV Aa (MS 2, SA 6)
•ttArt'Say IV A
(PiXojv VII

Xpvo-tTTTroy V

Tvi

The general list of Knidian eponyms is followed here by a repeat of those of Period VI, an
notated with the names of the duoviri that appear on the same amphoras with each of these epo
nyms; i.e. their terms were at least inpart contemporary. Note overlaps from one term to another in
some cases, as between 'AvSpojj-htjs and 'Apia-ro(cpdr7js; presumably these two eponyms served one
right after the other. For the latest of the eponyms, examples are relatively few, and we have not yet
established all the names of the duoviriof this period.

The list is somewhat revised from that published in Pnyx, p. 149, most of the revisions having
been called for in Delos XXVII (see p. 321, note 2); cf. also p. 350, under E180. The letters A, B,
and Cfollowing the names refer to the chronological divisions of Period VI. For their dates,'see
beginning oflhis Appendix. VI Aand VI Bprecede 88 b.c. and the liberation of Knidos from the
Roman tax gatherers by Mithradates. The eponyms marked VI Aare named on jars of the maker
AapioxparT/y, those marked VI B, on those of his successor Atoo-xoDpiSaj; VI Cis the period of
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about seven eponyms whose terms fell apparently after the Romans took back Knidos in 85 b.c. Cf.
Daos XXVII, pp. 321-323.

KNIDIAN EPONYMS OF PERIOD VI WITH ACCOMPANYING DUOVIRI

'Ayt'as (B)
^AXe^av^pos (A)

'AvSpo/xe'i/Tjy (B)

'AttoXAwi'i'Sos (C)
'Apioraivoy (B)
'ApioroSapoy (B)
'ApioTOKparijy (B)

'Apio-Top7j87jy (A)

Aoi'SaAoy (A)
Aapoye'pTjy (C)
Aapo(cpiroy (A)

AapoKpiroy (C)
Aioi/vcrioy (B)
Aioi/vo-o/cA^y (C)
' Epp.6<pavT0i (B?)

"Eppcov (B)
[Ew?]y3ovAoy (C)
Eixppay^a? (B)
QevTTop.iTos (C)
"IiTTrapxoy o Aiovva-lov (A)Kpar€poy—NiKacri'/SonAoy

' Eppi'ay—NtKOcriySovAoy
KaAAip7/87jy (A)
KAeu-TToAty (A)
ni<rtvoy (B)

HoAiVay (A)
HoAtTT/y (A)
ZrparoKA^y (A)

'Zcocrlippwv (A)

'Aptoro/cA^y — ^Aprepcov
'ApicrroySouAoy—Mocrxov
KpaTT/y—HoAi'rTjy
'Ayijcri'TroAiy—' Eppi'ay
'AyTjcri'-ffoAiy—' Eppocpavros
Aapdrptoy—Ev<ppu)V
^Aylas—'Apio-roye'vTjy
'ATToAAdSojpoy—AtdyvTjroy
' ldcrti)Z/—MvcTTTjy
'Ayijcri'TToAty—' Epp6<pavTos
EvKparris—noAvx'^PP°s
' Iinrdcr-rpaToy—HoAvxtippoy
'Apt'oraivoy—' Epari'Say

KpdrTjy—HoAtray -TTjy
KpdrTjy—norocruAeVrjy
"Avrav^pos—"Eppojy ?
'Ayado/cAijy—QevKpiros
Ae^i(pavr]s—[ JaTTjy
'A0ai/o8ojpoy—'AwoAAoii'ioy
'AyadoScopoy—'A—oAAojytoy
'Apicrrd/3ovAoy—MeAdvray

EvffoAepoy—Aayjjs
^ApicTTfvs—Bdtcx'os

' iTnrocTTparoy.—HoAvxappoy
Hv^dfcptroy—jTjvdSTjy
Ej/)3ouAoy—KapyedSay
'AwoAAoScopoy—Atdyi/Tjroy
' Ido-ojv—KdAAtir'n'oy

Alovvctios—(tiAd-iroAiy
Eu/cpdrTjy—^AevTroAiy
' IirTrdarparoy—RAevTToAty
Arip^pios—Ki'SofT^di'Tjy

"U
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APPENDIX 2

Remarks on Revised 3rd-century Dating, On the Stamps in Thompson's Hellenistic Groups A-E,
and on Agora deposits H 13:1 and Q-R 10-11:1 and 2 P 3'

The article Grace 1974 is a brief report on extensive studiesof the sequence ofdating officials named^ f..
in Rhodian stamps. It is the results of these studies that have pointed to the lowering, by about 35
years, of previously accepted dates of 3rd-century deposits at the Athenian Agora, including
Thompson's Group B, bringing the chronology into fair agreement with that implied by the associa
tion of certain finds at Koroni in Attica with events of the Chremonidian War of 265-260 B.C. See

Grace 1974 and its numismatic appendix by J. H. Kroll for references to articles in Hesperia of
1962-1964 reportingand discussing these finds. Note that the end date of the MiddleStoa filling is
not affected by these revisions, nor do they lower 2nd-century dates in general. I append here my
present dating of the stamps in Thompson's five published Hellenistic groups. For his publication, 4^

see Bibliography above, under Thompson 1934; cf. also footnote 56. It need hardly be.said that here
as elsewhere we are building on Thompson's work and that befor^ his 1934 publication there was
nothing from which to depart. The very notion of publishing a group of pottery from a well or
cistern as if the contents were part of a tomb grouper coins of ahoard, dating each other, seems to
have originated with this article.

For Rotroffs comments on the dates of the Thompson groups, see Agora XXII, pp. 107-110.
On Group C, cf. now ajso her comments in Hesperia 52, 1983, pp. 276-278.

Group A (G 13:4), lower fill (depth 4.45): thesingle stamped handle, SS 1160, is from a die that
named the Thasian annual official T-qXi^axos; for another impression, see A.-M. and A. Bon, op.
cit. (footnote 25 above), p. 392, no. 1607. Third quarter of4th century b.c. A handle (on a restored
jar)stamped with another type naming TTjAe'/xaxo? comes from Agora deposit F 17:3,*construction
filling, third quarter of 4th century; cf. Agora XII, p. 390, on the deposit. On the recent identifica
tion of persons in one-name stamps of Thasos as annual officials (rather ^an potters, who might
endorse their products for 30 years) see Garlan 1979. Note that SS 1160 is a small fragment and
may well be earlier than Group .A as a whole.

Group B(H 16:3): end date now set at ca. 240 B.C.; cf. Grace 1974, pp. 194, 197, and p. 198
1Q T-i ' ' 'note 19, with Thompson's present opinion.
Group C (G 6:2): the single stamped handle, SS 282, a Knidian published with a wrong res

toration in Grace 1934, p. 269, no. 199, is to be read:
Etti] nav['ra]A€(oi;TOs) K.v[l{biov)

y monogram

The type number of the stamp is KT 1784; on Knidian stamp types, see footnote 28 above. Three •—- V
other examples are now on record, two from the Agora; together they complete the reading of the
type. There are two variant types with the same name and monogram, with a total of eight more
examples, from Athens^and Alexandria, of which one is SS 1198rfrom the Middle Stoa building fill
(example of KT 1443). nai;raA€a)j/ is known in Knidian stamps only in these three types. In the
published commentary on SS 282^cited above, correct the reading given for SS 556ralso from the
Middle Stoa filling: the reading of the name (in the genitive) should be 4>tAi(rrta)i/09. Eponyms
named in these Knidian circular types with monograms in the center are mostly present in the
Middle Stoa filling; one named also on 4and in 7(PI. 2). Ishould date SS 282'in the .A/
late 3rd century B.C., which suits Thompson's date for Group C, beginning of the 2nd century. It is , /
true that there is only asingle handle, but in this case it is not asmall chip that is preserved but the
whole handle with both attachments. v-

Group D(H 16:4): the single stamped handle, SS 336, aKnidian, is listed in Grace 1934, p.
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275, as bearing an "unrestored rectangular seal"; its stamp has since been identified (chiefly by
comparison with TD 3862, a well-preserved impression in Delos) and is to be restored as follows,
with the reading of KT 1272:**^

['Etti QaXivfipoy
T[i'5a Xap/io] •'
/cpd[r]e[oj] mono-

[Kvi'Sioy] gram
On XapfioKpar-qs, see Delos XXVII, p. 326, E 61. This fabricant names eponyms of the late

second quarter and early third quarter of the 2nd century. Stamps namingGaAtyySportSay have not
been found in the ^oa of Attalos construction filling, nor in Corinth or Carthage, up to the present.
Presence of SS 336 in Group D suggests a date for D slightly later than that proposed by Thompson,
"the middle of the 2nd^entury".

Group E (F 15:2): the 13 stamped handles from this deposit are all Knidian. Of five eponyms
named, two {EvKpar-qs and KXevp^poTos) are datable shortly before the middle of the 2nd century, /
athird (KaAAt'Sa/xaj) shortly after that, afourth C^AyadoKXijs) further on in the third quarter, and ^ /
a fifthi'lepoKAijs, probably in the last quarter^but in any case before about 110 B.C. This latest
official in the deposit is also the commonest, dating five stamps from jars of four different fabricants.
Name connections show that his term fell not long before the period when duoviri were named on
Knidian amphoras; on this practice and its dates, see above. Appendix 1. On the stamps in Group E,
see Pnyx, p. 156, under no. 145, where the eponyms are all named, and Delos XXVII, p. 322. Date
these stamps, then, from late in the second quarter of the 2nd century to perhaps about the middle of
the last quarter, in any case not after ca. 108 e.g., when duoviri began to be named.

For somedeposits at the Agora of which the stamps dogodown to Sulla's destruction, see Delos
XXVII, p. 321, bottom.

I add finally notes on two Agora deposits perhaps both related to the construction of the Middle
Stoa.

H 13:1

Fill in a shallow tiled well in the ancient road Just to the west of the Middle Stoa, at a lower
level. The surface of the road before the Stoa was builtj and the mouth of the well, lay about five
meters below thesurface ofthestylobate of the Stoa; cf. Figure 2, but the level ofthe pre-Stoa road ^
was alittle lower than that of the later one in the picture. The well was excavated in April 1948j^ei. ^
Hesperia 18, 1949, top of p. 22^ on the road, ibid., p. 213 (Thompson). The well as found, with its 3
ancient filling in place, was partly covered by what seemed to be the continuation of a temporary 4
light retaining wall that lay beyond and fairly parallel with the west side of the Stoa and faced west, p.,
like the retaimng west wall of the Stoa's podium. See Figure 3, from an actual-state plan, for the
well (H 13:ljj^the light retaining wall that crossed it (X—X), and the west end of the Middle Stoa to >4^
the right. One may suggest that this temporary wall (of which only partofone course has remained)
was found to be needed while the west end of the Stoa was under construction, presumably to hold
an earth filling to support scaffolding for the columns and entablature of the west side and of the
west end of the north side. These columns run close to the edge of the podium, with no such margin - • , ^
as is provided by the terrace along most ofthe north side of the building. Without some raising ofthe
ground level around the podium at this end, scaffolding of a formidable height would be required, so
that the heavy drums, etc., could be dropped into place by block and tackle (cf. H. A. Thompson,
The Stoa ofAttalos II in Athens, Excavations of the Athenian Agora, Picture Book No. 2, Princeton
1949, fig. 23). See Plate 5for scaffolding used in setting up anouter colonnade for the rebuilt Stoa of
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A 1 ^ ^ further four-meter drop to be accommodated by the outer timber ~Attalos and imagine a further lour "J" ^ . The temporary earth filling was no

H help and aminimum needed would be alevel bottom prepared on those slopes
take the feet of the scaffolding and ofthe workers. _ r .i, ^ ream raf

The contents of the well H13:1 then perhaps give us aterminus for the erec i
TnTinl^efnVcXstuTfi^^ Kn^iam Of the five names o^abrican^

'Apio-Ticoy (KT 211) combines two dating names, that of Ae phrourarchos mvin
period and that oF adamiorgos 0eoW",irfor

together on the same jar seems to be an early mdtcation mthe period »88-167 b.o (ch JJetor
XXVII o 319). The other dating names present, ApioreiSTjs, EuKparicoi;, KAeaySptS ?,
and cDi'M-TTTros, are all of 188-167, and for each there is some indication that they are nearer
188 than 167. Certainly there seems no reason to place the group later than the first quartei S century. Ofihe dating names, however, only da'Aitrxoy-is present mthe Middle
Stoa filling; while 0cvyen,s probably brings us to the slightly la,ter period of p-Tposit (of. ^ above with footnote 32). So we date H13:1 later than the Middle Stoa p•P
filling butcfmy a little later.

0-R 10-11:1,2 ^ , 1 1 CQ
Fill under floor of mud-brick building, finding place of the staijped handles SS

11621-11624fplus its construction fill, finding place of SS 11075-1108 . ^ eposits,
see A?ora XXII, p. 106. For the position of the building, see no. 43 ( Pre-Stoa Shops )m
the foldout plan of Guide\ It comprises five shoplike rooms in aeast-west row across the
north-south line of the (later) Stoa of Attalos, alittle further south than the Bema shown in
Figure 1. Of the stamped handles attrdDuted to the two associated fills, only one may be later
than the latest in H13:1: SS 11076 which names the Knidian eponym noX^x^P^s. Not
known with the title phrourarchos, he has been attributed to Period IV B; but the fabncants
who date jars by his name date otherwise mostly by phrourarchoi some types of

• Grace 1934, nos. 112-118), and so perhaps he is also to be attributed to IV A. SS 11076 is
an example of KT 1446^a type without fabricant and surrounded by aframe, which would
have been supplemented on the other handle of the jar by afabricant type simi ar y rame
Cf. Grace 1934, nos. 103 and 104, framed types of ApaKoiz;; stamps of this tabricant trom
other dies were found in the Middle Stoa filling. (The HF referred to under 1 is t e
Middle Stoa filling.) j r u n

This temporary mud-brick building may, then, date possibly before the end ot the hrst
quarter of the 2nd century b.c. It had been demolished when the area was prepared to ta e
its part of the Stoa of Attalos, possibly as early as 157 B.C. Perhaps the shops were

'1.3^
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workshops for carpenters or stoneworkers, or storage places for materials, that facilitated
the construction of the Middle Stoa. Just to their north lay the Square Peristyle, from which
material was drawn that eventually went into South Stoa II {Agora XIV, p. 68); the mud-
brick building may have been a way station for this material. Temporary buildings housed
materials, tools, and working space during the restoration of the Stoa of Attalos in
1953-1956; for these sheds, see Hesperia 25, 1956, pi. 25:a.
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APPENDIX 3

Clarification on the Wrecks at the Grand Congloue Site near Marseilles
For general presentation of the finds underseas at Grand Congloue near Marseilles, see L. S. Cas-
son, "Sea Digging," Archaeology 6, 1953, pp.',2/l-228; J.-Y. Cousteau, "Fish Men Discover a
2,200-year-old Greek Ship," The National GeographicMagazine 105, Washington 1954,^pp. 1-36;
and F. Benoit, Fouilles sous-marines, I'epave du Grand Congloue aMarseille (Ga//zo)7SuppI. XT^
Paris 1961; in all these, the finds are taken as from a single wreck. Because of the incongruity of
date, apparently at least a hundred years, between the so-called "deck cargo" and the Rhodian and
Knidian amphoras associated with the "hull cargo", I have not doubted from first acquaintance with
this material (1953 or earlier) that at least two ancient wrecks were involved, one nearly on top of
the other, no doubt in a place of bad currents; it is at the foot of a cliff". A part of the hull of the later
ship was mistaken by the divers for deck planking of the earlier ship, despite its sheathing under
neath with lead (a practice found on outer surfaces): see Cousteau, op. cit., p. 24, and cf. p. 16; also
Benoit, op. cit., p. 17. The upper cargo consisted mainly of over a thousand long R^an jars with
heavyrims (DresselType 1), resemblingseveral fromAthenian AgoradepositC 9:7, a contextdated
to the later 2nd century B.C. by several Knidian amphoras of the early duoviri period; seeAmphoras,
fig. 38, for a selectionofJars from this deposit, including, to the left, one of the long Roman ones, and
see also Delos XXVII, p. 332, under E 88. The Roman amphoras from C 9:7 are unstamped,
whereas many of those from the wreck are stamped, on their rims, with an abbreviation of the name
Sestius. See recently E. L. Will, "The Sestius Amphoras: a Reappraisal,"/TM 6,1979, pp. 339-350,
for a summary on the discoveries at the Grand Congloue, with much bibliography on thejars from
the later wreck and related finds from other sites, showing the confusions in chronology that have
resulted for scholars who attributed all the finds at Grand Congloue to a single wreck. Mrs. Will
dates theamphoras ofthe laterwreck "in thefirst halfofthe 1st century e.g., or at any rate not much
earlier than the last years of the 2nd century," {op. cit., p. 340). (Here she is actually summarizing
her views as given in an earlier article but seems not to have changed her mind.) For the earlier
wreck, the dates she attributes here to V. Grace, "220-180 e.g." {op. cit., p. 340, innote 1), should be
tightened to the last decade of the 3rd century for the Rhodian and Knidian; shapes and names at
180 E.G. are very different from the ones in the wreck. See now her recent article, "Greco-Italic
Amphoras," Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 338-356 with corrigenda, Hesperia 52, 1983, p. 154; on p. 348
she revises thedate she hadgiven for theearlier wreck. For theRhodian in theearlier wreck, Benoit
reports one or more amphoras thatname the fabricant ^Apicrrlaiv and the eponym KA€iTO/.ta;^os; see
op. cit., p. 29, and cf. the same author in Rhodama, 1954—1955 (Lyon), pp. 9—10; other names are
more doubtfully restored. According to individual dates assigned tentatively by me to the Rhodian
eponyms of ca. 225-175 e.g. (cf. Grace 1974, p. 199), the term of l^fird/iaj^o/fell in 205 e.g., and
those of the other eponyms named in known pairs with 'Aptortw '̂fell in 210, 208, 207, 204, and
199 E.G., cf. the whole jar of this fabricant that names the eponym AsopKvXlhas (210 e.g.), published

BCH 96, 1972, pp. 64-66, with figs. 46 and 47, no. 104. For a photograph of
Rhodian amphoras (large and small) from the wreck, cf. Casson, op. cit., p. 72.1, fig. 10. Also from
the earlier wreck must be the cargo of over 400 "Greco-Italic" amphoras. Mrs. Will illustrates two
of these from the wreck ("Greco-Italic Amphoras," pi. 85:d and e, her Form c) and tells us (p. 348
with note 19) that the one to the right (e) bears two impressions of the same Latin stamp, one on
each handle, reading TI.Q.IVENTI. Finally there is agreat quantity of black-glazed table ware,
mostly, I believe, of the Campana Aclass, "now being dated 190 e.g. or alittle before by the Cam-
pana specialist, Jean-Paul Morel," as Mrs. Will reports {op. cit., p. 348), An3 citing arecent publi
cation by Morel. The earlier wreck at Grand Congloue is thus to be dated late 3rd or early 2nd
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century B.C., and the Latin amphora stamp is one of the earliest known, comparable in date to the
very different one in the Middle Stoa filling; cf. footnote 47 above.

Like Mrs. Will, I called on M. Benoit in Marseilles (October 15, 1955) and saw his finds, and
receivedeverykindness, and thought he was then willing to believe in two wrecks on the site (but not
more, he said). From discussions with M. Katzev, in August 1968 and again recently, I understand
that to nautical archeologists the wood fragments illustrated in the publications are readily dis
tinguishable as coming from at least two ships; this has long been observed, although nobody has
published about it, since it was now too late to rescue a study of the ships themselves. On the possibi
lity of one ship settling upon another, cf. G. F. Bass, Archaeology Under Water, Harmondsworth
1970 (original text 1966), pp. 87-89; there is specific reference to the finds at Grand Congloue.

It is time now, in any case, that these finds came into their own as two separate groups, both
valuable for reference. Note that a new study by Luc Long, based on further investigation of the site
of the wrecks, is to appear in Archaeonautica 5 in late 1985. A resume of this study is being pub
lished earlier by the same author in A. H. McCann, The Roman Port and Fishery of Cosa. I am
obliged to Dr. Long for advance information on these publications.
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APPENDIX 4

Figures on Production of Rhodian Stamped Amphoras jp.'l'
For an ideaof the course of actual production of stamped amphoras in Rhodes, we have figures for
exports to Alexandria, from counts made in 1967 ofstamped Rhodian handles in the huge Benaki
collection in that city. For such a studyone might be expected to use figures assembled from many
sites of import, and no doubt thiswill be done, but it willbeof little interest unless thehandles from
each site are first sorted as to date, using an attested chronology. Actually, the figures from Alexan
dria are so high, so out of scale with those from other sites, that they make in themselves an effective .
statement about production, and that is the case even though for this count we covered only apart of ^ /
the Alexandria collections as awhole. (Note that the original collection of the Musj^^ Greco-Ro- 'i-'
main, not included in our count now under discussion, would add many thousands: see V. Grace,
"Ancient Greek Wine Jar Fragments in Collections in Alexandria," Year Book of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia 1955, pp. 321-326. See table, p. 323; but the Benaki collection
was vastly increased in later years.)

Our counts were made on a major section of the Benaki collection,nearly 18,000 handles bear- .
ing stamps with the names of Rhodian potters and covering the alphabet as a whole; 18,000handles
in this count implies 18,000 amphoras, since we are not counting the handles with eponym stamps.
The handles counted were the remainder, and much the greater proportion, of the Rhodian fabri-
cant handles of this collection as a whole, i.e. what was left after the removal of the representative
series, largely set apart by the collector as illustrating (with one or a few examples each) all the
Rhodian fabricants' names present in his collection. Of. Archaeology 19, 1966, pp. 286, 288. From
this large remainder, there were also omitted from our count certain names which needed further
study (in particular, sorting into homonyms of different dates).

Here are some results:

Period II, about 35 years ica. 240—ca. 205 B.C.), 1200 handles dating in this period, an average of
34 per year.

Period III, about30 years (ca. 205-175 e.g.), 2093 handles, average ofabout 70 per year.
, Period IV, about29 years (175-146), 2257 handles, average of about78 per year.
• PeriodV, about 38 years (146-108), 8618 handles, average of about 227 per year.

Period VI, about20 years (108-88), 3267 handles, average of about 163 per year.
Period V gave us some large figures for individual potters: thus we counted 1283 handles bearing
stamps of Mi8ay, a potter known to have datedjars in the terms of 12 eponyms of Period V; on this

pp. fabricant, see above,
These figures show very considerable increase in our Period III as against the previous period,

an increase, although notsogreat, in Period IV as compared with III, while the handles ofPeriod V
(ca. 146-108 B.C.) are nearly three times as numerous per year ofelapsed time as those ofany pre
vious period. After that there is something of a drop, but production in the late 2nd to early 1st
century b.c. seems still much greater than at any time before the middle of the 2nd century.

Cf. P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria I, Oxford 1972, p. 164: "Rhodian amphora stamps in
Alexandria of the period 200-140, falling both before and after the Senate's economic sanctions in
167, are not only more numerous than at any other time; they also seem to remain fairly constant
throughout the period." Fraser has it right that the Rhodian handles in Alexandria do not suggest a
drop in production in Rhodes after 167. He has not got the picture straight for the later periods: his
text here quoted implies a drop after the middle of the 2nd century, whereas there is no drop but a

6. step rise, as we have seen. No documentation is available for Fraser's statement quoted here.
A n The dates given here to the Periods are a little different from those used for Knidian names.
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these latter having been adjusted according to known changes in administration in Knidos. For the
origin of the divisions, and for the Knidian Periods, see above, introduction to Appendix 1.

On the Benaki collection, see Delos XXVII, p. 285 with note 1 and references there. In 1966-
1967, Barbara Turzynski (now Mrs. Drushell) made a large part of the individual counts on which
the foregoing figures are based. The assembling of the figures bydatewas done in Athens largely by
Andreas Dimoulinis.
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I' APPENDIX 5

, ' Note on the )^ates of Rhodian Eponyms named Ac^okA^s (cf. end of footnote 23) y^ ^i/7. iO
Here we have differences of opinion among experts which have not yet been reconciled. I cannot— I „
now place later than about 189 e.g. an eponym of this name in stamps according to the chronology
laid out in the present article. But an inscription {SIG III, no. 644b) containing text dated in the
term of the Rhodian AafjLOKXijs Aaiiiov is placed by many epigraphers in ca. 172or 171 e.g., most
recently by J. and L. Robert, see REG 92, 1979, pp. 460-461. A King Antiochos referred to in the
text as having offeredcontributions to the Rhodian navy is identified by these scholars as Antiochos
IV (175-163 E.G.), rather than Antiochos III (223-187 e.g.), considered less friendly to Rhodes. It
seems possible that toward the end of his reign, when he was attempting to rally Greece around him
against Rome, Antiochos III might have made efforts to please the Rhodians, and also citizens of
some other Greek states, as implied in the inscription. For another tentative votefor Antiochos III in -
this cormection, see C. Borker, op. cit. (footnote 31 above), p. 208, note 50.

In any case according to present information the Aa/xoKA^j 2nd of the stamps is dated before
175 E.G. by his name on 21 handles in the Pergamon deposit and before ca. 183 by his name on 15
handles in the Middle Stoa building fill; the fact that there are no known handles on which a stamp
with his name is accompanied by a secondary stamp confirms the above dates and probably pushes
him back before 188 (cf. p.^^j^above with footnote 15). If the date of the inscription cannot be put jO ,
earlier, we must accept the fact that the eponym Aa/xoKATj? 2nd in the stamps is not the sameperson
as the eponym AafxoKXijs of the inscription, and then apparently that the stamp eponyms (often
called priests in the stamps) are not the priests of Halios who date other Rhodian documents.

The difficulty over Aa/xoxA?]? is not new. In the dated list of Rhodian eponyms by Hiller von
Gaertringen, in his article "Rhodos" {RESuppl. V, Stuttgart 1931, p. 837), the author dates this
name "vor 172" while otherwise attributing names from the Pergamon deposit to the period
220-180; cf. the comment on e.g. Aa^d^cjxiy. Van Gelder {op. cit. [footnote 23 above], pp. 199-200)
dates the inscription 165 e.g. and pulls down Aa/xo(cA^s'and the whole Pergamon deposit with it.
Cf. Debs XXVII, p. 290, note 5: we cannot use so latea date for the Pergamon stamped handles.

Possibly it isworth remarking that if the stamps cannot date for us a later Aa/xo/cA^s, they do
notify usofan earlier one. Asmall number ofhandles is known whose shape, and the style oftheir
stamps, indicate that the Aa/xoicATjs they name is datable in or about the second quarter ofthe 3rd
century e.g. orabout contemporary with the Rhodian eponyms found at Koroni (cf. Grace 1974, p.
197). This is Aa/xoicA^s 1st of the stamps. He would be contemporary with Antiochos I, Soter
(280-261 E.G.) or possibly Antiochos II, Theos (261-247 e.g.). We cai^ake note that the Rhodian
admiral Agathostratos helped Antiochos II to recover Ephesos in 259^g. {CAH VII, p. 713) and ^
can consider whether this might have been in acknowledgment of benefactions received by the Rhod
ian navy during the term ofAo/xokA^? 1st.

"2?
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CATALOGUE OF ILLUSTRATED ITEMS

Numbers in boldfaced type, here and in the Plates and in the text, are those of items in this catalogue, all of
which are illustrated (Plates 1-3). All dimensions are in meters.

Plate 1. Datable late in the peirod of the construc
tion filling of the Middle Stoa in the Athenian
Agora: Rhodian amphoras, and a fragment (1),
bearing the first few of a new series of secondary
stamps. Ca. 188-184 B.C.?

1. Stamped handle from the Athenian Agora, SS
2203 found 8.III.34 in a modem wall in Section K.

Main stamp (not illustrated) read and restored
Aa[/iOKpdT€t;y] around a rose, cf. 2c. Secondary
stamp, on side of upper attachment of handle, rose.
See p. 00above with footnote 15, example from Tar
sus. In addition to this latter and 1, we have record of
9 handles that bear similar secondary stamps, not all
from the same die. Other published (but not illus
trated) secondary stamps with rose: Grace 1968, p.
175 and pi. 63:3 (eponym Zuppaxoy); D. B. Shelov,
"Pottery Stamps from the Excavations at Phana-
goria," Materials and Studies of Archeology in the
USSR 57, 1957 (in Russian), p. 140, no. 78 (I
should now restore the eponym's name as KaAAi-
(cpari'Say); R. A. S. Macalister, The Excavation of
Gezer 1902-1905 and 1907-1909 II, London 1912,
p. 358, no. 273 (eponym KXevKpa-T]^, inscribed in
the die without upsilon, or with upsilon and kappa
in the same place, a known die). I know of no whole
jar, or fragment preserving both handles, that bears
the rosesecondary stamp. But for the eponymhandle
from Gezer Just cited, the author identifies for us the
fabricant handle, from the same Jar,as one ofAapo-
Kpar-qs {op. cit., p. 356, under no. 168); the identifi
cation is the more convincing in that Macalister did
not know, as wedo, that that was the right name for
the fabricant of an amphora bearing the rose secon
dary stamp.

2. .Amphora in Alexandria, Musee Greco-Romain
no. G. 544. Intact. H. 0.776; diam. 0.342; H. of
handles ca. 0.2/4; capacity (taken with water)
24,300 cc. On tops of handles, two complementary
circular stamps, 2a and 2c; on theside of the attach
ment of the fabricant handle, secondary stamp, 2b
(visible also in the photograph of 2as a whole). On
the amphora, see above, ppr-fiOCPIfDa: I am obliged
to Dr. Yousseff El-Ghiriany for permission to pub
lish this amphora.

2a. Dating stamp of 2.
'Etti Ntxacraydpa Z/Ltii'diou

rose

A stamped handle also in the Musee Greco-Ro
main (AVG 1614) bears a rose type with the same
reading as 2a but combined with a different secon
dary stamp (a kappa like those also known to be used
by AapoKpar-qs). The main stamp is similar to that
of 2a but not from the same die. Apparently secon
dary stamps identified individual workingpottersor
subshops.

On the eponym, Nixacra-ydpas 1st, see above, pp.
^0-00. Hedates 8 handles in the Middle Stoa build
ing fill, 9 in the Pergamondeposit.

2b. Secondary stamp of 2: alpha. On secondary
stamps, see footnote 15 above.

2c. Endorsing stamp of 2.
Aaptoxparevy

rose

On this endorsement, known examples of which
are very numerous and widespread, see Grace 1968,
p. 175, no. 2; regrettable are the4 typographical er
rors in that short paragraph. See also above, pp.

In the Middle Stoa filling, 46 stamps with
this reading; in the Pergamon deposit, 55 in the
Alexandria collection of which the count is r^orted
in Appendix 4 above, 370 (by far the largest figure
for Period III).

3. .Amphora from Cyprus, now in Sarasota, Florida,
in the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art,
acquired in 1928 from the Cesnola collection in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. H. 0.798;
diam. 0.34; H. of handles, ca. 0.273, 0.28; capacity
(taken with water) 24,774 cc. On tops of handles,
two complementary circular stamps, 3a and 3c; on
the side of the attachment of the fabricant handle,
secondary stamp, 3b (visible also in the photograph
of 3 as a whole).

Previous publication (without illustration): I. H.
Hall, "The Greek Stamps on the Handles of Rho
dian Amphorae, Found in Cyprus, and now in the
Metropolitan Museum ofNew York," foumalofthe
American Oriental Society XI, 1885, p. 391, no.
5060 (Metropolitan Museum number). Cf. Bleck-
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mann, op. cit. (footnote 22 above), Appendix I, p. 32,
no. 25. In general on Hall's publication and the Ces-
nola group, Nilsson 1909, pp. 115-118; V. Grace,
"Rhodian Jars in Florida," Hesperia 17, 1948, pp.
144—147, which reports my study and recording of
the jars in 1948. On the amphora, see also above,"pp^

'D0"-00. For a published photograph of another of
Cesnola's Jars now in Sarasota, see Nessana I, pi.
XXXIX, upper left, with text, p. 112. In August
1958, Mr. Kenneth Donahue, then Director of the
Ringling Museum, generously gave me a "blanket
permission" to publish any of the jars I studied there
in 1948. Cesnola's own romantic accounts of acquir
ing his collection in Cyprus seem to include no men
tion of his Rhodian amphoras.

3a. Dating stamp of3. y
' Etti Qeai5i]tov Hovapou

rose

Rose stamps with the same reading are known
{inter alia): 1) on two handles in Alexandria (AVC
1487 and 1942 in the Musee Creco-Romain) that
bear also the special beta shown in 3b, and 2) on two
other handles combined witha secondary stamp tau;
the main stamps are duplicates of 3a (i.e. from the
same die) apparently where the secondary stamp is
beta. See catalogue entry for 2a. On theeponym, in
cluding a possible identification of this OcaiSTjros
with a historically known person, see index of this
article, and in particular footnote 23, p. 06^ above.
The name dates 6 handles in the Middle Stoa build
ingfill, 12 in the Pergamon deposit.

3b. Secondary stamp of 3: beta, retrograde? On
n>, this stamp type, see especially p.J3()^bove with foofa
' note 17.

3c. Endorsing stamp of 3. j
' Iir-jroKpdreus

rose .

On this endorsement, see p.,W with footnote 18. In
the Middle Stoa filling, 4 stamps with this reading;
in the Pergamon deposit, again 4; in the Alexandria
collection of which the count isreported inAppendix
4 above, 261.

.Another amphora of ' IirTro/cpdrTjs dated in the
same term as 3 is cited by Y. Calvet, Kition-Bam-
boula, I,Les timbres amphoriques, Paris 1982, p. 26,
under no. 58: amphora ina private collection in Bei
rut.

I O

Plate 2. Datable during the period of the construc
tion filling of the Middle Stoa: 4-9, Knidian am
phoras and related stamps; 10-12, stamped handles
of Sinopean amphoras, from the filling. 3rd cen
tury B.C. to second decade of 2nd.

4. Knidian amphora in Rhodes, A 236 (MZ 625).
Repaired, toe missing. P.H. 0.685. Handles bear
two complementary stamps, belonging respectively
to KT (Knidian Type) 2178'̂ and KT 2199.''(For
Knidian stamp types, see footnote 28 above).

a) 'E]m 'ApxiTTTTt'Sfa b) ^A^Tjvi-Tmov
wreath - bee

Photographs of the stamps on 4 are not yet avail
able. See 7 and 8: 7 is a duplicate of 4a; and 8 is from
a variant type with the same reading and device as
4b. For the context of this amphora, and for various
acknowledgments connected with its publication
here, see p.^J^C above with footnote 34. Ca.
220-210 B.C.

5. Knidian amphora from the Grand Congloue
wreck site near Marseilles now in the Musee Borely
in that city. H. 0.79, cf. r. Benoit, "Amphores et
ceramique de I'epave de Marseille," Gallia 12, 1954,
p. 39, with fig. 4. No stamps mentioned, nor seenby
me, but jar was not clear of marine deposit. Photo
graph was taken October 15, 1955, by permission of
M. Benoit. See p.^^above-vwth footnote 35 and Ap
pendix 3 on the earlier and later wrecks at the site. 5
belongs to the earlierwreck, and its closer dating de
pends on the Rhodian in the same group, also on a
quantity of Campanian ware that was present; on
the chronology ofthisclass ofpottery, seethework of
Jean-Paul Morel referred to inAppendix 3. Ca. 210-
200 B.C.

6. Knidian amphora (1961 NAK 205) from theAn-
gelopoulou lotsouth oftheAkropolis, excavations of
theArchaeological Service in 1961, supervised by C.
Dontas; the jar is-now housed with the .Angelopou-
lou Collection, at 32 Parthenonos Street. I am
obliged to C. Kanellopoulou for showing me this and
other material from these excavations in 1961; and
to M. Petropoulakou for finding the present storage
of the jar and taking supplementary records; and to
Mrs. .Angelopoulou for courtesies to Mrs. Petropou
lakou on this occasion; and to C. Dontas for permis
sion to publish it. P.H. 0.765 (tip missing); diam.
0.363, H. ofhandles 0.245, 0.25. Handles beareach
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an impression of KT 787 (die 1), of which the read
ing is

'Ettc noAi(
©€V(plb{

In the Middle Stoa filling there were 7 examples
^ of this type (of which 9 is one), also 41 more handles

I o/^<>%ated by floAiovx,'?? or FIoAiouj^o? variously abbre
viated or in full, named by 7 more fabricants. I count
52 examples on file of KT 787, the greater part
found in Athens, but 2 in Corinth and 5 in Alexan
dria. The reading seems not to have been published
before. Ca. 190 B.C.

7. Knidian stamped handle in Alexandria, Musee
Greco-Romain no. 15231; in 1955, exhibited in Vit-
rine 3, Room 21. For its exhibition 83 years ago, see
G. Botti, Catalogue des monuments exposes au
Musee Greco-Romain d'Alexandrie, Alexandria
1901, p. 225, no. 9 (I owe the reference to M. Petip-
poulakou). The stamp is an example of KT 2178, of
which a duplicate is 4a. Reading, cf. 4a. Date as for
4. For permission to publish 7 and 8,1 am obliged to
Dr. YousseffEl-Ghiriany.

8. Knidian stamped hancfie in Alexandria, Musee
Greco-Romain, KT 2134^A 1 of our records, stored
in the Museum cabinet by its KT number. Reading
as in 4b, save that in the stamp of 8 the letters are
written between an inner and an outer compass
circle. The die of 4b is somewhat smaller; another
example (unpublished) is KT 2199'̂ ABC 1(Benaki
Collection). One other type of ^AdTjvi-u-xo/with bee
is KT 2198, known now in 4 examples, of which the
first (damaged) example (Agora SS 182) has been
published, witha wrong restoration; Grace 1934, p.
280, no. 234. The type reading of KT 2198ts as fol
lows;

'Adrj-
bee

VITTTTOV

(It does not read in a circle like 8.) The handle 8
descends from its upper attachment withoutarching,
like those of the amphora 4. Date as for 4.

9. Knidian stamped handle from the Middle Stoa
building fill, .Agora 53 119~7. The stamp is adupli
cate of those on 6, which see. Ca. 190 a.c.

10. Sinopean stamped handle from the Middle Stoa
building fill. Agora SS 11813.^

' HpaicXeib-qs
aa-Tvvojiov bow in

^ KaAAio-de'i/ou case

No other example on file at the Agora, but in gen
eral our repertory in this class is limited.

Fabricants named ' HpaxXelb-qs are known in all
Grakov's Periods, cf. Grakov 1929, p. 202. The asty-
nomos KaXXitrdev-qs, however, with this device and
this arrangement of the legend, belongs to Grakov's
Period IV, see op. cit., p. 139. For another stamp
type dated by the same official, see for instance ibid.,
pi. 5, no.8. Date ofGrakov's IV, to whichthis stamp
belongs, perhaps 3rd century e.g. before about 259;
see p. 00 above with footnote 51.

11. Sinopean stamped handle from the Middle Stoa
building fill, SS 12484."^ ^

^A<ttv[voij.oiJ-os\

phallic j
.J ^AvTiTsalrpov]

'EAAa[
herm]

r
2L:3

For another example of the same stamp type, see
Pnyx, p. 165, no. 194. We still lack the fabricant's
name in full, and Grakov's lists do not supply it; cf.
'EAAdvoco? in Rhodian stamps {Amphoras, fig. 23).
The astynomos belongs to Grakov's Period VI, see
op. cit., p. 149, no. 19, for his name and accompany
ingdevice, an ithyphallic herm;and cf. E. M. Pridik,
Inventory-Catalogue of the Stamps on Handles and
Necks ofAmphoras, andonBricks, oftheHermitage
Collection, Petrograd 1917 (in Russian), pi. XIV;9
(text, p. 139, 8) for this astynomos combined with a
different fabricant; from the latter stamp I restore
the title in 11 in participial form. Date suggested by
Middle Stoa context, late 3rd century to before
183 B.C.; see p. 00 above with footnote 50.

12. Sinopean stamped handle from the Middle Stoa
building fill, SS 12073."^

fAefr/v. jjvfxufti Vi vvvpcoyl
' Earrialov tov

'ApT€^t8cipo[i;] krater

p
.1
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Three duplicates of this stamp have been found in
Samaria: G. A. Reisner et al.. Harvard Excavations
at Samaria 1908-1910, Harvard 1924, p. 316, D, 2
(reading corrected); J. W. Crowfoot et al.. The Ob
jects from Samaria, London 1957, p. 385 (two ex
amples). Both astynomos and fabricant are listed by
Grakov in his Period VI: the astynomos, op. cit., p.
149, no. 11, with mention of the characteristic de
vice; the fabricant, p. 150, last line. For types of the
astynomos with various fabricants, see Pridik, op.
cit., p. 69, nos. 151-154 (not illustrated).

The three handles from Samaria that have the

same stamp as 12 are, remarkably, half of all the
Sinopean handles ever recorded from that site: see
Nessana I, p. 106, note. If we had stayed with
Grakov's original dating for his VI (122-70 B.C.),
they would provide a rather close date for this
'Eoriatoj, since Samaria was destroyed in about
108 B.C. As for 11, however, the date suggested by
Middle Stoa context is late 3rd to before 183 B.C.; see
catalogue entry for 11.

Plate 3. First half of the 2nd century B.C., period of
the Middle Stoa construction filling and afterward,
perhaps to 157B.C. for 15 and 18: Knidian amphoras
and stamps.

13. Knidian amphora from the sea, part of the col
lection in Syme of Demosthenes Haviaras, on which
see Grace 1971, pp. 53 and 87 with note 90; see also
above, p.Toe chipped; much marine deposit.
P.H. 0.825; diam. 0.373. Handles bear two various
ly incomplete impressions of KT 2038, of which the
full reading is

' Etti Zcuicpd-'
revs Nt/ca-

crtjSovXou /
trident

Five duplicatesare known of the stamp, of which
16 isone. In the Middle Stoa filling, this stamp type
has not been found, but both eponym and fabricant
are well represented there. On theeponv m, see again
p. 06 above.

For permission to publish 13, I am again grateful
to Mr. I. Papachristodoulou, Ephor of the Dodeca
nese. I do not forget the kindness ofthe family of D.
Haviaras in facilitating our labors the day we re
corded the jar in Syme, July 5, 1957.

14. Knidian amphora (SS 14142) from cistern A
16:4 (?) in the Athenian Agora, May 1956. The cis
tern was excavated under difficulties and could not

be completely cleared; the precise finding place of 14
cannot be established. The rest of the amphoras and
amphora fragments attributed to A 16:4 are datable
shortly before the middle of the 2nd century b.c.
P.H. 0.793 (tip missing); diam. 0.348; H. of handles
0.27. On one handle only, impression of KT 193, of
which type the reading is

' 'Etti ^i\iTiTTo{v) (pi like nu)
'Apicrraydpa

Kft'Stoy

Fifteen more examples are known of this stamp
type, including 17 below; the latter was found in
Corinth, the rest probably all in Athens. The read
ing has not been published before, but it has been
cited: Delos XXVII, p. 317, note 2, which reports
the contents of Amphoras, fig. 64, of which the
second jar is our 14. KT 193 has not been found in
the Middle Stoa filling, but the eponym is probablyi
the same early phrourarchos 'PiXiir-os who is
named on 11 handles in the filling. See p^OO above
with footnote 36 and associated text. Date, depen
dent primarily ' on the name connections of
'Aptoraydpa?,apparentlyaboutcontemporary with
the Rhodian 2 and 3 (PI. 1). Ca. 188-183 B.C.?

15. Knidian amphora fromJohn Threpsiades' exca
vations in the Olympieion area in 1939, given to us
to record in 1962. Kept in the courtyard of the store
house of theThird Ephoreiain Athens. I am obliged
to Mrs. Karayorga, Ephor of the Third Ephoreia,
for permission to publish this amphora; also to M.
Petropoulakou for various facilitations. H. 0.855; H.
of handlesca. 0.255. Handles bear two variously in
complete impressions of KT 167," of which the full
reading is as follows:

' E7ri 'AptcrroKAcCj
'AttoX Xwvlov

Kfi'St ov
bull's head in center

We have listed 66 examples of this stamp type, of
which 51, including 18, come from various places in
Athens; 3are from Delos, 1from Argos, and 11 from
Alexandria. Published examples: Grace 1934, p.
248, no. 119; M.-T. Lenger in BCH 81, 1957,

d »
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p. 166, no. 90 (from Argos); 2 more, from Athens
and Alexandria, have been identified in early
publications. Two examples, SS 1415l'̂ nd 14155;'
were found in Agora cistern A 16;4, on which see
above under 14. Another bull's head type of
ATToAAtovtoy, dated in the term of 07;poxpar7jy, is

known on a largely preserved amphora found in
Corinth, C-36-2421, from South Stoa Well XIV.
On the amphora 15, and its date, see p. 00 above
with footnote 38. 166-157 b.c.? ^

16. Knidian stamped handle from the excavations by
G.Siebert onDelos in 1968, inthe Ilot des Bijoux, in
a deep stratumin Room AC. I amobliged toM. Sie
bert for the detail of its finding place as well as for
permission to publish this handle, inv. no. TD 7305,
also to Madame M.-T. Couilloud-Le Dinahet for
an improvement in the type reading of KT 2038^
based on this superior example. The stamp is a
duplicate of those on 13, which see. Early 2nd
century b.c.

17. Knidian stamped handle from Corinth, C-47-
108 from South Stoa, Well 2. Photograph published
by kind permission of C. K. Williams, 11. The stamp
is a duplicate of the one on 14, which see. Second
decade of2ndcentury b.c.

18. Knidian stamped handle in the National
Museum, .Athens, KT 167 E.VI 1, probably found in
Athens. Study of the handles in the National
Museum was greatly facilitated by Semni and
Christos Karouzos, when each was Direaor of the
Museum, and permission to publish was given by
them. The stamp 18 is a duplicate of those on 15,
which see. 166-157 B.C.?

19. Knidian stamped handle from the .Athenian
Agora, SS 14002, from a late context, found in 1954
in Section H.A. The stamp is an example of KT 236,*^
of which the reading isas follows;

'.ApterroicAcvy
bull's head with neck

Twentv-four duplicates of the stamp of 19 are
known, all probably found in .Athens, including 3
from the .Middle Stoa filling. SS 674', 885'; 12 180; of
which SS 885 has been published: Grace 1934. pp.
300 (fig. 5) and 302, no. 6. (Too early adate is there
suggested.) This stamp type (KT236)^s sometimes
accompanied on the same handle by a secondary
stamp with a single letter, as on Rhodian amphora
handles of the same date (cf. 2b and 3b on PI. 1);

note that although 19 is from a Knidian jar,
^ApiaTOKXfjs himself was a Rhodian. On 19-21, see

above with foothotes 40-42. Ca. 188-183 b.c.

20. Knidian stamped handle from the Athenian
Agora, SS 5688* from a late context, found in 19^6
inSection T. The stamp isanexample ofKT 237, of
which the reading is as follows:

'AptorojcAcvy
head and forepaw of lion

Nine duplicates ofthe stamp of20are known, of
which 2arein.Alexandria and the rest inAthens; no
useful context is available. SS 5688 has been cited: \—j
Grace 1949, p. 187 under no. 6. On 19-21, see p. ^ (Tf "
above with footnotes 40-42. Ca. 188-180 b.c.P

21. Knidian stamped handle f^m the Benaki Col
lection in Alexandria, KT 238 ABC 9. On the Be
naki Collection, see reference atthe end of Appendix
4 above. For permission to publish 21,1 am indebted
to Dr. YoussefT El-Ghiriany. The reading of KT
238 is as follows:

'ApicrroxAeSy
rose

Thirty-one more examples of KT 238'are on file
with us, i.e. of this Rhodian type on Knidian
handles, of which 15 are in .Athens and very likely all
15 were found there, 1 is in Corinth, 13 in Alex
andria, 1 from Memphis in Egypt is now in Phila
delphia (University of Pennsylvania Museum, inv.
nos. 29-71-135 and M 11720), and 1 is in Delos.
The Corinth example has been published: Grace
1949, pi. 20 and p. 187, no. 6. Some examples have a
flaw, making the omicron look something like a rho;
photographs record this flaw in ABC 3 and 5ofthe
Benaki Collection. .ABC 5is a rather sm.all handle,
evidently from a fractional jar. For recording the
material from Memphis, I had in 1957 much help
from Professor G. R. Edwards and from his volun
teer assistant. Miss Shahira Khayatt of Egypt. . •

On 19-21, see p. 00 above with footnotes 40-42 '
Ca. 182-175 B.C. '
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Knidian amphoras and associated stamps (4-9) and Sinopean stamps (10-12), present or paralleled in
the Middle Stoa filling. Jars at 1:10, stamps at 1:1. 3rd century to second decade of 2nd century b.c.

V. R. Gr.ace: The Midi5Le Sto.a D.ated b'i' .Ami'hoka .St.amps
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Knidian amphoras and associated stamps (13-18) and circular stamps of the Rhndian APIITOKAHI
on Knidian amphora handles (19-21). Jars at 1:10. stamps at 1:1. First half of 2nd centurv b.c.
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PLATE 4
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a Pharnakes I, King; of Pontos

b. The Middle Sioa romplex. The buildings crowding in to the left and the stairs to the north terrace are later
additions

V. R. Grace: The Middi-e Stoa Dated bn Amphora Stami^s
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THE MIDDLE STOA DATED BY AMPHORA STAMPS

(Pl-ates 1-5)

Dating the Construaion Filling by the Amphora Stamps Contained J300 F"
Size and Composition of the Group
Evidence of the Rhodian Stamps j)gQ 7.
Evidence of the Knidian Stamps jQqq ig
Evidence of the Less Numerous Classes £5
The Date of Molded Relief Bowls with Long-Petal Decoration ,600 y 1
Summary ofEvidence that Brings Us to ca. 183 b.c. (for the date ofthe filling) 060 ^

An Epigraphically Known Royal Gift to Athens Dated about 183 b.c
The Function of the Middle Stoa Pqq ; ^

Appendix 1: Dated Listof Eponyms in Knidian Stamps 2/

as f-rt

joeo
Appendix 3:Clarification on the Wrecks at the Grand Congloue Site near Marseilles Jidlf H0

-Appenaix 1: jjatea List or Lponyms in Knidian Stamps

Appendix 2: Remarks on Revised 3rd-^ntury Dating, on the Stamps in Thompson's^^^WfGroups
A-E, and on Agora Deposits H 13:1 and Q-R 10-11:1 and 2

•Appendix 4: Figures on Production of Rhodian Stamped Amphoras 060 4
Catalogue ofIllustrated Items ,j066 4S'
Afp-tnil/t S"; VCcVt e. YVe p,.-- rt nKfrrd ^ 44

- ADDRESS at the celebration of the first hundred years of the xArchaeological ^^
Institute ofAmerica, Kurt Bittel attributed to the work ofsome earlier German excava

tors a perhaps undue emphasis on architecture at the expense of "the observation and evalu
ation of small movable objects found in excavating the buildings.' Stamped amph

lora

' The German Perspective and the German Archaeological Institute," H/H 84, 1980, pp. 271-277; quotation is from p. 275. The paper was read by H.G. Guterbock at the Eighty-First General Meet-
mg of the Archacolo^cal Institute of America, in Boston, on December 28, 1979.

originally intended for the Festschrift for Homer Thompson, Hesperia, Supple
ment XX. Ihope he will accept it as afurther supplement to that volume. I am obliged to him for comments on
me m^uscript which have resulted in various needed clarifications in my text. I have profited also from

J A ®"SSesnons by other readers, in particular W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr., P. M. W. Matheson, M. B. Wallace,an A. Boegehold; others are mentioned below. None of these is responsible for my errors or for mv con
clusions.

Works frequently cited will be abbreviated as follows:
Agora XII =B. A. Sparkes and L. Talcott, The Athenian Agora, XII, Black and Plain Pottery of

the 6th, 5th and 4th Centuries B.C., Princeton 1970
Agora XIV = H. .\. Thompson and R. E. Wycherly, The Athenian Agora. XIV The Aoora of

Athens, Princeton 19""2 ' ^
Agora X.XII = S. I. Rotroff. The Athenian Agora. XXII, Hellenistic Pottery: Athenian and Im

ported Woldmade Bou is, Princeton 1982
Amphoras —V. R. Grace, .Amphoras and the .Ancient II me Trade, Excavations of the .-Athenian

Agora, Picture Book No. 6. rev. ed., Princeton 1979
oulton 1976 =J J_Coulton, The .Architectural Development of the Greek Stoa. Oxford 1976

~ Sawatianou-Petropoulakou, "Les timbres amphoriquesp-ecs (Chapitre .XI\ )^in Exploration arc.heologique de Delos, .XXVII, L'ilot de
'̂ J^^^ondes Comedians, P. Erune:su,td..Pzns\97Q, pp. 271-382
• Gm-lan, Koukos, donnces nouvclles pour une nouvelle interpretation destimbres amphoriques thasiens," BCH, Suppl. V, Paris 19~9, pp. 213-268

Hesperia 54, 1
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handles, to be sure, sometimes escaped such oblivious enmity in those days by dint of being
counted as inscriptions rather than as small finds and by appearing in large numbers. Thus
we have the excellent and still basic publication by Schuchhardt in 1895 of some 782 am
phora stamps, mostly Rhodian, found in Pergamon in a filling dumped in ancient times
betw een the foundations of a room set between the earlier and the later city walls.* Professor
Bittel had more in mind than the mutual development of chronologies that might result
from studies of small finds in relation to buildings. The dimension of time, however, must be
set up in the best possible way before we can learn what we should in, as he suggests, the
economic and social fields. Such studies of material in context in a large excavation can only
be enabled by a complex, well-planned, and strict system of recording, such as that devised
by T. Leslie Shear for the excavations of the Athenian Agora of the 1930's and greatly

Grace 1934

Grace 1949

Grace 1952

Grace 1968

Grace 1971

Grace 1974

Grakov 1929

Guide^

Knackfuss 1924

Nessana I

Nilsson 1909

Pnyx

Rickman 1971

Schuchhardt 1895

Tarsus I

Thompson 1934

= V. Grace, "Stamped Amphora Handles found in 1931-1932," Hesperia 3, 1934,
pp.197-310

= V. Grace, "Standard Pottery Containers of the Ancient Greek World," Hespena,
Suppl. VIII, Princeton 1949, pp. 175-189

= V. Grace, "Timbres amphoriques trouves a Delos," BCH 76, 1952, pp. 514-540
= V. Grace, "Die gestempelten Amphorenhenkel aus stratigraphisch gesicherten

Fundzusammenhangen," Exkurs in O. Ziegenaus and G. de Luca, AUertumer
von Pergamon, XI,i. Das Asklepieion, Berlin 1968, pp. 175-178. The author
saw no proof of this Exkurs, which contains many errors not in the manuscript.

= V. R. Grace, "Samian Amphoras," Hespena 40, 1971, pp. 52-95
= V. R. Grace, "Revisions in Early Hellenistic Chronology," AthMitt 89, 1974, pp.

193-200

= B. N. Grakov, AncientGreek Pottery Stamps with the Names ofAstynomoi, Mos
cow 1929 (in Russian)

= H. A. Thompson, The Athenian Agora, A Guide to the Excavation and Micseum,
3rd ed., Athens 1976

= H. Knackfuss, Milet, I, vii,Der Sudmarkt und die benachbarten Bauanlagen, Ber
lin 1924, pp. 156-176 (on the Magazinhalle)

= V. R. Grace, apud H. D. Colt et al.. Excavations at Nessana I, London 1962, pp.
106-130

= M. P. Nilsson, "Timbres amphoriques de Lindos," in Exploration archeologique
de Rhodes V, Copenhagen 1909

= V. R. Grace, "Stamped WineJar Fragments," in Small Objectsfrom the Pnyx:II,
Hespena, Suppl. X, Princeton 1956, pp. 113-189

= G. Rickman, Roman Granariesand Store Buildings, Cambridge 1971
= C. Schuchhardt, in Altertumer von Pergamon,.\'\\\, Inschriften ii, Berlin 1895,

pp. 423-499
= H. Goldman et al.. Excavations at Gdzlu Kule, Tarsus I, Princeton 1950
= H. A. Thompson, "Two Centuries of Hellenistic Pottery," Hespena 3, 1934, pp.

311-480

^See Schuchhardt 1895, p. 423. For a recent discussion of the deposit, see Delos XXVII. especially pp.
290-291. This publication. Chapter XIV of the volume on the Maison des Comediens on Delos, includes a
general review ofstudies of container amphoras and their stamps (usually on the handles) with much biblio
graphy; see pp. 278-280 for an introduction to the subject, or the reader may just consult the pamphlet Am
phoras, in particular the text accompanying figures 21—25 in that unpaged booklet. Third-century dates in
Delos XXVII should be revised as indicated in Grace 1974, p. 200. Further on Grace 1974, see below. Ap
pendix 2. Further on the Pergamon deposit, see p. 000 below with footnote 32; figures given have been some
what revised following correaions in readings.

S.oT-
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Fig. 2. Middle Stoa, West End in Original Form, from Northwest (W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr.)

developed by Lucy Talcott.^ The basis of such records is, of course, the excavator's grasp of
what he sees and his managing to record it while the impression is fresh. One of my early
recollections of Homer Thompson is of learning from him, in 19^2, that although stamped / ? 2, 2
amphora handles were supposed to be Hellenistic, he had found some in definitely Classical
company; he showed me several, which gave me a permanent taste for the Thasian class." If
the information no longer surprises, it is in great part because of the impact of the large
group of early Thasian stamped handles excavated by Thompson at the Pnyx, in the Filling
of Period III of the Assembly Place, which established the priority of the two-name Thasian
stamps, fixing them before about 340 b.c.^ For the place of container amphoras in the

note still felt, see Grace 1934, p. 200 with note 5; Delos XXVII, p. 278, last paragraph of
tP p. 210, nos. 1-3. On the deposit, Hesperia 24, 1955, p. 185 under no. 25( E. Corl^tt), Agora XII p. 393, under H17:5; Corbett cites the publication of the stamped handles. Dis-
ussion o ^ ^su o hasian. Pnyx, pp. 127 and 129 under band c; these stamps, however, would now

be dated about jTHd-4th century b.c.

•tk ^ ^ P-^ '̂onal Dictionary of Ancient Athens, London 1971, pp. 466-476,
P- on the Pnyx evidence dating the two-name stamps: Delos XXVII, bottomp. 300. Of. Garlan 19^9, p. ^46 with note 12. Most recently on the Pnyx as awhole, see H. .A. Thompson,
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general archaeological mind in 1932, I quote from a letter (of 1951) from a distinguished
archaeologist, the late Professor C. H. Emilie Haspels of Amsterdam, in reference to an
investigation of what must have been an ancient pottery works for the production of am-
phoras in Thasos, a workshop which in the light of modern information is seen to have
operated from early in the 4th century B.C.: '̂ Re the amphoras: I called them Hellenistic at
the time (in 1932 or '33) for the only reason that we . . . were used to speak of•Hellenistic
pointed amphorae'. Almost a term like West Slope ware or Megarian bowls.Here is one
of the places where Homer Thompson has enabled us to take a big step forward.

DATING THE CONSTRUCTION FILLING
BY THE AMPHORA STAMPS CONTAINED

The thesis of the present paper has been known toThompson and other interested persons
since July 11, 1956, when I completed a report on the stamped amphora handles found in
the building fill of the Middle Stoa in the Athenian Agora, about 1500 in number. The
report was circulated at the Agora and has remained on file there." The date which the
handles seemed to indicate as that of the lower limit of the fill was the second decade of the
2nd century B.C.® Soearly a date was not generally accepted at that time; there were conflicts
to be resolved: for instance some coins in the fill had been dated in the second quarter of the
century. Further studies of the various stamp sequences represented in the fill continued to
point to the same decade for its probable lower limit; eventually, counting the terms of
dating officials in Rhodian stamps brought us to a proposed end date of the stamps in the
filling of about 183 or 182 b.c.' Finally, we have in 1972 Homer Thompson's considered
date for the start of construction of the Middle Stoa itself, "late in the first quarter of the 2nd
century B.C."'® The coins have now been published by F. S. Kleiner, who finds nothing that
he need date later than about 180 B.C. More recently, the molded relief bowls in the filling
have been described by S. I. Rotroff" as "similar to those in other deposits of early 2nd
century.""

"The Pnyx in Models," Hesperia, Suppl. XIX, Studies in Attic Epigraphy, History and Topography Pre
sented to Eugene Vanderpool, Princeton 1982, pp. 133-147.

'On the Haspels investigation in Thasos, see Garlan 1979, pp. 256-258, taken from an unpublished
excavation report, apparently of late 1933.

' Filed with Deposit Summaries, under its grid position H-K 12-14. Text accompanied byextensive lists,
and analyses by class, of the stamped handles from the Middle Stoa construction filling, also of those from
some related groups found in the neighborhood; lists also of the individual grid positions cited by the ex
cavators. We are under considerable obligation to G. R. Edwards for making definitive the primary list, of
items to be counted as coming from the filling, especially for the earlier (pre-war) finds. Cf. p. OGO below with
footnote 57.

' Published statement in 1962, Nessana I, p. 124.
' Delos XXVII, p. 291, and see p. J)00 below in the present article.

Agora XIV, p. 67. Thedate gwenToT the filling in Agora IV (1958), VIII (1962), and XII (1970), in the '
deposit lists, had been to ca. 150 e.g., a date evidently derived from that appearing in Edwards' 1956 publica
tion; see footnote 56 below (date of filling equals thatofstan oflong-petal bowls). Correct some references in
Agora XIV, p. 66, note 179: the quotation aaually comes from De/os XXVII, p. 382, and other relevant
passages are evidently ibid., pp. 290-291, 320.

" F. S. Kleiner, Hespena 44,1975, pp. 303-311. (For his separate Deposit III, p. 311,1 have not been able
to identify handles that we discussed in this connection, cf. his note 14.) For RotrofTs comment, see Agora
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two large classes; Rhodian, 23%, Knidian, 62%. We are particularly concerned here with
the end date of the Middle Stoa filling, but in considering percentages should reckon with
the fact that it contained much earlier material; of the stamps, there are many Rhodian of
the 3rd century and Thasian of the 4th as well as of the 3rd. Knidian stamps with names (as
distinct from what we call Early Knidian, that have abbreviations, monograms, ligatures, or
just devices'') do not seem to have been produced before the last quarter of the 3rd century.
Once in use, stamped Knidian gain steadily on stamped Rhodian as imports to Athens.
Already by the middle of the 2nd century, figures for the Stoa of Attalos filling show about
35 stamped handles to 70, Rhodian to Knidian, and none of the Rhodian is datable later
than the first quarter of the century. A group ofstamped handles in Athens datable in the
second half of the century may be 100% Knidian: see below, Appendix 2, on Thompson's
Hellenistic Group E. The shrinking of the Rhodian figures in Athens during the 2nd
century B.C. (which makes something of a slide rule for dating deposits) does not reflect a
decrease in production and export from Rhodes, but, according to RostovtzefT,''' "the gra
dual emancipation ofAthens from the commercial hegemony of Rhodes, an emancipation
which began earlier than 166, ...." That there was indeed no decrease in production of
stamped amphoras in Rhodes before the late 2nd century B.C. is another story, important in
itself; see Appendix 4 for relevant figures derived from the Benaki collection in Alexandria.

Evidence of the Rhodian jt.amps
For the Rhodian in the Middle Stoa filling, we have an extensive correspondence with

those in another big foundation filling, that in the building in Pergamon cited above (p. 000 ^ ~
above with footnote 2). The Rhodian in the Pergamon deposit are 782 to our 885, and there
are a great number of individual parallels. A difference is that those in Pergamon are mostly
close together in date, while those from the Middle Stoa filling, as noted above, include
many earlier items. A difference more interesting for the lower limit of the Middle Stoa
filling is that a few Rhodian eponyms (dating officials), who are named in the Pergamon
deposit on as many as 4 to 24 handles per name, do not appear at all in the Middle Stoa
filling. These are as follows; figures in parentheses show how many handles in the Per-
gamon deposit name each individual:

'Aye'crrparoy 2nd (4)

storage, and figures Lnclude some4865 items which have not been inventoried because they are inferior dupli
cates of inventoried itemsand have no useful excavation context. The figures are not very up to date, but in any
case recent excavations have not added new stamped handles to our collection at the earlier rate. Last inven
tory number ofthe 1960 count: SS 14402T last of the 1980 season; SS 14843.''Cf. Delos XXVII, p. 282.

Cf. Grace 1934, p. 280, no. 233, Early Knidian stamp on a whole amphora from Thompson's Group B;
cf. ibid., p. 202, fig. 1, no. 6, for the jar. For the date of Group B, see Appendix 2 below (date now ca. 240 B.C.).
Cf. Grace 1952, pi. XlXrl, for another Early Knidian stamp.

Socialand Economic History of the Hellenistic World, Oxford 1941,p. 1647. It should be remarked that
the relative figtires ofRhodian and Knidian handles in fillings of the first halfof the 2nd century B.C., such as
that of the Stoaof Attalos mentioned above, may be somewhat misleading as indications of relative volume of
trade. If the Knidian produaion of 188-167 b.c. was under Rhodian control, then from the point ofview of
trade at least half of the 70 Knidian in the the Stoa of Attalos filling, those dated by phrourarchoi, should
presumably be counted as Rhodian. On the phrourarchoi and Rhodian control, see^B^ftbelow »»iT.b font-

also .Appendix l,pr-0O6r A ^

rr
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^ApaTO(pa.vT]i 1st (8)
'Apicrrft'Sas 2nd (10)
'AptcrrdSafios 2nd (24)
'Aptcrraii' 2nd (20)
'ApxtAatSas (5) 'TT/
y((vo<pQ}V (4)

No one ofthese seven eponyms occurs in the Middle Stoa filling (an 'ApicrretSay named
on a single handle, SS 12862, is readily distinguishable as a homonym of the 3rd
century B.C. by the shape and finish of the handle). On the other hand, despite the steady-
decrease, discussed above, of Rhodian imports to Athens during the first half of the 2nd
century, we do have handles at the Agora (although not in the Middle Stoa filling) that are
dated by all seven of these eponyms, some from consistent post-Middle Stoa deposits: cf.
four from the Stoa of Attalos filling, SS 10492^aming ^ApaTocpavrjs 1st, and SS 10730,"
10739,'̂ and 13370,''̂ naming 'Aptorret'Sas 2nd.

These seven eponyms therefore suggest a period of seven years immediately after the
end date of the Middle Stoa filling but before the close of the Pergamon deposit. The sug
gestion is strengthened by the fact that all seven names are known on handles that bear also
secondary stamps set in the common way at the attachment of the handle to the neck of the
jar, a practice that was just beginning in the period of the Middle Stoa. Only one such stamp
appears in the filling, a small rose with no letters, in a single example, SS 12717; for a
similar stamp, better preserved, see Plate 1, 1. No part of the main stamp of SS 12717 Ts
preserved, but this secondary stamp is known only on handles from amphoras of the potter
AapL0KpaTT]9 in the terms ofKaAAiKpart'Say 2nd, KXevKparrjs 1st, and Zuptptaxos; all these
persons occur in both the Pergamon and the Middle Stoa fillings. The rose secondary stamp
is an early one in this series, dated in the early 2nd century e.g. by context in Tarsus.'^ Of
eponyms named in the Middle Stoa filling, only three are known to occur with secondary
stamps of the slightly later kind in which a letter replaces the earlier rose, the kind that
accompany the seven names listed above, those present in the Pergamon deposit but not in
the Middle Stoa filling. The three in the Middle Stoa filling are Ntxacraydpa? 1st, Qealb-q-
ro9, and ^AOavoboro^, perhaps in that order; for samples of the secondary stamps accom
panying the first two, see Plate 1, 2b and 3b. These are then probably the latest Rhodian
eponyms in the Middle Stoa filling and were no doubt preceded by the three mentioned as
occurring with the rosesecondary stamp. It seems at present a fair guessthat the useof these

" Tarsus I, p. 145, no. 75 B; the context, "toplevel, Middle Hellenistic Unit", indicates a dateoflate3rd—
early 2nd century B.C., cf. ibid., pp. 30-31. Note that the restoration of the name KaAAt*pdr7jy in the main
stamp of no. "'S does not now seem correct.

On secondary stamps on Rhodian handles, usages and dates, see Delos XXVII, p. 380, mdex to dis
cussions on the subject in various parts ofour chapter in that volume, where references to the earlier literature
onthesubject will be found. Corrigendum-, theearly Rhodian fabricant TiHrgis there mentioned, now dated ca. ..
mid-3rd century B.C., does use secondary stamps: a nearly whole amphora of his in Rhodes has a secondary ^
stamp (with a monogram) beside each of its main stamps on the tops of the handles (temporary inv. no. .MI
541, dated by the eponym ' ETrt'xappoy; mentioned here by permission of Mr. I. Papachristodoulou).

Note my suggestion, Tarsus I,p. 135, note 2, that the two betas on ibid., fig. 117, 76 Band 77 Bindicate a
pair of names perhaps from the same amphora was correctly discarded by D. B. Shelov, Pottery Stampsfrom
Tanais, Moscow 1975 (in Russian), p. 23; the two secondary stamps are obviously not from the same die. See
below,
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secondary stamps, by certain potters with large output, began in or soon after 188 B.C., at
the time of the chief Rhodian expansion on the continent; through the 2nd century these
additional control stamps continued in use by big producers such as Mt5aj'(see below,
Appendix 4); many stamped handles from his jars bear secondary stamps. For the end date
of the Rhodian in the Middle Stoa filling, I lay out the proposed sequence of eponyms, with
figures for the number of handles bearing these names in the two large deposits:

188-186 KaWiKparLOa? 2nd, KXevxparrfs 1st, and
185 Nixaaayopas 1st (Middle Stoa filling 8, Pergamon deposit 9)
184 ©eatOTjroj (Middle Stoa filling 6; Pergamon deposit 12)
183 'AflavdSo-oy (Middle Stoa filling 4; Pergamon deposit 17)
182-176 The 7 present in the Pergamon deposit and not at all in the Middle Stoa Building fill
('AyeVrparoy 2nd. etc., listed above).
The dates assigned are supported by a variety ofother bits ofevidence, including other

contexts, and the chain of name connections between potters and dating officials, derived
from the study ofpairs ofnames from the two series, ofwhich the most convincing arefound
combined on whole amphoras or fragments preserving both stamped handles. See Plate 1,
which illustrates two whole jars, 2 and 3, from thestamped tops ofthe handles ofwhich we
take two such pairs of names. 2aand 2c show the dating and endorsing stamps respectively
of 2, anamphora of AapoKparTjs dated in the term of Nixaaayopa?, in the month Zpiy^ios,
3a and 3c the stamps of 3, an amphora of 'I—yro/cparTjs in the term of GeaiSTjro?, in the
month Dai/apo?.'̂ Each of these jars has also a secondary stamp, set on the side of the upper
attachment of (in the case of these jars) the fabricant handle, actually visible in the side
views of the two jars, as well as in 2b and 3b. Attested secondary stamps used by Aapo-
KpoTT)? (those of which we have rubbings or photographs) are the little rose (PI. 1, 1) and
slightly variant rose types^nd the letters, singly, A, K, C(i.e. lunate sigma), T, Y. Most of
these are used also by ItiiTOKparTjs, that is, the dies seem to have been taken over; for this
and other reasons we conclude that the products of the two potters are from the same shop.
The shop will have changed hands between the making of the two jars shown: 2names the
latest of many dating officials known with AapoKpdrTjj, and 3 the earliest of still more
known with 'Ir^-OKpdr-qs, whose career can be followed to probably the middle of the 2nd
ceritury. The secondary stamp 3b with its distinctive beta is so far on record only from jars
of iTTTTOKparTj?, not those of AapoKparT/s-. This may be an accident of preservation for the
moment, someone may find a handle with the rose stamp of AapoxparT/? on top and this
characteristic beta stamped on its side. Otherwise the handle in Tarsus'"' that combines this
secondary stamp with a rose main stamp naming Nucacaydpa? suggests that the chancre in
management took place during the term of this eponym, which is, I suppose, more likely
than not.^ At present this particular beta is known only with the eponyms SiKaaayopas 1st
and OeatSTjros and with the fabricant ' l7i-0Kpa-T]s.

Contemporary with the activities of ' ln-noKpaTT]^ were those of the Rhodian \\pi&^. t
TOKXijs who made and marked Knidian amphoras as well as producing agreat number of
Rhodian ones with rose stamps like those of 'iTt-OKpdrTjj; for some of his Knidian stamps,

,7documentation, readings, etc., of the illustrated items, see Catalogue below.Tarsus I, fig. 117 76 A, 76 B. Note a second (unpublished! example of the combination: duplicates of
t)oth stamps were found on a handle in the Musee Greco-Romain in Alexandria (A VQ 1485).
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see Plate 3, 19-21. The two men seem both to have succeeded to the shop of Aapojcpdr?;?.
perhaps they were brothers; in any case this 'Aptcr-o/cATjy seems to have been the son of the
AapoKpdrTjs who made the amphora on Plate 1, 2. The two contemporaries, ""AptcrroKATjs
and ' l-n-OKpaTT)s, used over the years a great number of secondary stamps, at least 25
different ones each, some of which appear to be common to both (but a study of dies has not
yet been made). Oddly, although for both brothers(?) there are many known or reasonably
guessed pairs with daring officials, all datable between about 183 B.C. and the middle of the
century, we have up to the present no indication that both 'AptcrroKATjy and ' l77 770Kpdr7;s
ever dated jars in the same year.'® During the period of production of these two, no other
fabricants are known to have used secondary stamps; but about the middle of the century,
their amphoras seem to have been replaced by those of Ttpd^er'ojc'̂ gain bearing circular
rose stamps plus secondary stamps. It is interesting to note that secondary stamps were used
also on Knidian amphoras by fabricants named 'AptcrroKAy's and Tipd^evos who used rec- ''A I
tangular main stamps; their dates correspond with those of the Rhodians of the same names.
After the mid-century, other Rhodian fabricants used secondary stamps, including some
whose main stamps are rectangular: cf. Mt'Sa? (see Appendix 4).

Through a lapse in processing, the eponym ^Adavohoro^ had not been listed in our
archives as occurring with secondary stamps, but in fact there are a few handles that name
him in circular rose types and bear also secondary stamps with the letters tau and upsilon
(singly) like those used by both AapoKpd-Tjs and ' l-Tj-noKparTjs (i.e. apparently from the
same dies). ""ABavoooroi had in any case been listed in my tentative sequence only a few
years too early, because name connections place him closely. Potters known to have dated
jars by his name are 'Aya^oxA^? 2nd, ''Ap.vvTas with wreath, 'Airtpaxos with caduceus,
'ApiVrcoy with caduceus, "Lapairicov with asterisks, and <t>iAamoj; this is to name only the
"real" pairs, i.e. whole jars or tops ofjars with both stamped handles preserved. The epo-
nyms named by these potters on other jars of theirs in each case overlap the period ca.
188-176 B.C. and in some cases are only of this period. It now seems likely that ''ABavoZoros
is the latest Rhodian eponym whose name is present in the Middle Stoa building fill."

" Onthe dynasty Aa^oxpd-rjy, 'Apto-roxXTjy, Aa^ioxpd-Tjy 6 \\piaTOKXevs. etc., cf. Delos XXVIl, p. 280.
also pp. 327-328 under E 66, and elsewhere (see index, pp. 375, 376). On ' I'-OKparris, see now V. Grace
apud J. Bouzek, Anatolian Collection ofCharles University [Kyme I], Prague 1974, pp. 94-95, under A 3.

Note that this '.Apto-roxATjy (contemporaryof ' I:r7roKpdr;jy) is not the earliest to endorse Rhodian circu
lar stamps with rose, but there was at least one earlier Rhodian fabricant ofthis name, who worked probably
in the third quarter of the 3rd century B.C. For a published stampof his. see M.-T. Lenger, BCH 81, 1957, pp.
164 165. no. 88. fig. 2 (from .Argos). Presumably the 'ApitrroxATjy named in Mile. Lenger's stamp was the
father of the fabritant of 2.

' Rose stamps nam.iiig the epKjnym '.AflardSoros and accompanied by secondary stamps;
11 with month AdAioy, secondary stamp tau like those on handles of AapopcparTjs and ' hrnOKpaT-qs:

handle in the Ben.aki collection in .Alex.andria, classified under RE 16 (the eponym's number); rubbings
brought to the Agora in January 196" by B. Turzvnski.

2) with month 0(<rpo<p6pios', secondary stamp upsilon like those used bv AapoxpdrTjs and TTrrroicpd-
TTjy. Eton College Colleaion, no. 138 of the stamped handles My records of the colleaion I owe to the
kindness of the late George Tait and of several of his students of the '60s, including particularly Nicholas
Harington.

3) with same month and probably same die as in (2), asecondary stamp is indicated in adrawing but not
identified or mentioned: F Benoit, "Nouvelles epaves de Provence," Gallia 16, 1958, reading on p. 33, draw-
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So much for the usefulness of eponym-fabricant name connections in building the
chronolog)- of amphora stamps, for an indication of where we find the most convincing
pairs, and for the corroborative evidence supplied by secondary stamps. Whole amphoras,
however, and even large fragments help, of course, in another way to supplement and con
solidate the datingevidence, and that is by the evolution ofthe shapes and dimensions of the
jars, the most obvious tendency ofRhodian ones, from the late 3rd to perhaps the late 2nd
century B.C., being to grow slowly taller and slimmer, the neck and handles taller in propor
tion to the jar as a whole. 2 and 3 in Plate 1, closely contemporary, fit into the Rhodian
series in Amphoras, fig. 62 after the first jar in that picture; they postdate it by about 20
years, according to the eponyms named. They are even closer, especially 3, to another pub
lished amphora, one of 'Apio-roxA^ in the term of ''Apx'.ha/bas, an eponym present in the
Pergamon deposit but not in the Middle Stoa filling, hence datable very soon after Geai-
hTjTos of 3.^° The stages of the change in shape, placed according to the tentative sequence of
names, form a control, and thus the chronology is adjusted. Contrast in shape and dimen
sions of the amphoras makes it easy to distinguish between eponyms of the same name who
may be two generations apart, when whole jars are preserved that name them; for instance
between the KiKaaayopas ofca. 185 B.C. who dates 2 (PI. 1), and the laterone named on an
amphora of EvKppavcop, perhaps there, the Ni/cacraydpas whose term as priest of Halios is
dated epigraphically shortly after 123 B.C. The later jar (unpublished) has considerably
longer neck, handles, and body, and the handles bow out noticeably, another relatively late
feature; its capacity is about 25% greater than that of2.-'

Historical considerations have bearing, and it may be noted that in the origkal publica
tion the proposed date for the Pergamon deposit was late 3rd to early 2nd century B.C., as a
time of friendly relations between Pergamon and Rhodes.^- Sometimes, as with Nuca-

ing in fig. 41, p. 32 (from Anse Saint-Roch, Antibes).
4) with ur^^tored iTionth secondary stamp upsilon; D. B. Shelov, "Pottery Stamps from the Excavations

at Phanagona A/a/ma/r and Studies of Archeology mthe USSR, no. 57, [1957] (in Russian), p. 138, table,
eponym entry 3/- The st^ps are not illustrated so the dies are not known. I have restored the name of the
eponym. [ Aoai/jooorou. There is no other possibility,

ennnXn^ in^mgi^en here in detail because this name was omitted from among the latesteponyms nthe Middle Stoa building fill minformation given to S. I. Rotroff; see Agora XXII p. 102. It is

mh^rT^ ^ ° 'nterest to show for one name the kind of evidence available as documentation for s'tatements on
beta "Sr=..ably, .hesecondary „a,np

'̂On two eponyins .Nixao-aydpay and references to the two jars, see Delos XXVII. p. 306 under E 15
the later jar and comparative figures, cf. "The Commercial Amphoras from
CMC P- Museum, Cvprus inv nT
£dv cf o'p a/ handles results from drawing them tn below to accommodate to aslimmer^ay ct. op a/., p. 6. For the epigraphical date of an eponvm Nucaaaydpas see C Blinkenbcrg I indo,Foudes del'Acropole 1902- 1914, II. Inscnpuons I. Berlin and Copenhagen%94i:p. 536 no?46^W
*he^Dri?sth c attributed to him as priest of Athana Lindia, cf. ibid p 125 and

'Tsellfne'" probably have fallen ;hortlv afteri^ard on
1949 1951TT7S In rT7 ^^cerdoti di Halios," ASAtene 27-29.
changed annLly ^^ere dated by the name of the pnest of Halios, who was

Schuchhardt 1895, p. 432. In the excellent dissertation of F. Bleckmann, inscnptionibus quae legun-

^.(S

y
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aayopa^ 2nd just mentioned, one may suggest identifications of persons in stamps with
persons known in epigraphical or literary texts. Thus it is possible that tenta
tively listed here as the next to latest Rhodian eponym in the Middle Stoa filling, was the
father of \\aTvp.T]bT]i Qeaih-qrov, who was the priest of Athana Lindia in 154 b.c. and
perhaps then of Halios a year or so afterward. According to Polybios, the son was sent to
Rome on missions in 168, 164, and 153 B.C.; and the father, perhaps the QialbrjTos of 3,
died in Rome in 167/6, being then over eighty years of age.-^ One would like, again, to
associate with the potter dynasty Aa/^o/cpdrT/s-'Apicr-oxATj?, etc. (see p. 000 above, with
footnote 18), a Rhodian mentioned on a Thasian stone, \picftokXtjs o[ jxpuTeej, secre
tary of the boula of Rhodes in the term of the priest of Halios Qepaavbpos. A date of
69/68 B.C. is tentatively proposed for the stone in the publication; the authors tell us, how
ever, that the letter forms could well be of the second half of the 2nd century B.C. Such a date
would fit with that of the eponym Qepaavbpos known in stamps; we have no evidence of a
later homonym. In that case, perhaps the secretary of the Rhodian boula had actually been,
in his creative youth, the 'Apio-ro/cA^? of the stamp types 19, 20, and 21 (PI. 3). By, say,
140 B.C., and given his family history, our man must have been a substantial citizen. '̂'

tur in vascuiis Rhodiis, Gouingen 1907, Schuchhardt's dating is used and developed; see especially Bleck-
mann s p. 25. Cf. Delos X.XVIl, p. 290.

For the Lindian priesthood of 'Aoru/iTj'oTjy ©eatSTjroi', see Blinkenberg, op. at. (footnote 21 above), p.
1-1, under the year 154, with commentary below; see further ibid., pp. 488-490. (No mention in these'in
scriptions of apriesthood of Halios. It should be observed that Blinkenberg counted the existence of aname as
cpi iiym in Rhodian amphora stamps as sufficient evidence that the person named was apries!»of Halios.) On
names of Rhodian eponyms in stamps for whom identifications have been proposed with priests named in
inscriptions H. Dehs >^XVII p. 299 with references. Of particular interest is the triple correspondence
exainined p. 313, under E34. of three known stamp eponyms with three priests of Halios cited in SEG
o4- Tn'been discussed recently by P. M. Eraser (Rhodian Funerary Monuments, Oxford19, y pp. 60-O1), but in his documentation (pp. 150-151) the author fails to use the text on E34 with its

clarihcation on the dates of the stamp eponyms. which is based on information not available to the scholars he
cju- tes.

On 'A(r7uy7,'S7;s and Oeat'STjroy in stamps, apparently persons mentioned bv Polvbios, see the com
mentary by Bleckmann, op. at. (footnote 22 above), pp. 19-20. Cf. recently F. W. Walbank. AHistorical
Commentary on Poiybios, (^ford 1979. p. 303. on persons with these names: correct the priesthood of
lo4 B.C., which (ys just noted) was that of Athana Lindia, not that of Halios. The stamps provide an earlier
epwnym AaruyyoT??, but his year as priest of Halios should date nearer 213 than 204 (cf he at •they oro-

xATfp mT™'no'A/' •" «
©taiJTjroy is given a year. 188 e.g., as priest of Athana Lindia by H. van Gelder ("Over Rhodische
JT - u?"" Rhodischen Handel." Verslagen en Mededeelingen '
mof'v A14 '''' ^^etenschappen, .\fdeeling Letterkunde. 5e Reeks. Deel I. .Amsterdam 1915, p.
ano,-. inscription "not yet published" by Blinkenberg. No such inscription
lener of ^118? ^" '/'""'P'̂ bens.ve volume of 1941 cited above; and P. M. Eraser kindly informs me, in a
which he k rr mn I ,h Tig^aph.ca! releroice for any priesthood of Geaf^Tjros in the records fromWhich he is compiling the new Lexicon ofGreek Persona! Names.

perhaps be remarked that agreement on date as between homonyms inscribed in stone and in

belZ Aon nZ°r"T S"" more difficult than in the case of ihc names just discussed. See
'4 17 *be dates of Rhodian eponvms named AaponA/y /

I'histoVe J- thasiennes, V. Recherches sur V
ai 7h1, V PP ''2: on .ho -ecrimro-, soo ,op ot p 31 Thodepends on iheir i^deni.ficat.on of aRoman governor who is mentioned; ihey examine seven e
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Analogous to the Rhodian potter dynasty Aap.o^-pdT7yi-'AptaroKA^s- would be the earlier
Thasian one, again with aristocratic names, recently identified at Kalonero on Thasos by Y.
Garlan. In the waste of an ancient pottery works he found many amphora fragments bear
ing stamps ofone or other of two potters, 'AptcrraydpTj? and ArjiiaXK-qs. the potter's name
always combined with that of a dating official, the two series of dating officials entirely-
distinct from one another. Two-name Thasian stamps date from about 390 to about
340 B.C., cf. p. 000 below, footnote 43. Garlan has matched the two potters' names with
those of an epigraphically known Thasian family in which fathers and sons were called
successively At/pciAkt;? and ^Apia-rayop-qs, an alternation of names that can be followed in
Thasian inscriptions from about 370 e.g. for nearly a century.

Evidence of the Knidian^tamps
The Knidian amphora stamps in the Middle Stoa filling are possibly even more critical

than the Rhodian for dating the filling itself as well as for establishing the earlier chrono
logical sequence of their class, i.e. for the mutual development of chronologies. They are
largely a close group. Over half are dated in 11 eponym terms, those of AapLoyevrjs 1st,
EvKpaTT}9 1st, QripoKparrjs 1st, KaAAurroj, Avcravios, MTjrpdScopo?,'Nt/catrt'/Sor-
Ao?, rioAiouj^Tjs, 'LoiKparrjs, OiAitt—os 1st; the names are variously abbreviated in the
stamps. At least 9 handles in the filling are dated by each ofthe foregoing names; see Appen
dix 1 below for individual figures. Three more eponyms whose names each appear on 5
handles in the filling are Oepucrrcoparoj, KAetro^ajp and ^lAtcrrt'cor' (again variously ab
breviated); these probably preceded or followed pretty closely the 11. Eponyms seen on only
one handle in the deposit may be earlier than the others, or they may be the veryMatest (no
time for much breakage), or some might theoretically turn out to be impurities in the de-
posit.^^

To help place the period of the 11 (plus) eponyms, two obvious groups of Knidian
known to date before about 150 B.C. were examined; those found in Corinth and those from
the construction filling of the Stoa ofAttalos in Athens; from the Corinth list, certain names
were omitted which clearly belong to the renewed (small-scale) activity there after the de
struction of 146 B.c. '̂ In a fair number of the Knidian stamps from the two sources, the
eponym isentitled phrourarchos in thestamp. Many more ofthe names included occur with

possibilities and choose ^e last; the second would suit the Qipaavbpo^ of the stamps and perhaps a date
within 141-135 B.C., which seems to be available. On Qepaavbpo^, cf. S'essana I, p. ll6. under no. 7. This
eponvm dates known whole jars of the fabricants ^Ayado^ovXos, EvkAcitos, KdAAoii', and Tipaparoi.

•• See Garlan sarticle in Trade in the Ancient Economy, P. Gamsey, K. Hopkins, and G. R. VVhittaker,
'A^tcrraydpTjs regularly has the eta ending in the earlier Thasian inscriptions and

starnpS. Cf. J. Pouilloux, Etudes thasiennes. Ill,Recherches sur I'hisloire et les cultes de Thasos, I, Paris 1954,
p_ 273, no. 34, lines 9(genitive) and 45. For the name unabbreviated in one of the earlier (two-name) stamps,
cf. .A.-M. and A. Bon, Etudes thasiennes, IV, Les timbres amphoriques de Thasos, Paris 1957, p. 119 no. 278.
Cf. also the comment, ibid., p. 118. > > •

As^ll number of items among those listed by the excavators or by G. R. Edwards, or both, have been
identified as impurities because they are very much too late to belong to the group. They are listed in footnote
D • below.

Cf. now C. K. Williams, II, Hespena 4"', 1978. pp. 21-23.

/. c yd T f ^7 ^ ^ 77(3 ex" i WI- J .
q g- ^ p . 3 "i .
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that title in stamp types"® other than those found in Corinth or in the Stoa of Attalos filling,
i.e. some potters, or'their scribes, did not include the title in their stamps, although referring
to the same official. These phrourarchoi, or garrison commanders, should date
188-167 B.C., the period of control of certain mainland states by Rhodes; it appears that
some of them at least were neither Knidians nor Rhodians but mercenaries employed by
Rhodes.-' In contrast with what seems to have been normal for eponymous officials nam.ed
in Knidian and Rhodian stamps, the terms of these phrourarchoi were not full years but
perhaps four-month periods. Compare practice in Priene, but we have evidence for the
usage in Knidos itself in a small group of stamps in which a phrourarchos is named in
addition to an ordinary eponym, and we find (in different stamp types) two and probably
three different phrourarchoi named with the same eponym.®" Three changes per year, if
throughout the 22 years from from 188 to 167 e.g., call for 66 terms, and I count now in our
records at least 54 different names accompanied by the title. These are the names with
annotation IV A in the list in Appendix 1 below. The stamps that give the title with the
name are often known in very few examples, perhaps in a single type; no doubt we lack
some such types by accident of preservation.®' Theseries may be filled out. We have, actual
ly, some dozen eponym names which by known combinations with the names of fa^ricants
must be close to the beginning of the period of phrourarchoi; although not yet known to us
with the title, perhaps most ofrhem were phrourarchoi. In the eponym listbelow. Appendix
1, they are marked III-IV, i.e. close to the end of III and the beginning of IV. (On the
periods identified by Roman numerals, see the introduction to this Appendix.) They are not
present in the Middle Stoa filling save for 'Apr€'(/zcov) and <I>tAd/jt7T€Ao?, a single example
each.

For eponym names found in Corinth or in the filling of the Stoa ofAttalos, most of those
not identified as phrourarchoi and not dated early by association with the Middle Stoa or
other early filling, or by name conneaions, or by what can be seen of the shape of the jar,
most of these are probably to be dated ca. 166-146 e.g. See again Appendix 1, names
marked IV B. If I have there assigned to that period one or two more eponyms than there
are years, any that have been dated before 146 only by presence in Corinth should be recon
sidered and possibly moved further into the third quarter; cf. footnote 27 above. On the
other hand, those annotated as having examples in the filling of the Stoa of Attalos are
perhaps not later than 157 e.g., since of the eponyms of IV B, only 9 have been found in that
filling. Perhaps the terracing for that building was started by .Attalos right after he became

On Knidian stamp types, see Delos XXVII, p. 323. In our usage, a stamp type is a group of one or more
dies having the same content and ari"angement of letters ^ devices, i.e. the same minuscule reading.

p Cf. P. M. Eraser. The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, Oxford 1954, pp. 93-94, with note 3.Ckr, -50 F.^. Hiller von Gaenringen et al., Inschnften von Fnene, Berlin 1906, p. xiii; cf. tbid., p. 28 under no.
19, lines 6-8. M. B. Wallace refers me to R. Merkelbach et a!.. Die Inschnften von Kalchedon {Inschnften
Gnechischer Sladte aus Kleinasien 20), Bonn 1980, p. 5 for various ancient mentions of officials serving for .
parts of ayear rather than for the v\-hole year.^or the evidence of the stamps, see Delos XXVII, p. 319. r' *

" M. B. Wallace suggests that particular uncommonness in some phrourarch names may be compared with .-
the "rare months" in Rhodian stamps, taken to be those of seasons not best suited for the production of am-
phoras. A four-month period falling mostly in the winter might see a relatively small produaion of Knidian
jars. On seasonal produaion in Rhodes, cf. Nilsson 1909, pp. 126-132, also the recent study by C. Borker.
"Der Rhodische Kalender.' ZP£ 31, 1978, pp. 193-218; and cf. comment. R£C 92, 1979, p. 460.
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king, in 159.
In any case, it is plain that for the series of Knidian eponyms assembled by presence in

the Middle Stoa building fill (and knitted together by the close interconnection of eponym
and fabricant names) there is no possible place in the Knidian sequence between the second
decade and the middle of the 2nd century B.C.

We can be more precise. The title phrourarchos does not occur in the Middle Stoa
filling. With the Knidian as with the Rhodian, however, an overlap after 188 is clear. The
eponym names in the filling include 9 which do sometimes occur with the title: '.AttoAAcl)-
vios, ^Apx^crrparo^, 'Ao-xAT^TTidSTj?, Qevcpavros, ^iKaalp-a-^os, <PlAc777tos, <t>iXoKparT]i,
<t>i\6(ppaji','' <pL\raTOs. (These names also are sometimes rather radically abbreviated.) In
addition, we have two of the eponyms sometimes named in stamps in combination with
various phrourarchoi, mentioned above, and considered to date early in the period of Rhod
ian control; those inour fill are noAT;>(a^/ios and ZojKpdrTj? (cf. 13,16). The first of these is
present in a single example (88 757);" but note that HcoKparTji is one of the 11 Knidian
eponyms listed above as the commonest in the filling. 'AtroAAcovto? and ^iXoKparTjs are
two of the phrourarchoi known to have officiated during his term; canceling these from the
above list of 9, we have 7 thirds of a year left in addition to the two full years (the two epo
nyms named with phrourarchoi). Probably again, as with the Rhodian, we come down
about five years after 188 B.C.

We should compare Knidian finds in the Pergamon deposit with those from the Middle
8toa filling, as we have done for the Rhodian. The import to Pergamon from Knidos was,
however, very much less than that to Athens. 8uch evideiice as there is corresponds with
what the Rhodian tell us. Most of the Knidian in the Pergamon deposit are contemporary
with those in the Middle 8toa filling, but a single example (8chuchhardt 1895, no. 1291,
reading corrected) names a phrourarch KATji/oTroAts'not present in the Middle 8toa filling;
while a second handle {ibid., no. 1290, reading again corrected) apparently names
OcuyeyTjs, another of the eponyms known with phrourarchoi in the same stamp, like
TcjiKpaTTis or YloXv-x^appios but not present in the Middle 8toa filling.8o the Knidian in
the Pergamon deposit, like the Rhodian, godown a little later than those in the Middle 8toa
fill.

For the Knidian chronology', whole amphoras, or at least joined pairs of handles, are
less of a requirement than for the Rhodian, since, as remarked, the names from the two
series (dating names and endorsing names) are usually combined within the stamps. In
some cases, however, we do have two complementary stamps on the two handles of an
amphora (PI. 2, 4, and representations of its stamps, 7 and 8). And certainly what we can
observe about the changing shapes ofthe jars, as with the Rhodian, supplements and consol
idates the sequence. Again, only fragments come from the deposit we are studying, but they

Both corrertions were made recently with the help of Dr. Borker (cited in footnote 31, now a professor at
Erlangen), who is preparing a new studv of the stamped handles in Berlin from the Pergamon deposit. He
provided us with rubbings of the Knidian. for the identification of which our archives in .Athens provide easy
and reliable reference material, not available to Schuchhardt. The eponym's name in KT ZlOT'the type of
Pergamon no. 1290, is abbreviated to 0«( and the restoration is not quite certain.

I note once more a Knidian stamp published with the srouo ofthe Pergamon deposit apparently bv error"
cf. De'/orXXVII, p. 291,note2. " " f . .
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are filled out in this article by more or less whole jars similarly dated; the reader should fill
out a little further by restoring in his mind on everyjar the characteristic ringed toe which is
largely broken away or concealed by marine deposit in those shown in Plates^and The
first and earliest of the jars in Plate 2 (4) is dated in the term of ^hpy^\.--Lha^\ a duplicate of
its dating stamp is 7, and a variation of the die of its endorsing stamp impressed 8. The
amphora 4 was found in Rhodes in a Hellenistic filling above and among some tombs of the
4th and 3rd centuries B.C., with four Rhodian amphoras of which I should date three in the
next to last decade of the 3rd century B.C. and one in the third quarter.^'' Beside the jar from
Rhodes, 5 should be slightly later; it is from the earlier of the two wrecks at Grand Congloue
near Marseille, from which the Rhodian material dates by present estimate in the last dec
ade of the century." It is difficult to see a development from 4 to 5. In contrast, change is
noticeable between 4 and 6, in increased height and decreased diameter, in the narrowing of
neck and mouth, in the handles of 6 that rise and arch a little from the upper attachment,
instead of dropping like those of 4. This drop identifies early Knidian handles even without
the jar as a whole; it is noticeable in the handle fragments 7 and 8 (see Catalogue below).
The dating name of4, ^Apxi-~nTlha^, occurs once in the Middle Stoa filling; that of6, IloXi-
o/xr]s, 48 times (indicating 24 amphoras, since the same stamp was impressed on both
handles). HoAtoux^J is in fact the commonest Knidian eponym of the filling, and perhaps
therefore one of the later ones, but not datable as late as 188, as he is not known as a phrour-
archos, nor as an eponym contemporary with phrourarchoi. On Plate 3, 13 names an epo
nym J.oiKpa.Ti]t', apparently (chiefly according to name connections) the same one in whose
term phrourarchoi sometimes accompany the eponym in the stamps, hence dating in orsoon
after 188 B.C. according to the hypothesis of this article. The amphora 13, so far as visible
behind the marine deposit (favored by collectors) is not very different from 6. Actually no
phrourarchoi are named on it, but (as with 6) the same stamp was impressed on both hand
les, duplicates of that shown here as 16. Perhaps general compliance was not exacted at the
start of the new system of dimensions and markings of the containers; or possibly the system
was altered during the term of loj/cpdrTjs.

A noticeable change does show itself between 6 and 14 (PI. 3). The OtAtTr-n-o? named as
eponym in the stamp of 14 (see a duplicate in 17, PI. 3) I take to be the one who dates nu
merous handles from the Middle Stoa filling; he is one of the 11 common eponyms; I take
him to be the phrourarchos of this name and one of the earliest known with the title." The
evidence is chiefly the other associates of 'Apicrraydpas, the fabricant of 14 (see again 17):

For more complete shapes, see Grace 1934. p. 202, fig. 1, nos 6-8 and Amphoras, fig. 64.
The three Rhodian of the ne.xt to last decade are A230 (.MI 620) dated in the term of Heitdcrrparos, and

A232 and 233 (VII 622, 623) dated^ in the term of '.AtrrLp.TjSrjj'̂ Isi. The slightly earlier Rhodian is A231
(VII 621), dated in the term of :zci^dpfroy^.All the eponyms occur in the Middle Stoa filling. The five jars
including A236 (4r were found during the excavations (1961-1964) by G. Konstantinopoulos in the Pavlides /
ot mRhodes t,on Tlndos Street).^ I am obliged to Mr. Konstantinopoulos for permission to publish 4and to
merition the others; also to Olga Kakavoyannis for the information given above; also to P. M. W. Matheson for
calling my attention to these stamped amphoras during our work period in Rhodes in May, 1980, and finally
to I. Papachnstodoulou, Ephor of the Dodecanese, for much facilitation of our work in Rhodes in recent years

On two wrecks at Grand Congloue and their dates, see Appendix 3below.
' See Deles XX\ II. p. 326. under E 62, end of comment.36

H r
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the dating names in his stamp) types are all either of known phrourarchoi or of persons
known in any case to date near the beginning of the period 188-167. There is no other
^Apiarayopas in Knidian stamps. This amphora 14 should identify for us the shape of the
latest Knidian container of which there are stamped handles in the Middle Stoa filling,
those datable during a few years after 188 B.C. at the beginning of the period of Rhodian
control of the mainland including Knidos; this is the time of the Rhodian amphoras 2 and 3.
The distinction in appearance of 14 as compared for instance wiih 6 (noticeable lengthening
of the upper parts and narrowing of the body) is enhanced when the actual jar is seen, by its
pink color, the result of a cream slip applied over the red Knidian clay of 14, perhaps in
intended imitation of Rhodian amphoras. Another Knidian amphora of close to the same
date has been published.'"

In 15 (PI. 3) we see what was produced for a while after control was withdrawn: the jar
is dated by its stamp (see 18, a duplicate; PI. 3) in the period 166-146 B.C., or perhaps
166-157.'® Neck and handles have stopped pushing up to greater height; the body, while
lengthening and narrowing a bit, is more slack; detail is less careful. Later Knidian am
phoras show again a tendency toward longer neck and handles and better potting: see Am
phoras, fig. 64, the central jar, third quarter of the 2nd century. In that picture, directly to
the left of this tall jar, is our 14 of Apiaray6pas, bright with its cream slip; next and furth
est left in thesame is the Early Knidian amphora from the latest part ofThompson's Group
B, which he now dates at about 240 B.C.," perhaps twenty or twenty-five years earlier than
4 of the present paper. This jar from Group B allows a guess at the reconstruction ofsome of
the "Early Knidian" of which 39 are listed as in the Middle Stoa filling; but some of these
without full names are probably (by the shape of their handles) no earlier than some of the
Knidian whose stamps do have names.

Apiarayopas is a new name in Knidian stamps at the beginning of the period ofRhod
ian control, but it is not known atall in Rhodian stamps. More direct and personal interven
tion from Rhodes strikes us in the Knidian types of 'Apicrro/cA^? the Rhodian, illustrated on
Plate 3, 19-21. The stamp 21 is very close to the Rhodian rose types of the same potter, for
instance in the term of ^Apxi-ha/bas; see references in footnote 20 above. Three duplicates of \'i
19 occur in the Middle Stoa building fill, see Catalogue below; as this type also is known on /
handles with secondary stamps,no doubt the three are among the latest in the filling, after

Grace 1934, p. 202, fig. 1, and text p. 305^ no. 7. (Found in fragments in 1911; see 'Ap)('E<^, 1913, pp.
215-216.) Athird amphora (Agora SS 7210) of the same period is interestingly, if not fully, visible as its
capacity is being taken by H. A. Thompson and E. Vanderpool in 1939: see Grace 1949, pi. 19:1-3, and see
text p. 185. The single preserved stamp (one handle is missing) bears the name ^hiAraroj, no doubt the epo-
nym of that nair^, an early phrourarch whose name appears in the \iiddle Stoa filling, the stamp is an exam
ple of KT 1254. SS 7210 is from the construction filling of .Agora well L 18:1.^ y"

The eponym ApioroKA^j, who dates 15, occurs in the filling of the Stoa of .Attalos (SS 11362. example of
KT214), to which the end date is possiblv 157 b.c.. see above. pp.-6G0=0e6r—- D "

Sec Grace 1974, p. 198, note 19; and cf. Appendix 2below, under Group B.
®S^-ondary stamp with single letter theta on the side of the handle at the upper attachment on .Aeora SS

11952; perhaps the same (incompletely preserved) on ahandle from excavations by the late John Threpsiades.
which we were allowed to photograph in July 1959; the main stamp on both handles is an example of KT 236
as on 19. SS 11952 is exhibited in Shop Dof the Agora Museum in the Stoa of .Attalos. on the south side of the
glass case.
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188 B.C. One would like to see whole jars with the Knidian endorsements of ^ApiaroKX-qs;
one would like to know what, if any, dating stamps accompanied these circular types with
bull's head, lion, and rose; no candidates have been identified. 19 and 20 (PI. 3) are arche
types in clay, with symbols adapted from coin types of Knidos, of a long series of Knidian
stamp types with bull's head, or head or forepart of lion, as device; especially numerous are
the bull's head stamps of AapoKpa-T^? 6 'ApiCTTOKAers, who was no doubt the son of the
Rhodian who used 19, 20, and 21.'" ^Apio-roKXrjs himself was probably the same man
whose Knidian amphoras were sometimes made ofactual Rhodian clay and perhaps the one
who became secretary ofthe Rhodian boula in the third quarter ofthe 2nd century.^-

It may be observed that the ethnic Kvlbiov is not present in the first four Knidian stamps
shown in Plates 2 and 3 but only in the last two, both of which are datable after 188 B.C.
Most of the Knidian stamps in the \Iiddle Stoa filling are without ethnic, and its use per
haps did not begin much before the second decade of the 2nd century.

Evide.nce of the ^ess numerousJL.ASSES (Thasian, Koan, Roman, etc., and especially of
Hthe Sinopean classj^ ~

We may have a brief look at some of the other classes of amphoras as represented by
stamped fragments in the Middle Stoa filling, against the background of the Rhodian and
Knidian which make up 84% of the lot. The Thasian, as already remarked, include stamps
of the earlier 3rd and of the 4th century B.C. (some items as early as the first quarter of the
4th). As with the Rhodian and the Knidian, the most interesting of the Thasian for chrono
logy may be the latest, if it turns out that, contrary to some recent opinion,"^ Thasian am
phoras continued to be stamped after 200 B.C. All Thasian that have been found at the
Athenian Agora are to be included in the new edition of the corpus of Thasian stamps.'*" For
the Koan class particularly, the context of the Middle Stoa is of value for the chronology, for
which there is relatively little other evidence; the large group of this class in the filling forms
an imponant part of the Koan corpus of which plates and catalogue text are nearly com-

" On Knidian lion types, see summary, Delos XXVII, p. 335, under E103. On the son of 'Aptcrro»cAns cf
footnote 18 above. '

For spectroscopic tests of handles from jars of probably the same \\piaTOK\Tjs. see Delos XXVII, pp.
319-320 with note 1, p. 320. For the secretary ofthe boula, see oJ^OtTabove uri-h foi:if.r.ijtc:g-1.

" Y. G Vinogradov, "Pottery Stamps of the Island of Thasos," Numismatics and Epigraphy X (The
° Archeology of the .Academy of Sciences of the USSR), Moscow 1972 (in Russian), pp. 39, 44, andjjV (table, see bottom). The evidence cited (which is not new) shows that Thasian amphoras ivere stamped as

late as ca 200 bu. (stamp^s from the Pergamon deposit and from Villanova in Rhodes) but not that the practice
stopped then Now that finds at Koukos in Thasos have shown that the names in one-name Thasian stamps
are very probablv those of annual officials (and not of potters), we should attempt acount, staning from about
J4U B.c , and making allowance for repeated names. On the Koukos finds, see Garlan 1979. My own most
recent summary on Thasian stamps {Dilos XXVII, pp. 354-357) had not the benefit of the Koukos finds and
also does not discuss the Thasian stamps with names but without device (cf. Pnyx, pi. 52:1-4) There is much
new information, and Ihope to publish arevised short study of the Thasian class, including the shape develop
ment. In the meanwhne it should be said that, following further e.xamination of Agora deposits, there does not

SrHSi^l *0 <^3te any of the Thasian stamps with names before 400 B.C., and perhaps not
"On the projected new corpus of Thasian stamps, see recently Garlan 1979, p. 213. The original one is the

Don volume cited above on p. QGu in footnote 25.

V.
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plete. The Corinthian will be published in C. G. Koehler's forthcoming corpus of this class
(cf. Corinthian A and B Transport Amphoras, diss. Princeton University, 1978)/^ For
identification of the Parmeniskos Group, see Pnyx, pp. 168-169, a new study of this group,
with much additional material, is being prepared by M. Petropoulakou. The stamps of the
Zenon Group in the Middle Stoa filling are all of the later type (late 3rd—early 2nd cen
turies B.C.) containing usually only the two letters(Z^.''̂ The Latin stamp has been pub- Cr.'̂ ^ /
lished; it is from a container of Oriental type, perhaps Punic; we know a little more about
the shape of the container since the discovery of the same stamp impressed on the knob toe of
what was probably a jar of one of the Punic types; independent context of about 200 B.C.
exists for this fragment.'''' On the rather numerous items included under "Miscellaneous
Unclassified", I cannot generalize here, except to say that none has parallels suggesting a
date later than that of the Rhodian and Knidian of the filling. Several match, more or less
closely, stamps in the Pergamon deposit. A few are datedearlier, by the context ofduplicates
from 4th-century deposits; cf. a gem impression recently published, of which one of the
duplicates comes from the Middle Stoa filling.''®

See in the meanwhile her report, "Evidence around the Mediterranean for Corinthian Exportof Wine
and Oil," Beneath the ]Aaters of Time: Proceedings of the Ninth Conference on Underwater Archeology
(Texas Antiquities Committee \o. 6), Austin, Texas 1978,pp. 231-239. For some of Koehler's more recent
work injhis field, see "Amphoras on Amphoras," Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 284-292.

" (Dn theZenon Groups, theearlier and thelater, stt Hesperia 32,1963, pp.319,321-322 with note 9, 331
with note 25. The article isconcerned with amphora finds at Koroni in .Attica, where examples ofthe earlier
Zenon Group were foimd. With revised 3rd-century dating (cf. footnote 2 above and stan of Appendix 2
below) one would like to accept an identification ofthe Ze(non) ofthe earlier group with Zenon of Kaunos,
agent ofApollonios in Egypt, although apparently he had not come to Philadelphia by 265 b.c. Cf. P. M.
Eraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria II, Oxford 1972, p. 286, end of note 283; V. Grace and J -Y. Empereur, "Un
groupe damphores ptolemai'ques estampillees," 5ii//ehn du Centenaire (Supplement au BIFAO 81), Cairo
1981, p. 426. Particularly interesting examples of the earlier group have been found recently, some in an
ancient^wreck investigated by George Bass. On these, see V. R. Grace, "Some .Amphoras from a Hellenistic
Wreck, forthcoming in BCH, Suppl. VIII. The later Zenon Group may be connected with the earlier, al
though no context fixes the plain ZH( stamps earlier than the late 3rd to early 2nd century B.C.; inaddition to
the Middle Stoa context, we have an example in the Pergamon deposit (no. 1278) and one from a filling in the
Stoa ofPhilip in Delos (TD 6231X The Rhodian stamps from the same filling date ca. 210-190 B.C.; cf. Grace
1974, p. 198, note 21.

For the Latin stamp, which reads C.S , see V. R. Grace, "The Canaanite Jar," in The Aegean and the
\ear East, Studies presented to Hetty Goldman, S. S. Weinberg, ed.. Locust Valley 1956, pi. XII, no. 10, cf.
text pp. 97 and 109 (see here suggestions as to the shape of the jar). Asecond example of this stamp type may
also come originally from the Middle Stoa filling: see ibid., no. 11. The third example, impressed on a toe
fragment, is NAA 890 from the excavations south of the Akropolis by the late John Meliades in 1957; he gave
me permission to use it in publication. This fragment had again a context of ca. 200 B.C. (information by
kindness of C. Kanellopoulou). See the comment by E. L. Will quoted on p. 97 of my publication cited: her
suggestion that the letters C.S may stand lur civitas stipendiana, a Spanish commune that paid a fixed impost
to Rome, seems the best possibility. .After Scipio's victory at Ilipa in Spain in 207 B.C., such communes were
required to deliver to Rome certain goods, including perhaps oil. Cf. CAH VIII, pp. 89, 306, 308, 310. Offi
cially marked containers may have been required, the shape, that used by the Canhaginians who had preceded
the Romans in Spain.

• n-?" vv classes listed above, p. 000, as present in the Middle Stoa filling, see summaries with referencesin Delos XXVII, cf. index, p. 382; on Samian(?) prow stamps, see Grace 1971, pp. 82-85, with notes (note 83,
p. 84, ates Middle Stoa context); the identification as Samian is not established. .An article on this class is being
prepared by Professor Borker ofErlangen.

V. R. Grace, "Exceptional .Amphora Stamps," Studies in Classical Art and Archeology, ATribute to
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Special mention is made finally of the Sinopean stamps present, for reasons that will
appear. Cf. Plate 2, 10-12. B. N. Grakov's pioneering study of this class laid out what is
stilla convincing sequence ofgroups and ofnames, many ofwhich are made more precise in
the stamps by patronymics."" His absolute dates, a first attempt in this field, brought him
down for his final group (VI) to the period 121-70 b.c. In later research, he modified at least
part ofhis chronology but did not live to publish a general revision. (He died in September,
1970.) Four out of the six Sinopean stamps in the Middle Stoa filling are of Grakov's Group
VI, including 11 and 12 on Plate 2. The filling therefore suggests for the Sinopean series as
a whole an end date of not much later than 183 B.C., that of the Middle Stoa Rhodian and ^
Knidian, as laid out above. The reasonable occasion for the discontinuation of the series
from Sinope is its capture, actually in 183 B.C., by Pharnakes Ist, King ofPontos; he moved
his capital to the city and no doubt made administrative changes. That the sequence of Sino
pean dating officials named in the stamps ended in or close to 183 B.C. has been in fact the
view of at least two Soviet scholars,^® although it has not yet been generally accepted. As in
the case of other classes in our filling, especially the Thasian, the Sinopean (few though they
are) include something earlier than the rest of their class that is present: one stamp of
Grakov s Group IV (PI. 2, 10). It happens that we have a possible independent indication
for the date ofGroup IV which seems to suit an end date for the whole series in 183 b.c. If
working back from that year we count the astynomoi (officials named in Sinopean stamps)
listed in Grakov s volume for his Groups VI, V, and IV, the over-all dates for IV would
come out as 281-259 b.c., whereas Grakov's original date for IV had been 180-150 B.C.
(Grakov 1929, p. 138). Discovery of a stamp of this Group in a3rd-century context would
be an indication that the Group dated in that century rather than any later. In fact, one such
was found at Seuthopolis (in Thrace), the site of which seems to have been occupied only
from about 359 to about 229 b.c. '̂ The answer, however, does not come so readily, since, I
Peter Heinnch von Blanckenhagen, G. Kopcke ami M. B. Moore, edd., Locust Vallev 1979, pi. XX.XVT 2
cf. catalogue text, p. 126. where under 2, S.S 675 is listed as aduplicate from the Middle Stoa filling of two
stamps from 4th-century deposits, 35 8210 and SS 14771; note that the illustrated example, SS 12440^^15 from
the area of the Middle Stoa.

Grakov 1929. Reviewed; .A. Kocevalov, PhilWoch 53, 1933, pp. 630-647.
.Most of the work on this class of stamps has been done by Soviet scholars, since the material is found in

abundance in the Black Sea area, while it is uncommon elsewhere. Sinopean amphoras are thought to have
earned oil, not wine, so it is not surprising that few of the stamped fragments have been found for instance in
Athens.

For the earlier end date, see V. I. Tsekhmistrenko. "Sinopean Pottery Stamps with the Names of Master
c Russian). The author cites the expansion ofthe Pontic kingdoman the final taking of Sinope in 1^3 as the reasons for the breaking off of stamping Sinopean amphoras with ! F

t enames of astynomoi. although he sets the actual end of the astynome stamps in about 175 b.c. (At the same
liquidation of the astynome magistracies in Sinope some years earlier than 193 B.C.; see his -1^ I

readvfn 1 il^ Professor V. Gaidukevich. on the basis of observations during his excavations, was
Ka, I. ° according toa letter hewrote in Oaober 1957 to Emily Grace / 1"
SinoLTi^^-fii*^ ^member of the Kerch Museum staff who specialized in the stamps of
as fh^ ) that the latest Sinope stamps with the names of astvnomes go only as faras the moment of the seizure of Sinope by Pharnakes (183)." He found it most convincing', the more so when he

p. 176, po.'tXTtexim Grace 1968,"See A. Balkanska. "Die Handelsbezieh^ngen von Seuthopolis," VP conference Internationale d'etudes
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am reliably informed, many astynomoi have been added to the group lists since the publi
cation of Grakov's book, far too many to be accommodated as annual officials in years avail
able before 183 B.C., assuming that Group I terminated in the second half of the 4th century;
and on that there seems to have been for some time general agreement.-^ Perhaps the terms
of the astynomoi were not full years, as in the case of the phrourarchoi of Knidos. In any
case, apparently these persons were not the state eponymous officials.We had looked to I.
B. Brashinsky of Leningrad, an authority on this class of amphoras and their stamps, to
work out this problem; his sudden death in April 1982 is a great loss to this study.For the
present, in the light of the Middle Stoa context, I continue to feel reasonably convinced that
the Sinopean astynome stamp series ended in 183.

' The m-vTE of molded relief bovvi.s with long-pet.al decor-^tion

For the contents of the Middle Stoa filling, it remains toconsider a find which, although
outside the field of my competence, is naturally not outside the area of my interest. In 1953,

classiques des payssocialistes, Sofia 1963, p. 52, fig. 3, no. 1,a clearly legible Sinopean stamp that names the
astynomos Avn^ay^os with his charaaeristic device, a horn, and the fabricant NiKiay,'̂ both belonging to
Grakov's Group IV; see Grakov 1929, pp. 138 and 184 for the astynomos, and pp. 140 and 207 for the fabri
cant. Cf. the comment ofI. B. Brashinsky, "Recent Foreign Research on Ceramic Inscriptions," Soviet Arch-
eology, 1966, ii,p. 334 (in Russian), where the dates ofSeuthopolis are given. These dates, 359-229 B.C., come
actually from the earliest and latest coins fround on the site, those of Philip II ofMacedon (359-336 B.C.) and
those of Demetrios II (239-229 b.c.). The earliest of these coins apparently preceded the foundine ofSeuth-
0fX)lis and were lost in the Thracian village that preceded it on the site. See D. P. Dimitrov (the excavator, in
1948-1954), "Neuentdeckte epigraphische Denkmaler uber die Religion der Thraker,. . Hommages d W.
Deonna (Collection Latomus 28), Brussels 1957, pp. 181-193; cf. J. and L. Robert, REG 72, 1959, pp.
209-210, most recently, D. P. Dimitrov and M. Cicikeva, The Thracian City ofSeuthopolis (British Archaeo
logical Reports, suppl. ser. 38), Oxford 1978 (cf. review,///5 100, 1980, p. 269). P. M. W. Matheson investi
gated for me the dates and provided many references.

" Grakov's original dates for his Group I were late 4th century to 270 B.C. (Grakov 1929, p. 112), but his
revised vievy, quoted by Brashinsky in Olbia, Temenos and Agora, V. F. Gaidukevich, ed., VIoscow-Lenin-
^ad 1964 (in Russian), p. 308, note 55, gave the period 360-330. Brashinsky himself dated the same Group
360-320 in 1963; see his "Economic Relations of Sinope in the 4th to 2nd centuries B.C.," Ancient Town
(Institute of Archeology of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR), Moscow 1963, p. 133. (See note 7on this
s^e page for the author's comment on the early end date proposed by Tsekhmistrenko, for which he saw

mculties.) At the .Athenian -Agora, stamps of Groups lb and II have both been found in deposits of the third
quanerpf the 4th century, dating the change frqp I to II in that quarter century; SS 14823lb from deposit
R13.11 and SS 11354 of II from dep>osit J 11:1. For Group lb, see Grakov 1929, p. 119.
"Tu sdate for Group I remained the same ten years later; see p. 127 of his long, useful anicle.The Process of Greek Ceramic Epigraphy in the USSR," 11, 1973, pp. 111-144. He also still dated
(loc. at.) Group VI in the second half of the 2nd centurv.

" Cf. Grakov 1929, p. 49.
J* Ylt are much indebted to the late Dr. Brashinsky for information received in letters as well as for many

offprints. Not long before his death he contributed the names in Sinopean stamps to the Lexicon of Greek
Personal Names being prepared under the auspices of the British Academy, a large contribution partly be
cause of the patronymics mentioned above, which are otherw ise rare in stamps. On the lexicon see below first
paragraph of Appendix 1.

For afairly recent summary on work in this panicular field, with many reiTrences, cf. D. B. Shelov, op.
a .(ootnote a ve), pp. 134-140.1 am obliged to P. M. W. Matheson for atranslation of these pages, as of
many others useful to the present study. See also M. Lazarov, "Sinope et le marche ouest-Pontique," Fama
J arodenMusei, /^estia 14, 1978, pp. 11-65. The author reports, and adopts, the Sinopean chronology of the

oviet scholar B. A. Vasilenko. I owe this information and reference to Franqoise .Alabe.
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while D. B. Thompson excavated the part of the filling within the foundations of the west
half of the Stoa, E. Vanderpool was responsible for the part which had been thrown in south
of the south foundation and north of the building marked "Heliaia" in Figure 1; here, as in
the area of the actual foundations, there was need of a quantity of filling in order that the
ground level to the south of the western part of the great long stoa should be even with that
toward its east end, near the top of the natural east-west slope.I quote here a note to me
from Vanderpool dated July 12, 1956, following the circulation of my report of June 26—
July 11 on the stamped handles;

I continue to regard the early iong-petalied Megarian bowl (K 2705, P 23095) found in the
settling basin in front of the west end of the nonh front of the Heliaia as one of the few strictly
contemporary pieces that can be associated with the Middle Stoa. It will have been a new piece in
use as work was starting on the building. It will have been broken and discarded after the settling
basin had been disconnected from its water supply and just before it was buried under the building
fill; (note that most ofthe pieces ofthebowl were on top ofthesand inthe basin, one piece was on the
strosis just outside).

Most of the Middle Stoa building fill was not strictly contemporary fill. Some layers were
archaicand earlier. The layers with masses ofpottery and handlesmust havebeendrawn from some
old dump. After all, where would you go if you wanted such a lot of fill all at once.

The strictly contemporary pieces from the fill are relatively fevs', but ifyou add to the bowl the
handles you areforced to reject inorder to maintain the early date, the evidence gains weight.

That the fill rose in step with the laying of the foundation courses is shown by the fact that in
some places we observed wedge shaped layers ofconglomerate chips at each course. Therefore the
whole space between the Middle Stoa andtheHeliaia was filled inwhile the foundations were being
laid.

We have here the excavator's impression while the excavation was still quite fresh inhis
mind; the detail is instructive. The implication is of an end date of not long before 150 b.c.
for the Middle Stoa filling, since the start of bowls with long-petal decoration had been so
dated."

In attempting various possible explanations of the contradictory data here assembled,
we cannot use the stamped handles mentioned by Vanderpool as having been rejected by
me. In my report of 1956, everything ever counted as belonging to the Middle Stoa filling
was duly listed, including some handles catalogued in 1933 whose precise finding places had
been reconsidered and condemned by G. Roger Edwards, after investigations in the field
notebooks, as impure or otherwise irrelevant (e.g. from too far north). In the end, all the
amphora handles not withdrawn from the lists by Edwards or by one of the excavators have
been seen to be consistent with an end date in the second decade of the 2nd century, with the
exception of five Knidian datable after 110 b.c. '̂ That this should be so is evidence of the

H. A. Thomp.son, Hesperia 23, 1954 (pp. 1-67), p. 50.
" Thompson 1934, pp. 457-458. Here Thompson actually placed the start of these bowls in the "second

quarter" of the century; he thus left room for the produaion and discard of numerous long-petal bowls found
mhis Group D, the end date of which he was then setting at the middle of the century {op. cit., p. 370).

hompson s date for the start of long-petal bowls was rounded by Edwards: G. R. Edwards, "Hellenistic
ottery,^ Hespena, Suppl. .X, Small Objects from the Pnyx, II, Princeton 1956 (pp. 83-112), p. 91 ("ca.

150 B.C."); idem, Connth VII, iii, Connthian Hellenistic Pottery, Princeton 1975, p. 177 ("155 b'.c.").
On the stamps in Thompson's five group^ see below, Appendix 2.

" The five stamps are as follows: SS 11826, example of KT 605)'dated in the term of "Zpiiwv cf aduoli-
cate published Delos XXVII, p. 345, E162 SS 12918.icT 2112": which names the duoviri and Eittd-^
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quality of the excavating: here we have a very large and far from closed deposit, excavated
over a number of years, both before and after the Second World War, by various persons;
and of about 1500 stamped handles, apparently only five extraneous items have infiltrated,
whether by a workman's or by a pot washer's mistake, or whether by a disturbance in
antiquity not definitely recognized as such during the excavation.

No stamped handles accompanied Vanderpool's long-petal bowl, nor have I been able
to identify any from a filling over its settling basin. In Agora XXII, S. I. Rotroff has sep
arated the settling basin as a deposit from the Middle Stoa filling as a whole.

There seems, however, to be a reasonable way to reconcile Vanderpool's bowl with the
evidence of the handles and at the same time to resolve several other puzzles that have come
up recently, and that is to make a slight adjustment in Thompson's absolute dating of the
long-petal decoration. I suggest that the style began in the first quarter of the 2nd century,
but had at first a limited vogue, because in its first more elegant form it was difficult and
fussy to engrave in the mold.^' Other current styles of bowl ornament were much more
showy for the trouble taken. The long-petal style is certainly not common in the earlier 2nd
century, but Vanderpool's bowl is not the only one at theAgora. A fragment was found in a
deposit under the filling of the Stoa of Attalos, a deposit in which the amphora stamps are
close in date to those in the Middle Stoa filling.®® Further, a bowl and a number of frag
ments come from a cistern shaft with 10 stamped handles; the latest handles date just after
those of the Middle Stoa filling, probably still in the first quarter and certainly before
166 B.C.®' There are others. One of the reasons the style had been placed late, i.e. with a
startshortly before 150 e.g., was that relatively few pieces had been found in Corinth; but a
large number have now been found there, in the excavations of 1980.®' Atendency to place

on whom see e.g. Delos XXVII, p. 344, E 150. SS 12959," a Late Knidian belonging with Delos
XXVII, p. 354, ^der G. SS 13056, KT 486, term of "Ep/xui;: aduplicate is Delos XXVII, p. 343, E 147. SS
13096, KT 1578, the duoviri Kap/ed5ay and EvySooAoy; see Delos XXVII, p. 344, E 153, 156, 157. The first
and last come from Section MI, the rest from K. See above, footnote 7.

5»The settling basin is listed as I 14:2, discussed by Rotroff, Agora XXII, p. 102. Further on P23095^
Vanderf^l sbowl, see op. cit., pp. 36 and 85, where it is referred to by its catalogue number, 344. Rotroff is
explicit in separating the finding place from the Middle Stoa filling; she also suggests apossible date of 225-

« 59 c ^hhough without e.^ding the possibility of aconsiderably later date.
I I (footnote 56 above), pp. 177, 178, on the exacting task of incising the earlier

60 j greatly increased produttion after a shortcut was devised.
Square Peristyle, and the bowl fragment is P 29204( gora ^ ^, no. 325). The Rhodian stamped handles in QS-Tnin down only to the eponym 'If'pcoi' 1st,

ate tentative y198 B.C., but the Knidian to the eponym 't>i\o<p{ (SS 10799), probab'y the early phrourarch

t loi^after 188 ex.; the same Knidian stamp type (KT 1105) is present in the Middle428). On the tentative attribution of Rhodian eponym terms to specific years, see Grace,
19/4, p. 199. I- 7 ' '

s.:2.7-

^ (not catalogue in Agora XXII), cistern shaft E15:4. The latest Rhodian, SS46OT, IS dateci mthe term of ApxiAo/Say, tentative date, 177 b.c.: he is known in the Pergamon deposit but not 'iV
in the 1Iiddle Stoa filling; cf. ajar cited/^in footnote 20 above, also Delos XXVII, pp. 279 (note 2), 291 The Jut"".
atest Indian is probably SS 4598, date^ in the term of the phrourarchos ^Apiardb-qsY

62 c footnote 60 above), E15:4,'and some others, cf. Agora XXII, p. 35 with note 90.See L. M. Edwards, "Corinth 1980: Molded Relief Bowls," Hesperia 50, 1981, pp. 189-210. I am
^ate ul to Mr. Edwards for advance information on this important material, also for various facilitations of
the present article.

A
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the beginning of long-petal bowls rather earlier than had been supposed is evident in two
recent publications, one reporting the contents of a cistern in the Piraeus, the other, the
pottery found at Kenchreai; in both cases, accompanying amphora stamps suit the earlier
dating. See the author scomment on bowls at Kenchreai, in her introductory text; note that
there are 14 Rhodian and Knidian stamped handles from the site that are datable in the 2nd
centur), and all may predate 166 e.g. The end date of the stamps from the Piraeus cistern
may well be before 175 b.c.^'

For my part, I see now no need to separate Vanderpool's bowl from the latest part of the
Middle Stoa filling as established by the amphora stamps. Acontext of the second decade of
the century no longer seems out of line for early long-petal bowls. I expect more will be
reported in the future.

. U.- SUMM.ARV OF EVIDENCE TH.AT |RI.\GS ys TO CA. 183a.C.FOR THE pATE OF THE FILLING
In the foregoing pages weTiave looked chiefly at the amphora stamps in'̂ e Middle Stoa

filling and considered the dates suggested by their various classes. For the Rhodian and
Kmdian there is independent evidence that brings us by separate ways for each of the two
classes to just about 183 e.g. Other classes are not as yet so closely and firmly dated; but in
no case can one find significant evidence against a date in the second decade for the latest
examples in the filling, while the proposed date for the Sinopean brings us once more to no
later than 183 e.g. This then is presumably the approximate cut-oflf point for the material
assembled within the foundations of the Middle Stoa and south of them, accumulating as
the inundations rose.

1'j 9? Piraeus astern, see I. Metzger, "Piraus-zisterne," AeXr 26, 1971 [19731 no 41-94 Finds ineluded fragments of long-petal bowls {ibid., pi. 12 and pp. 61-62), also 35 stamped handles' the latter are not
ye published but we have records of them. The names on the 5Rhodian handles are all in the Middle Stoa

ing, t elatest bei^ that of the eponym KAericpdrTjs^lst (tentatively dated in one of the years 188-186 bc•
'.^ see above, p. 000). CX the 10 eponyms named on 18 of the 28 Knidln handles (the otheMO handles bear'

^^nyms), oare in the Middle Stoa filling, others are known to be close to that in
rprt Kf' P']'"°^4rchos TeXeaK^pitiv, is the most numerous (8 handles) and probably the latest datinenainly be.ore 166 and maybe still in the first quarter. The fabricants in the types without eponvms (the

anTsrciateTb"^"" ApaKiov, and the OaiSt'cz OeuSaipL
DeTo/m il n 3iT 'he early phrourarchos period. For this 'Apicrro.A^st, see

rr D P^irs with E o3 and E d4. For Theudondas Men, see ibid., p. 325 E 55Gl. KomofTs comment on the Piraeus cistern, Agora XXII, pp. 111-112. Corrigenda on d 117- fire
^JP^*4beticaI list should read Agestratos and .Aristion. Note also that Kleukrates (1st) has

long-paaVbo^-R -sonJe'whlt Im^gLTeTfdL"'"""'" ^^^inning of

. Kmdian and Rhodian, nos. Gr. 60-63, 65-74. The author's introductory text p' 2 '
hor more recent comment by Rotroff on the dates of long-petal boivls see Hesbena 57 10S5 07a

- •a, with note 67; she lists instances of early experimentation I think that hefnrp m ' • i' idate had been proposed for the latest stamps in^he fil mrjthe Sma of Attall K̂
m.d-century. Emphasis has been placed on the absent onoLg-petal pieces fomf' Te"? i
,the stamped handjes are some 135 in contrast with 1500 from the Middle fir fiir ysrnall group
ragment P20204 should be borne in mind, to be attributed to the Stoa of Att^ fit® t' long-petal

level beneath it, of. footnote 60 above, attributed to the Stoa of Attalos filling, if not to an earlier

p-9
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AN EPIGR.\PH1CALLY KNOWN ROYAL GIFT TO AT HENS

DATED ABOUT 183 B.C.

To those who accept this dat^, there can surely be no better candidate for the princely donor,
hypothesized by Thompson and others, than Pharnakes 1st, son of Mithradates king of
Pontos (PL 4:a). "Not less significant of Athens' commercial relations are the honours con
ferred by her on Antiochus IV, Ariarathes of Cappadocia, and above all Pharnaces of Pon-
tus, and the gifts received by her from them. The last of these, it is to be borne in mind,
became about this time master of the two greatest commercial ports on the southern coast of
the Euxine, Amisus and Sinope, both very important centres of the grain trade, and both
closely connected with Athens in the past." '̂*

An Athenian decree in his honor in Delos (then under Athenian control) informs us of
Pharnakes' relations with Athens. He had agreed to pay the city a sum of money by install
ments, but because of other obligations and difficulties had been unable to keep them up.
The Athenians praise him as a benefactor and hope to get something further on account;
they send him their word that the honors paid to him will be no less than those paid to "the
other kings" and his glory will be assured like that of other benefactors of the city. Golden
crowns will be presented to him and to his wife Nysa and the fact proclaimed at various
Athenian festivals. Bronze statues ofboth will be set up in Delos, thus publicizing in a more
international, although still Athenian, setting the king's benefactions to Athens. The in
scription is now dated 160/159 b.c. (formerly 172/171).'̂ Durrbach, the original editor,
remarks {pp. cit., pp. 102-103) that ifonelooks in the king's reign for a time when hewould
have had particular occasion and desire to pose asa benefactor ofAthens, it would be about
183 B.C., following the conquest ofSinope. Thematching dates encourage one to try relating
this inscription to the history of the Middle Stoa. Alarge initial payment in about 183 might
have taken care of the big terracing and foundation job, and perhaps also the Middle Stoa
itself, the superstructure: evidence from excavations at the west end apparently allows that

Rostovtzeff, op. cit. (footnote 14 above), p. 630. Homer Thompson, in a letter of March 1984, has quer
ied RostovtzefTs description of .Amisos and Sinope as "very important centres of the grain trade", noting
rorrectly that these ports on the south coast of the Black Sea were not (and are not) backed by agrain-produc
ing hinterland, but the great grain fields that were a major source for Athens lay to the north, in the region of
the Bosporos (Crimea). But presumably grain from the north would be the chief product carried south across
the narrowest part of the Black Sea to the fine harbor of Sinope, and then transshipped or carried further in
the same bottoms, no doubt after payment of port taxes; see D. .VI. Robinson, "Ancient Sinope," rl/P 27, 1906
(pp. 125-153), pp. 136-137. Even ships which were not unloading would need to call for supplies, especially
water, of which Sinope had an abundance.

"F. Durrbach, Choix d'inscriptions de Delos, Paris 1921, pp. 97-105, no. 73, = P. Roussel and .\E
Launey, Inscriptions de Delos, Paris 1937, pp. 2-4, no. 1497 bis. Durrbach dated the inscription 172/1. For
•he redating of the Athenian archon named (Tychandros), see e.g. W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons ofAthens in

-xe Hellenistic zl,ge, Cambridge, Mass. 1931. p. 260 and S. Dov;. Hespena i, 1935, p. 91. I am indebted to M.
B. Wallace and J. S. Traill for numerous references and for the inforination that the date 160 /159 still holds I
thank also S. Tracy and M. Walbank for helpful advice on forms of epigraphical reference. None of these is, of
course, responsible for my historical suggestions in conneaion with the inscription.

It should possibly be mentioned that poorly preserved parts of this inscription hav esuggested to some that
Pharnakes gift was intended to be an annual contribution, hence perhaps the maintenance of a festival. Cf.
Durrbach, op. at., p. 102. All that seems clear, however, is that it was to be paid in installments (and was in
arrears).

.J '•
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the colonnade and entablature were erected within a few years after the construction of the
foundation and podium. See below, Appendi.x 2, section on the deposit H 13:1.''Delayed
subsequent payments could account for the piecemeal e.xecution of the project, the way the
East Building and the South Stoa are tacked on, although one would suppose it was the
complex as a whole which had been intended from the beginning to replace South Stoa I: cf.
Figure 1 and Plate 4:b. The date of Pharnakes' death is not precisely known but may have
fallen soon after 159. So it is likely enough that no more help came to the Athenians from
this source, despite the emphasis, in their application for support, on equal shares of honors
for Nysa; she was a Seleucid and so might have been counted on as well disposed toward
Athens. Thompson has suggested that the two later parts of the complex (of inferior work
manship and partly of secondhand material) were finally constructed by the city of Athens
out of its own resources.'̂ It would have become necessary to complete somehow the re
placement of South Stoa I, to put it into working order.

(r-'Y The|unction of the Middle Stoa
What then was the principal function of South Stoa I and of its replacement? Given

that Pharnakes had in 183 acquired two great centers of the grain trade, it seems likely that
what he would replace by a great new building, and its annexes, would be the Alphitopolis,
where grain was sold. There seems to be a fair probability that the Alphitopolis was the
same building as the one referred toas "the long stoa", and certainly both South Stoa 1and
the Middle Stoa would, each in its time, qualify for this epithet, there being no others in
Athens nearly so long. For South Stoa 1, a tentative identification with the Alphitopolis has
already been proposed by both Vanderpool and Thompson, '̂ following the discovery, in
one of the rooms, of an inscription which had been set up by the Metronomoi, and which
records, inter alia, the handing over of bronze measures for grain. Thompson would accom
modate grain storage in the upper storey he proposed for the Stoa, which would face south
"on a much-used thoroughfare and (would be) readily accessible from the Piraeus Gate."
Even without the upper storey, which remains a little conjectural, access to the Stoa floor
from the higher level of the road behind was available by stairs at either end and grain could
presumably be lowered in sacks or poured through chutes directly into the building from
behind; very little ofitsback wall isknown. Ofcourse, not all the rooms need have been used
as bins; some seem to have housed committee meetings. This building is, then, as directly
accessible from the port (via the Piraeus Gate) as any of its date in the city center. The
rooms, closed by wooden doors, give the necessary protection for grain from thieves, vermin,
and weather. If there was an upper storey, it would provide the loft storage that, when
available, has always been preferred for granaries, which ought to be dry and, if possible,
ventilated below. .A sort of confirmation that South Stoa 1may indeed be the Alphitopolis is

" Agora XIV, p. 68. Thompson further suggested (}oc. at., top of page) that the west end of the Middle
Stoa itself may have been finished later than the rest of the building, even 'soon after the middle of the (2nd)
century.' We have not, however, succeeded in finding any group of stamped handles from the attested con-
struction fill (from within the foundations) that suppons this suggestion, i.e. that is later than the fill as a
whole^Naturaliy most of the handles come from toward the west end. where was the greatest depth to be filled.

Hespena 37, 1968, pp. 75-76 (Vanderpool); ibid., p. 56. and cf. .4gora XIV, p. 76, note 216 (Thompson).
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provided by theshape and arrangement oftherooms, with doors set off center, a plan which
has long been recognized as adapting them for use as dining rooms. This building, con
structed in the last quarter of the 5th century B.C., could thus (almost too reasonably for a
joke) be the Alphitopolis assigned for dining by Praxagora in 391 B.C. (Aristophanes, Ec-
clesiazusae, 684-686).'^®

Stoas are multiple-purpose buildings and are known to have been used for the storageof
grain as well as, for instance, sometimes for accommodating a lawcourt.^' One might expect
Pharnakes, the great grain merchant, to prefer to put his money into something with a
narrower purpose. Of buildings made in the Greek world expressly for the storage of grain
on a large scale (for a military installation, for a city) apparently rather few have been
identified that predate the common and well-known granaries of the Romans, the so-called
horreaJ° A feature of these latter has served to link with them and with each other some

buildings remarkably separated in time and space, the so-called "Arsenals" at Pergamon, of
the 3rd century B.C., and the storage buildings at Mohenjo-Daro and Haruppa in the Indus
Valley, of about 2000 B.C. Like the Roman horrea, these buildings at Pergamon and in the
Indus Valley have raised floors under which a free-flowing current of air was created .by
ventilation. The gap in space between India and western Anatolia (and points further west)
we may see as bridged by the return of Alexander's men, the engineers and architects who
had laid out the new cities along his route, no doubt using, and so the better learning, any
local devices that were obviously good. We have been shown how the use of the true arch
may have reached the Greeks by this means, as well as a style in hats."' For the gap in time
between 2000 b.c. and the Hellenistic period, I cannot name an eastern granary^^hat Alex-
ander musthave seen, to match the ancient vaults ofBabylon still visible in his day.^^ I must
suppose that in the Indus Valley, granaries continued to be built in basically the same way
over thecenturies; this appears to have been the case in Egypt,and Wheeler observed that
the grinding of grain was still being done in Kashmir in his own time in the same rather
particular way evidenced by the frames of mortars he found remaining beside the ancient
granaries of Haruppa; see p. 000 below with footnote 87. ^

" On South Stoa I, Agora XIV, pp. 74-78.
" Coulton 1976, pp. 9-11. Cf. Agora XIV, p. 93, on the varied uses of theStoa Poikile.

On Roman granaries, see in general Rickman 1971. On the predecessors at Pergamon and in the Indus
Valley, see Rickman's summary and references, his pp. 252-255.

" See T. D. Boyd, "The .Arch and Vault in Greek Architecture," AJA 82, 1978, pp. 83-100. P. W. Leh-
mann, AJA 84, 19804pp-Q0£t^©^) pp. 528-529, develops Boyd's suggestion by the reminder that architeas e- f.. p«= •
for the planned new cities along his w^y had accompanied .Alexander's journey east. (For a continuation ofthe
discussion, with particular reference to the Royal Tomb at Vergina, see P. VV. Lehmann, AJA 86, 1982, pp.
437-442, and articles cited there.) On the hat, see B. M. Kingsley, "The Cap thatSurvived Alexander," AJA
85, 1981, pp. 39—46; and cf. D. B. Thompson, Troy: the Terracotta Figurines ojthe Hellenistic Period, Sup
plementary Monograph III, Princeton 1963, pp. 53-55, for a nice summary onthis hat.

In objection to Boyd's suggestion, it has been pointed out that other Greeks preceded .Alexander in the
east, for instance the Ten Thousand (W. M. Calder III, AJA 85, 1981, p. 334). But this was not an outfit
prepared to build cities. They did pass the ruins of Nineveh, and Xenophon describes for us its remarkable
walls, but mostly the way lay through primitive villages. Engineering was rather common sense, such as going
upstream in order togetacross an impassable river. '

" Boyd, op. cit., p. 89, note 22.
"'Rickman 1971, p. 298.
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What are in general the features of a municipal granary, present to a greater or lesser
extent in recognized Hellenistic buildings of this kind, in Pergamon (the "Arsenals", first
half of 3rd century B.C.), Miletos (the Magazine, 2nd century e.g.), Morgantina (the Gran
ary, early 3rd century e.g.),^"* and greatly developed (and the outer shape altered) by the
Romans? One looks for a long, narrow building that is mostly enclosed, for security as well
as against weather and vermin, yet with sufficient light, as far as possible dry and cool, and
with a raised floor ventilated beneath. If the grain is stored loose, the lateral thrust is such
that the walls must be very strong; if of stone, they are often buttressed, cf. the Morgantina
building. A municipal granary should be not far from the city center, since the State is
vitally concerned with the place of storage of grain. It should be so far as possible free from
adjacent buildings, to lessen the danger of fire.'̂ Finally such a granary should be well
placed for access, the entrance open on a quiet and protected square, where handling would
cause the least inconvenience; and it should be connected as directly as possible with sea
transport.

These specifications come largely, and in part word for word, from Rickman's volume
of 1971. Letus see how they fit the Middle Stoa, cf. again Figure 1 and Plate 4:b. Long and
narrow, it had an outer colonnade largly closed by high parapets doweled in place between
the columns, with an open area left at the top for light and ventilation. The screening was
absent from some intercolumniations (there are drums without marks of dowels) but may
have closed the whole north side as well as the east and west ends and perhaps adjacent
parts of the south side. If so, our building would have considerable resemblance to the
Magazine Building at Miletos, which was two-aisled and one-storeyed like the Middle
Stoa, enclosed on most of all four sides, and probably entered in the middle of one of the long
sides (the west side).'' The Magazine Building is not peripteral but does have engaged
columns decorating the most visible short side (except here, it is closely surrounded by other
buildings). It is not known how this Miletos building was lighted." The Middle Stoa is
better placed as agranary in that it is more free of other buildings on its high podium, and in
that it does open on a "quiet and protected square", the area marked "South Square" in
Figure 1. Access for the grain might be from the southwest, by the branch running north

*For pre-Roman granaries, cf. Rickman 1971, pp. 252-257; Coulton 1976. p. 11; and references given by
bo^th. recently excavated second granary at Morgantina has been refwned; AJA 87, 1983, p. 226. For "rov-
al" Macedonian granaries in Chalkis destroyed by Antiochos III in 200 B.C., see Livy, xxx1.23.7-8. Livy,
writing in the time ofAugustus, refers to the buildings as horrea. His text does not give us their shape. I owe
the reference to M. B. Wallace.

Regulations known to me are 4th century after Christ, see Rickman 1971, p. 191.
' Coulton 1976 (p. 259) states that the entrance to the Magazine at Miletos was at the south end; cf. also

his p. 6, where the building is listed as "end-entered". But Knackfuss, the authority he cites {Milet I, vii),
d«cribes it as apparently entered from the middle of the long (west) side (Knackfuss 1924, p 176) Cf also c'
Kleiner, Che Rumen von Mi/et, Berlin 1968, p. 120. Coulton's useful volume has other slips: e.g. on p. 221
there is a statement that the Middle Stoa in the Athenian Agora has three lower column drums in situ "at each
end , whereas of course at the west end even the stylobate is far from being in situ. On the remains and sug-
gested restoration of the Middle Stoa, see Agora XIV, pp. 66-68, and Guide\ pp. 164-166.

Magazine Building apparently had a hip roof This would look well on the.Middle Stoa, massociation with the 2nd-century(') form of the "Heliaia" (cf. PI. 4:b); and in faa no part of a
raking geison for the building has been found But Ilearn from W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr. that the position of the
interior supports of the Middle Stoa precludes, or practically precludes, a hip roof.
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from the same east-west road from the Piraeus Gate that served South Stoa I, taken to be
the earlier Alphitopolis. Or sacks might have been lowered or loose grain poured by chute
through the back of South Stoa II;as with South Stoa I, little is known of the back wall of
this building. Access for carts or pack animals to the receiving and distribution area is
apparently not to be expected; at any rate it is not provided in the Roman horrea at Ostia.^'

Finally there is the matter of the raised floor ventilated below, the feature of the Indus
Valley granaries which reappears so remarkably in Pergamon 1700 years later and be
comes a regular feature of the Roman granaries throughout the Empire, including Brit
ain.®® We have no actual parts of such a floor from the Middle Stoa. It seems quite possible,
however, that there was one, of wood, over most of the area of the building. Only at the east
end do we find the floor level preserved; for the rest there is a gap (irregular) of a meter or
more between the top of the building fill as found and the stylobate level above. Here is at
any rate space for such a floor and its elevation. On the floor, whether of wood or clay, we
may perhaps restore in imagination the wooden divisions of the long room into storage
sections, such as are hypothesized, tentatively, for the Miletos Magazine. The remains of
the Middle Stoa showed marks of strong burning, an indication that there had been much
wood construction.®'

Many activities must have been involved in the operation ofa large municipal granary.
They might have been accommodated, at least temporarily, in sections of the partitioned
interiorof the Middle Stoa. On the other hand, one notes in the East Building, in the long
east room, certain marble bedding blocks sometimes thought to have had tables set into
them;®^ and tables suggest cash exchanges, perhaps the business part of a municipal gran
ary. Some of the other rooms in the East Building could be used to house committees that
formerly met in South Stoa I. South Stoa II made the needed enclosure, and perhaps pro
vided shelter for the grain as it was received, with refreshment for the porters at the drink
ing fountain at the center.®® To complete the complex, the "Heliaia" (PI. 4:b) may have had
its roof with supporting peristyle added about when South Stoa II was built. Business con
nected with grain could absorb this further space. Orperhaps business connected with flour.

In this article, and often (if not consistently) in various publications, there has been an
assumption that the commodity available in an Alphitopolis was grain; note that there were
two of these facilities in our general area in the 5th century B.C., one in Athens, and an

" On pouring in grain at the top and extractine it from the bottom, hopper-fashion, see our fuller informa
tion from Egypt, cf. Rickman 1971, p. 298,

'' Rickman 1971,pp. 8, 86, on evidence at Ostia.
Rickman 1971, p. 255. There are fine remains of the granaries on Hadrian's Wall.

" Cutde\ p. 166; and cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr., The Propylaia to the Athenian Akropolis, I, The Prede
cessors Princeton 1980, p. 35, note 1; •'The fire that destroyed (the Middle Stoa) was so intense that the inner

architectural member is terribly mutilated." Iam obliged to Mr. Dinsmoor for finding for me this
suggestion ofwooden divisions in the Miletos Magazine, see Knackfuss 1924, p.

eauthor concludes (pp. 158-159) that the building must have been destroyed by an earthquake rather
than a fire, since its remains show relatively little in the way of burning.

Athenian Agora, AGuide to the Excavation and Museum, 2nd cd., Princeton
1962, p. 102.

" Agora XIV, p. 69, fig. 24.
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earlier one, built by Perikles, in Piraeus.®'' The word ought actually to mean "the place
where barley meal is sold". We tend to assume that the ancients used the term loosely to
refer to grain, even wheat, rather than anything ground. Perhaps this is partly because we
do not find reference to, or evidence of, public flour mills in the Greek world before the 1st
century B.C. but suppose the grinding was done with handmills in individual households.
Strabo, however, does mention a watermill at Kabeira in Pontos in connection with the
palace built by Mithradates the Great (132-63 B.C.), grandson of Pharnakes.®^ We may
note that in the Athenian Agora a watermill of later times fell close to the east of where the
Middle Stoa had been and another to the east ofthe position ofSouth Stoa I;®" possibly thev
had predecessors. At any rate theancient granaries at Haruppa in the Indus Valley did have
associated flour mills; circular platforms have been found close by, with empty centers in
dicating the former presence of a wooden mortar similar to those still used in Kashmir, at
any rate in 1947, for pounding grain.®'

Granted that it was Pharnakes I who made possible the construction of the Middle
Stoa, the Long Stoa of its time, a building "marked by craftsmanship of a high order," we do
not know that he ever saw it. It would be good to think that at least this par- of the complex
was completed before his death and that his statue stood in the cjuadriga on the great monu
ment base against the north terrace. Ifeven he visited Athens in about 183 B.C., standing on
the north terrace of South Stoa I, the old and dilapidated Alphitopolis, he could at least see
the outlook to come from the terrace of his new building, over the ancient Athenian civic
center, beyond the Painted Stoa to the foothills of Parnes, where Harma marks the place of
Phyle on the horizon.

\\ ]ndtic\ Topographie von Athen, 2nd ed., Munich 1931, pp. 364-365, with footnote 1on p. 365, for
ni " PP_448-449 for Piraeus. Both Judeich (op. at., p. 365) and Wycherlev {The Atheman Agora,III. Library and Epi^aphical Testimoma, Princeton 1957, p. 21 under no. 3) have placed the Athenian Lone

Tl V 997. according to which "Koionos",
rf h 1 PA 11 O-J ; Kolonos in this instance is adistrict, not ahill, cf. V\ ycherley in The Phojnix 13, 19d9, p. 74, with reference to D. M. Lewis.

" Strabo, xn.536; cf. RosiovtzelT, op. cit. (footnote 14), p. 365.
" Guide^, p. 136. ^

T'' '"p P'- ^ Wheeler). C. G. Koehler has
tim,>s h V, a p" k to have been powered by animals or possibly some-
Cara 1^4^L ?02^ m T? heavy "machines-, see for instance A. Maiori, Pompe^^, 2nd ed.
for the finish^^ IS t' ^ ^ 'here was associated also ashop
'hat here in .he T which the baker had closed the oven door. So-hat here, in the 1st century after Christ, the milling was done bv the bakers, rather than at the granary
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APPENDIX 1

Dated List orEponyms in Knidian Stamps
This list is subject to adjustments as new information or understanding permits us to correct and
sharpen it. So it remains a worksheet, but one which should be ofgeneral use since it is theonly one
of its kind in print. The names with their date indications were sent in my letter of September 6,
1978, to P. M. Eraser, to be entered only in their alphabetical positions in the Lexicon of Greek
Personal Names which he is preparing. On the lexicon, see JHS 102, 1982, pp. 237-238. On its
coverage, see the second paragraph. "Artefacts", listed as a category separate from coins, etc., must
include the many thousand amphora stamps from studies of which this and other dated lists of
eponyms and fabricants have been contributed to the lexicon, by the editor's request. See also foot
note 54 above.

To explain the various indications beside the names, I begin with the date equivalents expressed
by Roman numerals; read "ca." with all figures:

III 220-188 B.C.

IV A 188-167

IV B 167-146

V 146-108

VIA 107-98

VI B 97-88

VI C 85-78J?)
VII latefThscLlst B.C.

To correspond more closely with the way these numerals have been used to sort by date the
Rhodian names (see below, Appendix 4), some of the earliest Knidian eponyms should rather be
attributed to Period II, which, for the purpose of counting Rhodian eponyms. does not end before
the last decade of the 3rd century. Oneofthese early Knidian eponyms is certainly 'Apxetff'Sas, cf.
Plate 2, 4 and 7. Not all the early ones have been sorted out yet, however, and Knidian eponyms
datable before about 188 a.c. arehere all included under III (which might be expanded to mean "III
and a little earlier")- For the derivation ofthe Roman numeral date periods as applied to Rhodian
names, see BCH 76, 1952, p. 525; they were adapted from those by which Grakov divided chrono
logically the astynomoi ofSinope (cf. pp. 00-00 above and fnornnres 19 -54)^ and the Rhodian names
were sorted according to discovery ih the Pergamon deposit, considered then to date ca.
220-180 B.C., or in Carthage or Corinth, both destroyed in 146 B.C., or in miscellaneous other
contexts known at that time. In contrast, it has been possible withtheKnidian to isolate the eponyms
belonging to two periods that are administratively distinctive in Knidos: 1) the eponyms named as
(or with) phrourarchoi (188-167 B.C., period of the occupation of Knidos by Rhodes, our Knidian
IV A); and 2) those accompanied in the stamps by pairs of officials who may be called duoviri (the
stamps often call them andres. and they are always two; this is our Knidian VI). Other traces (epi-
graphical, historical) of these pairs of commissioners have not been brought to my attention, al
though I published a detailed listing of them as early as 1956. They are dated for us by mass pres
ence in destruction fillings, in .Athens the destruction by Sulla in 86 B.C., and in Delos that by Mith-
radates in 88 b.c. I have assumed that the containers endorsed by their stamped names were part of
the apparatus of Roman tax collecting in the province of Asia, brought to a halt by Nlithradates,
again in 88 B.C. On eponyms of the duoviri period, VI .A—VI B, and VI C, see Pnyx, pp. 147-150,
where the accompanying duoviri are named with each eponym but where some proposed explana
tions are probably wrong and have been superseded, see also Delos XXVII, pp. 320-323, for adden
da et corrigenda, including notes on tax gatherers. The date 108 B.C. proposed for the beginning of
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the duoviri period is derived b\ counting back from 88 B.C.; there are about 20 eponyms named with
duoviri who must have preceded that date. V\'e havean accidental synchronization with the Rhodian
class for the end of Period \' in that many Rhodian stamped handles have been found in Samaria
which was destroyed in 108 B.C.; cf. Deios XXVII, p. 296. For distinguishing between eponyms of
IV B and V, with Knidian as with Rhodian this depends fairly largely on presence in or absence
from Carthage, Corinth, and the construction filling of the Stoa of .Attalos; see discussions above (ppk..^
000-000): The index of our.Delos chapter {Delos XXVII, pp. 374-378) was carefully made and
leads to information on many individual Knidian and Rhodian eponyms, fabricants. and duoviri. Its
dates in the 3rd century B.C., however, are to be revised as directed in Grace 1974, p. 200; on the
latter, see beginning of Appendix 2 following here.

IV A, then, is the period of the phrourarchoi, of whom apparently three served each year, in
four-month terms (see above viiuiirfcaataete®^); all unqueried eponyms marked IV A in the
following list (save those marked IV Aa E) are known in one or more stamp types with the title,
usually ^povpap-^oi, occasionally ^povpapyjiiv or apy^u^v. Knidian IV Ais overlapped in time by
Rhodian III, of which the last seven years ("IIIc") are at present dated ca. 182-175 b.c. As the
minuscule cfollowing the Roman numeral means late in the period, so a minuscule a (e.g. IV Aa)
means early. Other indications: O identifies a phrourarch named in known stamps together with
another sort of eponym; Eidentifies an eponym named in known stamps together with one or more
phrourarchs; III-IV marks an eponym not in the Middle Stoa filling and not as yet known with the
title phrourarchos but named by fabricants of late III or early IV, so that he is dated by name con
nections. Names of persons present in the Middle Stoa filling or in that of the Stoa ofAttains are
followed in the list by (MS) or (SA), with afigure added if there is more than one example. Names
listed in footnote 57 are not here marked (MS). Note that the presence of Knidian eponym names in
the construaion filling of the Stoa of Attalos may indicate for them an end date of 157 b.c. rather
than 146, cf. above, pp.-6O0-OQQ. -

'Aya(9dy3ovXoy III-IV?
'Ayafld/SovAoy VII
^AyaGoKXrji IV A (SA 2)
^AyadoKXijs V
^Aytarparos IV A (SA)
'Ayiay IV Aa tl>

^ Aytay VI B
a/ *\yv(jiv IV A

^ 'AB-rivoKXjfs III-IV
AXe^avbpos VI A
^AporeX-qs IV B or V.A!^
Apvvras IV B or V.Ai"

Ava^avtplca'! VII
'Ava^fn-ioay IV B(SA)
Av5pOp(irq^ VI B
'Ainavbpoi IV.A (SA)
Aj'ri7ra(Tpoy) VII
ATToXXoiwpoi V
ATToAAaii/iSay IV A

ATToXXwvidai VI C

GENERAL LIST OF KNIDIAN EPONYMS

'A-oAAaii;ioy IV .Aa <t> (MS 3, SA; abbr.)
'A-7roAAcoi;ioy VII
'Apq^ VII
'Apiorau'os VI B
'ApiVrapxcy IV .A (SA)
'Api(rr«t57jy -ay IV A (SA)
AptcTTiwv IV .Aa

'Apio-Toyf'iiTjy IV .Aa E (SA)
ApiordSapoy VI B

^ApKTroKXijs IV B(SA)
'Apicr-OKpd-T/y VI B
\\pi(Tropqh]s \"I .A
'Aptord-n-oAiy VII
'ApicrruifiSay IV .A
'Ap/xoj^lII-IV (SA)
^Apripwv III-IV (MS, S.A; abbr.)
'Apxf'crrparoy IV .Aa <I> (MS)
'Apxnr-rriSay III (MS)
^AaKXqT!i{ VII
^AcKXq-iatqs IV .A (MS)

•a
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'AaxAT^-ioScopoy IV A (SA)
'A<JxA7j77icScijpoj V
'Ao-Trdcrioy IV A

'A^^aios VII
Biwi' IV A (SA)
BovAapx^t5ay I\' A
Aat'JaAoy VI A

Aapdrpioy III-IV
AajioyivTjs III (MS 15?)
Aaptoye'i'Tjs VI C
Aapidicpiros VI A
Aa/xdjcptroy VI C
AapoKptroy VII
^e^L^avTjs IV Aa E
AT/piTj'-pioy VII
Aiao-o( III ?

Aioyc'vTjy IV B
AidSoToy VII ?

AioScopoy VII
AtojcATjy V
AtoicA^y VII
Aiofvcrioi IV A

Aion)crioy V

Aiovdcrtoy VI B

Atozn'o-OKAijy VI C
At'cov IV B (SA)
Ai'cor V

ApaKovTOfifVTji IV A
ApaKOVTOp-iVTlS VII
Apaxtof IV B
ApaKitiv V
'E-tye'mjy IV A
' ETytyoi/oy IV B
' E-TtxpdrTjy rV A
'E-ixpdrT/y VII
'E—txdjTjy III
' E-ffivixiSay IV Aa <1>
'E—iviKi'Say V

^Z-ni<pavT]s III-IV
'Zulxapfioi rV B (SA)
' Eppioxpdi-Tjy IV A (SA 5)
' Ep^6(f>avT0i IV B
' Epp6<f>ai/TOi VI B?
"Epp-wif VI B
iEij]j3ouAoy VI C
Ev^ovXos VII
Eryf'njs rV Aa E?
EvKpaTijs III (MS 19,SA)
Ei'KpdrTjy IV B
EvKpaTitoir rV A <I>?

Ei-cppaydpas IV B
Ei(ppay6pa^ VI B
Evtppayopas VII
Ev(ppavwp V
Ei'cppavwp VII
Ev(ppo{ ? VII
e/^p(j}v IV A<t>
ZrjvohoTos IV B

•' Hpd(^£ii'roy V
©aAtp^portScy V
©<at07jroy III-IV
OepLardivaros III (\IS 5)
Qfvyevqs IV Aa E
©e/oapioy III (MS)
©fvlapiot VII
©fvSoToy IV A (SA 2)
©fvdwptSas IV B
©evJojpoy VII
OiVKXijs IV A
©ev^fvoi IV A (SA)
©ed-TTOptTToy VI C
©fv<pavTO^ IV Aa (MS)
©€v<piXos III ?
©tv(pwv IV A
©Tjpoxpd-Tjy III (MS 18)
©TjpoKpaTTji IV Ba
^laacDV III (MS)
'kpoxA^yV
"I—-ap)(oy VI Aa
' I<ri5ajpoy VII
KaAAtSapay Va
KaAAtpTj'oTjy VI A
KdAAi-77oy VII
KdAAicrroy III (MS 15,SA)
KapredSoroy V
KAfauSpiSay IV A (SA 2)
KAdavSpoy IV A
KAeicri--t5ay FV B (SA)
KXeiTO(p(i>v III (MS 5, SA2)
KXevKpcLTTjs III (MS)
KXfvp^po-o^ IV B (SA 2)
KXev-lerti VII
KAeryroAiy IV A (SA)
KAtv-oAiy VI A

KAfoji; IV B or Va

KATjfd-oAis IV A(SA 5)
Koipai/oy IV B
KvOoxA^y V
Adxparoy VII
Aa^apros III-IV

f

f
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Aeoji' III (MS 17)

Avcrai/toy III (NIS 9)

AvaiKXijs {^), III (MS 2)
AdctikA^s I\' B
MfyaxA^j IV B
Mfi'ai'Spos III ?
WeveKparT])! I\' Aa 4>
M (VfKparjis V
Mfi-'fAaoj III'

\1(i'(crTparoi IV A
XleVi——oy IV A?

MeViTT-oy IV B (SA 2)
MTjrpolwpoi III (MS 15, SA)
Mocr^o? IV Aa <}>
Ni*acri)3ovAoy III (MS 16, Sa)
SiKaalpa-x^oi IV Aa (MS 4)
NtKO^aj^oy V
Nov/^7jvios VII
HffOKA^r IV B
OXvp-^iohoipos IV Aa <I>

Hai-YaAfooi; III (MS)
riKr/foy VI B
rioAiotj^^T/y III (MS 48, Sa 2)
rioAiray III-IV
rioAiVay VI A
noAtr7)y III-IV
rioAtrTyy VI A
rioAu'yi/coToy? IV A ?
IIoAvKpdrTjy FV A
rioAvj^dpTjy IV B (SA)
IloAi'̂ apptoy IV Aa E (MS,.SA)
Tlpopadlmv III (MS 2)
ripofiTji III? T. -- r .. ,
nroA</;::Toy IV A (SA 2)
riroAep .Toy V
nroAepatoy \'II
FIvdoKpiroy III (\IS 4)
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Ilvfldi'iKOy V

PoSoicATjy IV A
ZtxeAdy III

Zi/iiiATi'oy I\' A ?
"LipvX^vos V ?
Y-TpaTonXiis VI A
ZoiKparTjs IV Aa E (MS 11)
Zojaipa^oy IV A (SA)
J-uxricppwi' VI A
Zcoarpa' III-IV
TavpTaKoy IV Aa 4>
Td^i——oy IV A
TeAffcpeoir IV B (SA)
TtXfcrlcppwv IV A
TipaKX€{ IV Aa E
Tt/xa<riAcpar7)y V
Tipdfieoy IV A
Tiptocrdei'rjy IV A
Ttpocpiov IV A
cttAdp-eAoy III-IV (MS, Sfl 2)
cpiATjray III ? ' ci
<PlXi-::-09 IV Aa (MS 10, SA)
<t>tAi—-oy V

<I)iAia[ VII
'J'lAtartcol' III (MS 5)
<pLXLcrroi IV B or Va

<t>iXict)v? Ill

"tiAdSapoy IV A
<i>iXoKpaTT]i IV Aa <t> (MS)
<t>iAopi)3po7i5ay V
4>iAopt7)(577y) VII
^iXoa6(VTjs VII
^iX6<pp(i}v IV Aa (MS, SA)
4>tA7-aroy IV Aa (MS 2, SA 6)
4'tAri6ay IV A

^lXu3V VII

Xpvai77770y V
The general list of Knidian eponyms is followed here by a repeat of those of Period VI, an

notated with the names of the duoviri that appear on the same amphoras with each of these epo
nyms; I.e. their terms were at least in part contemporary. Note overlaps from one term to another in
some cases, as between Avhpo^fv-qs and WpKrroKpaTjjs, presumably these two eponyms served one
right after the other. For the latest of the eponyms. examples are relatively few, and we have not yet
established all the names of the duoviri ofthis period.

The list is somewhat revised from that published in Pnyx, p. 149, most of the revisions having
been called for in Dehs XXVII (see p. 321, note 2); cf. also p. 350, under E180. The letters A, B,
and C following the names refer to the chronological divisions of Period VI. For their dates see
beginning of this Appendix. VI Aand VI Bprecede 88 B.C. and the liberation of Knidos from the
Roman tax gatherers by Mithradates. The eponyms marked VI .A are named on jars of the maker
AapoKpar-qs, those marked VI B, on those of his successor -Ato<r/coupt5ay; VI Cis the period of
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about seven eponyms whose terms fell apparently after the Romans took back Knidos in 85 b.c Cf.
XXVH, pp. 321-323.

KNIDIAN EPONYMS OF PERIOD VI WITH .ACCOMPANYING DUOVIRI

'ApicrroKATys — ""Aprtpoiv
'Aptcrro/Sov'Aoy—Mdcrxoy
KpaTTjs—rioAtrTjy
'AyrjcriVoAiy—' Epp-las
^Ayqal—okis—' Eppocpavro^
Aapiarpioy—Evcppwv
'Aytar—'ApttrroyeVTjs
'a—oAAdocijpoy—AidyrTjror
' lao-ajf—MdoTTjy
AyTjcrtTToAty—' Epp.6(pavT0S

EvKparijs—EIoAvxapptoy
I'ZTToarparos—TloXv^appos

'Apttrraii/oy—' Epan'Say

'Ayt'ay (B)
'AAe'̂ ai^Spor (A)

'AvSpopeVTjy (B)

'ATToAAoJi'toay (C)
'Apt'orati'oy (B)
'AptoroSapioy (B)
^ApLcrroKpaTTjs (B)

^ApicTTOpijlris (A)

Aai'SaAoy (A)
Aapoyivqs (C)
AapoKptToy (A)

Aaptdfcpiroy (C)
Atovvcrtoy (B)
Aiovva-OKXijs (C)
'Epp6(pavT0i (B?)

"Eppoiv(B)
[EvPl/SouAoy (C)
Ev<ppay^pa^ (B)
QiVTTOpiTOS (C)
"l77-!7apxoy 0Aiovva-lov (A)KpaTepdy—Nt/tacri/3oi;Aoy

Epptay—NiKacrty3oi;Aoy
KaAAtpTj'STjy (A)
KAedyroAiy (A)
nttrlpoy (B)

rioAiTay (A)
rioAt-Tjy (A)
ZrparoKATjy (A)

Twcrlippcov (A)

KparTjy—OoAtVay -njy
Kparijs—rioitocruAeVTjy
"AvravSpos—"Eppmv ?
'Aya^otcA^y—Oed/cpiTOy
Af^KpavTjs—[ ]dr7jy
ABavobwpoi— 'A—oAAtiftoy
Aya^oSojpoy—'AyroAAtoftoy
Apicrro/Soi'Aoy—MfAdi/ray

Ell—oAepoy—Aay^rji
AptOTfiiy—Bdtcxtoy

lyy—oorparoy—OoAtJXQppor j
rivdoKpiTOi—jTjvdSTjy
Ej//3ovAoy—Kap^tabas
AttoAAodojpoy—Atoyfi^roy
lacrott'—KdAAtyr—oy

Aioi/uaioy—(ttAd-oAty

Eii/cpdrT/y—.p^AevyyoAty
lyyyTOffTpaToy—RAei—oAiy

Ayjp^ptoy—Ki'Socrflenjy
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APPENDIX 2

Remarks on Revised 3rd-century Dating, On the Stamps in Thompson's Hellenistic Groups A-E,
and on Agora deposits H 13:1 and Q-R 10-11:1 and 2 ^

The articleGrace 19,4 isa brief reporton extensive studies ofthesequence ofdating officials named - '
in Rhodian stamps. It is the results of these studies that have pointed to the lowering, by about 35
years, of previously accepted dates of 3rd-century deposits at the Athenian Agora, including
Thompson's Group B, bringing the chronology into fair agreement with that implied by the associa
tion of certain finds at Koroni in Attica with events of the Chremonidian War of 265-260 B.C. See
Grace 1974 and its numismatic appendix by J. H. Kroll for references to articles in Hesperia of
1962-1964 reporting and discussing these finds. Note that the end date of the Middle Stoa filling is
not affected by these revisions, nor do they lower 2nd-century dates in general. I append here my
present dating of the stamps in Thompson's five published Hellenistic groups. For his publication,
see Bibliography above, under Thompson 1934; cf. also footnote 56. It need hardly be said that here ' '
as elsewhere we are building on Thompson's work and that before his 1934 publication there was
nothing from which to depart. The very notion of publishing a group of pottery from a well or
cistern as if the contents were part of a tomb grouper coins of ahoard, dating each other, seems to '
have originated with this article. /

For Rotroffs comments on the dates of the Thompson groups, see Agora XXII, pp. 107-110.
On Group C, cf. now ajso her comments in Hespema 52, 1983, pp. 276-278.

Group A(G 13:4), lower fill (depth 4.45): the single stamped handle, SS 1160, is from a die that
named the Thasian annual official T-qXffxaxos] for another impression, see A.-M. and A. Bon, op.
cit. (footnote 25 above), p. 392, no. 1607. Third quaner of 4th century b.c. Ahandle (on a restored
jar) stamped with another type naming TtjAepaxos comes from Agora deposit F 17:3, construction
filling, third quarter of 4th century; cf. Agora XII, p. 390, on the deposit. On the recent identifica
tion of persons in one-name stamps of Thasos as annual officials (rather than potters, who might
endorse their products for 30 years) see Garlan 1979. Note that SS llbols asmall fragment and
may well be earlier than Group A as a whole.

Group B(H 16:3); end date now set at ca. 240 B.C.; cf. Grace 1974, pp. 194, 197, and p. 198,
note 19, with Thompson's present opinion.

Group C(G 6:2): the single stamped handle, SS 282, a Knidian published with a wrong res
toration in Grace 1934, p. 269, no. 199, is to be read:

'E-i] naj;'Ta]A€'(ofroy) KffifStoj/)
^ monogram

The type number of the stamp is KT 1784; on Knidian stamp types, see footnote 28 above. Three
other examples are now on record, two from the Agora; together they complete the reading of the
type. There are two variant types with the same name and monogram, with a total of eight more
examples, from Athens^^and .Alexandria, of which one is SS 1198rfrom the Middle Stoa building fill
(example of KT 1443). HayraAeW is known in Knidian stamps only in these three types. In^the
published commentary on SS 282'cited above, correct the reading given for SS SSb^also from the
Middle Stoa filling: the reading of the name (in the genitive) should be ^itAto-ri'ainoy. Eponvms
named in these Knidian circular types with monograms in the center are mostly present in'the
Middle Stoa filling, one isjpx'"-'Sas. named also on 4and in 7(PI. 2). Ishould date SS 282''in the ^AI
late 3rd century B.C., which suits Thompson's date for Group C, beginning of the 2nd century. It is '
true that there is only asingle handle, but in this case it is not asmall chip that is preserved but the
whole handle with both attachments. v

Group D(H 16:4): the single stamped handle, SS 336, aKnidian. is listed in Grace 1934, p.

- f
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275, as bearing an "unrestored rectangular sea!"; its stamp has since been identified (chiefiv by
comparison with TD 3862, a well-preser\ed impression in Delos) and is to be restored as follows,
with the reading of KT 1272:*'

['Etti OaXii'/Spo]'
r[tSa Xappo] •
Acpa[r]e[vy] mono-

[Ki'tStor'] gram
On XapfjLOKpaTT]s, see Delos XXVII, p. 326. E 61. This fabricant names eponyms of the late

second quarter and early third quarter of the 2nd century. Stamps naming 0aAtf/3portoa? have not
been found in the Stoa of Attalos construction filling, nor in Corinth or Carthage, up to the present.
Presence of SS 336 in Group D suggests a date for D slightly later than that proposed by Thompson,
"the middle of the 2nd century".

Group E (F 15:2): the 13 stamped handles from this deposit are all Knidian. Of five eponyms
named, two {EvKpar-qs and KAevp/3poro?) are datable shonly before the middle of the 2nd century,
a third (KaAAt'Sapay) shortly after that, a fourth (^AyafloicA^y) further on in the third quarter, and ^ /
a fifth i'lepoKA^y/probably in the last quarter/but in any case before about 110 b.c. This latest . • '
official in the deposit is also the commonest, dating five stamps fromjars of four different fabricants.
Name connections show that his term fell not long before the period when duoviri were named on
Knidian amphoras; on this practice and its dates, see above. Appendix 1. On the stamps in Group E,
see Pnyx, p. 156,under no. 145,where the eponyms are all named, and Delos XXVII, p. 322. Date
these stamps, then, from late in the second quarter ofthe 2ndcentury to perhapsabout the middle of
the last quarter, in any case not after ca. 108 B.C., whenduoviri began to be named.

For some deposits at the Agora of which the stamps do go down to Sulla's destruaion, see Delos
XXVII, p. 321, bottom.

I add finally notes on two Agora deposits perhaps both related to the construction of the Middle
Stoa.

H 13:1 "
Fill in a shallow tiled well in the ancient road just to the west of the Middle Stoa, at a lower

level. The surface of the road before the Stoa was built, and the mouth of the well, lay about five
meters below the surface of the stylobate ofthe Stoa; cf. Figure 2, but the level ofthe pre-Stoa road
was alittle lower than that of the later one in the picture. The well was excavated in April 1948Jfd. '
Hespena 18, 1949, top of p. 22^ on the road, ibid., p. 213 (Thompson). The well as found, with its
ancient filling in place, was partly covered by what seemed to be the continuation of a temporary
light retaining wall that lay beyond and fairly parallel with the west side of the Stoa and faced west, •
like the retaimng west wall of the Stoa's podium. See Figure 3, from an actual-state plan, for the , '
wel'm 13:1L the light retaining wall th.it crossed it (X—X), and the west end of the Middle S'oa to ^ '
the right. One may suggest that this tempor ary wall (of which only part of one course has remained) •- '
was found to be needed while the west end of the Stoa was under construction, presumably to hold i
an earth filling to support scaffolding for the columns and entablature of the west side and of the py-
tvest end of the nonh side. These columns run close to the edge of the podium, with no such marsiin ,
as is provided by the terrace along most of the north side of the building. Without some raising of the '
ground level around the podium at this end, scaffolding of aformidable height would be required, so
that the heavy drums, etc., could be dropped into place by block and tackle (cf. H. A. Thompson,
The Stoa ofAttalos II in Athens, Excavations of the Athenian Agora, Piaure Book No. 2, Princeton
1949, fig. 23). See Plate 5for scaffolding used in setting up an outer colonnade for the rebuilt Stoa of
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the middle stoa dated by amphora stamps ^Ij ^
f tLpr four-meter drop to be accommodated by the outer timberAttalos and imagine a furt - rtVip Middle Stoa. The temporary earth filling was no

supports, below the steps, in the case o weight of earth would

Totu hX'tnaT .tilrn'Td:d ZuM^e alevel bo„o. prepared on .hose slopes .0
take the fee, of .he °'̂ ;;=ff3.f^,te7pertp^ g.ve us a.erm.nus for .he erec.ion of ,he

The contents of the well ^ ^̂ StL. The finds in this shallow well were few
west end of .he superstructure ' handles all Knidian Of the five names of fabricants,
and included no coins but five stamped handles .^e Middle Stoa•Apc^rt'can (on SS "e wl endorses 14 (PI. 3). The stamp of
miing. while AP.™
Apicrrtoji'(ivi Zlijcomuuic s frtT-tVip vpar* the naming ol botti

the four-month period and that of a jod 188-167 b.c. (cf. Delostogether on the same jar seems to ean ear y 'AourTetSTis EvKpaTt'cjOP, KXeanSpi'Sas,
XXVII D319). The other dating names present, Apia-reibTji P . ^erXXV11, p. o w; indication that they are nearer
and OtXttTTros, are all of 188-16 /, ana lor eacn quarter
188 than 167. Certainly there seems no reason to place f P . v,[ijdle
of the 2nd century. Of the dating names, however, o^V ^ "f^r period of the PergamonStoa filling; while OcttycVTjs probably brings us to the s^ 13 Plater than the Middle Stoa ^
deposit (cf. MO above with footnote 32). So we date H13.1 later tn

a-'" '

filling but dnly a little later.

^-^mutikr floor of mud-brick buiWing. Pl- of th-tamp^ed
11621-11624; plus its construction fill, finding plo« of S (ap„.Stoa Shops") in
see Agor^ XXII. p. 106. For the position of the bui d.ng, see no^ east-west row across the
the foldout plan of Gmde'. It compr ses five shopl.ke ™o^ in anorth-south line of the (later) Stoa of .kttalos, alittle further »u'h ^ ^ |,,er
Figure 1. Of the stamped handles attributed to the two associated fills, onl) otK >fhfn the latest in Hhil; SS .lOVdihicb ''̂ . '̂̂ "trirrv B;but^^^^^
known with the title phrourarchos, he has. been attribu , •/ r ptvnes of XKi'oroswho datejars by his name date otherwise mostly by phrourarc °' (o ^ 55 07^,^5
Grace 1934, nos. 112-118), and so perhaps he is also to be ^
an example of KT 1446, atype without fahrtcant and surrounded b
have been supplemented on the other handle of t ejar ya a rt (abricant from
Cf Grace 1934, nos. 103 and 104, framed types of dspueott,; stamps of this labncan
other dies were found in the Middle Stoa filling. (The HF referred to under 103 is the
'̂'Thift°emp!rmy mud-brick building may, then, date possibly before the end of the firs,

quarter of the^ndLntury B.C. It had been demolished when the area was FeP «no
its part of the Stoa of .Attalos, possibly as early as la? B.C. Perhaps P

.p'
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workshops for carpenters or stoneworkers, or storage places for materials, that facilitated
the construction ofthe Middle Stoa. Just to their north lay the Square Peristyle, from which
material was drawn that eventually went into South Stoa II {Agora XI\, p. 68); the mud-
brick building may have been a way station for this material. Temporary buildings housed
materials, tools, and working space during the restoration of the Stoa of Attalos in
1953-1956; for these sheds, see Hesperia 25, 1956, pi. 25:a.
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APPENDIX 3

Clarification on the Wrecks at the Grand Congloue Site near Marseilles
For general presentation of the finds underseas at Grand Congloue near Marseilles, see L. S. Cas- -
son, "Sea Digging," Archaeology 6, 1953, pp. 2/l-228; J.-Y. Cousteau, "Fish Men Discover a
2,200-year-old Greek Ship," The National Geographic Magazine 105. Washington 1954, pp. 1-36; J
and F. Benoit, Fouilles sous-mannes, I'epave du Grand Congloue a Marseille {CalliaY, Suppl. XIV,
Paris 1961; in all these, the finds are taken as from a single wreck. Because of the incongruity of ' •
date, apparently at least a hundred years, between the so-called "deck cargo" and the Rhodian and
Knidian amphoras associated with the "hull cargo", I have not doubted from first acquaintance with
this material (1953 or earlier) that at least two ancient wrecks were involved, one nearly on top of
the other, no doubt in a place ofbad currents; it is at the foot ofa cliflf. Apart ofthe hull of the later
ship was mistaken by the divers for deck planking of the earlier ship, despite its sheathing under
neath with lead (a practice found on outer surfaces): see Cousteau, op. cit., p. 24, and cf. p. 16; also
Benoit, op. cit., p. 17. The upper cargo consisted mainly of over a thousand long Roman jars with
heav7 rims (Dressel Type 1), resembling several from Athenian Agora deposit C9:7, acontext dated
to the later 2nd century B.C. by several Knidian amphoras of the early duoviri period; see Amphoras,
fig. 38, for a selection ofjars from this deposit, including, to the left, one of the long Roman ones, and
see also Delos XXVII, p. 332, under E 88. The Roman amphoras from C 9:7 are unstamped,
whereas many ofthose from the wreck are stamped, on their rims, with an abbreviation ofthe name
Sestius. See recently E. L. Will, "The Sestius Amphoras: aReappraisal,"/F.T 6,1979, pp. 339-350,
for a summary on the discoveries at the Grand Congloue, with much bibliography on the jars from
the later wreck and related finds from other sites, showing the confusions in chronology that have
resulted for scholars who attributed all the finds at Grand Congloue to a single wreck. Mrs. Will
dates the amphoras of the later wreck "in the first half of the 1st century B.C., or at any rate not much
earlier than the last years of the 2nd century," {op. at., p. 340). (Here she is actually summarizing
her views as given in an earlier article but seems not to have changed her mind.) For the earlier
wreck, ^edates she attributes here to V. Grace, "220-180 B.C." {op. at., p. 340, in note 1), should be
tig ten to the last decade of the 3rd century for the Rhodian and Knidian; shapes and names at
180 B.C. are very different from the ones in the wreck. See now her recent article, "Greco-Italic
:^phoras, Hespena 51, 1982, pp. 338-356 with corrigenda, Hesperia 52, 1983, p. 154; on p. 348
s erevises the date she had given for the earlier wreck. For the Rhodian in the earlier wreck, Benoit
reports one or more amphoras that name the fabricant '"Apia-rlwv and the eponym KAetro^axo?; see
op. at., p. 29, and cf. the same author in Rhodama, 1954-1955 (Lyon), pp. 9-10; other names are
more doubtfully restored. According to individual dates assigned tentatively by me to the Rhodian
eponyms of cfl. 225-175 b.c. (cf. Grace 19^4, p. 199), the term of KXar6paxodM\ in 205 B.C., and
those of the other eponyms named in known pairs with 'Aptcr-icoii fell in 210. 208, 207, 204, and
199 B.c cf^ the whole jar of this fabricant that names the eponym AopKr'AtSa/(210 B.C.), published
ou a' ' laffre, BCH 96, 19/2, pp 64-66, with figs. 46 and 47, no. 104. For a photograph ofhodian amphoras (large and small) from the wreck, cf. Casson, op. at., p. 227, fig. 10. Also from
t eearlier wreck must be the cargo of over 400 "Greco-Italic" amphoras. Mrs. Will illustrates two
o J wreck ( Greco-Italic .Amphoras." pi. 85:d and e, her Form c) and tells us (p. 348

u j- bears two impressions of the same Latin stamp, one on^.'"^^ '̂"S^I.Q.IVENTI. Finally there is agreat quantity of black-glazed table ware,
mos y, e leve of the Campana Aclass, "now being dated 190 B.C. or a little before by the Cam-

IT f"'' / mu , P- ^-^8), cuing arecent publi-cation by Morel. The earlier wreck at Grand Congloue is thus to be dated late 3rd or early 2nd
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century b c., and the Latin amphora stamp is one of the earliest known, comparable in date to the
very different one in the Middle Stoa filling, cf. footnote 47 above.

Like Mrs. Will, I called on M. Benoit in Marseilles (October 15, 1955) and saw his finds, and
received every kindness, and thought he was then willing to believe in two wrecks on the site (but not
more, he said). From discussions with M. Katzev, in August 1968 and again recently, I understand
that to nautical archeologists the wood fragments illustrated in the publications are readily dis
tinguishable as coming from at least two ships; this has long been observed, although nobody has
published about it, since it was now too late to rescue a study ofthe ships themselves. On the possibi
lity of one ship settling upon another, cf. G. F. Bass, Archaeology Unde'̂ Water. Flarmondsworth
1970 (original text 1966), pp. 87-89; there is specific reference to the finds at Grand Congloue.

It is time now, in any case, that these finds came into their own as two separate groups, both
valuable for reference. Note that a new study by Luc Long, based on further investigation of the site
of the wrecks, is to appear in Archaeonautica 5 in late 1985. A resume of this study is being pub
lished earlier by the same author in A. FI. McGann, The Roman Port and Fishery ofCosa. I am
obliged to Dr. Longfor advance information on these publications.
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APPENDIX 4

Figures on Production of Rhodian Stamped Amphoras
For an idea of the course of actual production of stamped amphoras in Rhodes, we have figures for
exports to Alexandria, from counts made in 1967 ofstamped Rhodian handles in the huge Benaki
collection in that city. For such a study one might be expected to use figures assembled from many
sites of import, and no doubt this will be done, but it will beoflittle interest unless the handles from
each site are first sorted as to date, using an attested chronology-. Actually, the figures from Alexan
dria are so high, soout ofscale with those from other sites, that they make in themselves an effective
statement about production, and that is the case even though for this count we covered only a part of
the Alexandria collections as a whole. (Note that the original collection of the Musee Greco-Ro-
main, not included in our count now under discussion, would add many thousands: see V. Grace,
"Ancient Greek Wine Jar Fragments in Collections in Alexandria," Year Book of the American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia 1955, pp. 321-326. See table, p. 323;but the Benaki collection
was vastly increased in later years.)

Our counts were made on a major section of the Benaki collection, nearly 18,000 handles bear
ing stamps with the names of Rhodian potters and covering the alphabet as a whole; 18,000 handles
in this count implies 18,000 amphoras, since we are not counting the handles with eponym stamps.
The handles counted were the remainder, and much the greater proponion, of the Rhodian fabri-
cant handles of this collection as a whole, i.e. what was left after the removal of the representative
series, largely set apart by the collector as illustrating (with one or a few examples each) all the
Rhodian fabricants' names present in his collection. Cf. Archaeology 19, 1966, pp. 286, 288. From
this large remainder, there were also omitted from our count certain names which needed further
study (in particular, sorting into homonyms of different dates).

Here are some results:

Period II, about 35 years {ca. 240—ca. 205 B.C.), 1200 handles dating in this period, an average of
34 per year.

Period III, about 30 years (ca. 205-175 e.g.), 2093 handles, average of about 70 per year.
Period IV, about 29 years (175-146), 2257 handles, average of about 78 per year.
Period V, about 38 years (146-108), 8618 handles, average of about 227 per year.
Period VI, about 20years (108-88), 3267 handles, average of about 163 per year.
Period V gave us some large figures for individual potters: thus we counted 1283 handles bearing
stamps of MiSas, a potter known to have datedJars in the terms of 12eponyms of Period V, on this

lO fabricant, see above,.p,COO- -.,
These figures show very considerable increase in our Period III as against the previous period,

an increase, although not sogreat, in Period IV as comparedwith III, whilethe handles of Period V
(ca. 146-108 B.C.) are nearly three times as numerous per year ofelapsed time as those ofany pre
vious period. After that there is something of a drop, but production in the late 2nd to early 1st
century B.C. seems still much greater than at any time before the middle of the 2nd century.

Cf. P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria I, Oxford 1972, p. 164: "Rhodian amphora stamps in
Alexandria of the period 200-140, falling both before and after the Senate's economic sanctions in
167, are not only more numerous than at any other time; they also seem to remain fairly constant
throughout the period." Fraser has it right that the Rhodian handles in Alexandria do not suggest a
drop in production in Rhodes after 167. He has not got the piaure straight for the later periods: his
text here quoted implies a drop after the middle of the 2nd century, whereas there is no drop but a

^ rise, as we have seen. No documentation is available for Fraser's statement quoted here.A A The dates given here to the Periods are a little different from those used for Knidian names.

f 1
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these latter having been adjusted according to known changes in administration in Knidos. For the
origin of the divisions, and for the Knidian Periods, see above, introduction to Appendix 1.

On the Benaki collection, see Delos XXVII, p. 285 with note 1 and references there. In 1966-
1967, BarbaraTurzynski (now Mrs. Drushell) made a large part ofthe individual counts on which
the foregoing figures are based. The assembling of the figures by date was done in Athens largely by-
Andreas Dimoulinis.

^2
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^ APPENDIX 5
Note on the ^ates of Rhodian Eponyms named AcftoKA^s (cf. end of footnote 23) yj ^ ^

Here we have differences of opinion among experts which have not yet been reconciled. I cannot
now place later than about 189 B.C. an eponym of this name in stamps according to the chronology-
laid out in the present anicle. But an inscription {SIG III, no. 644b) containing text dated in the
term of the Rhodian Aa^o/cA^j Aa/xe'ou is placed by many epigraphers in ca. 172 or 171 B.C., most
recently by J. and L. Robert, see REG 92, 1979, pp. 460-461. A King Antiochos referred to in the
text as having offered contributions to the Rhodian navy is identified by these scholars as Antiochos
IV (175-163 B.C.), rather than Antiochos III (223-187 B.C.), considered less friendly to Rhodes. It
seems possible that toward the end of his reign, when he was attempting to rally Greece around him
against Rome, Antiochos III might have made efforts to please the Rhodians, and also citizens of
some other Greek states, as implied in the inscription. For another tentative vote for Antiochos III in
this connection, see C. Bbrker, op. cit. (footnote 31 above), p. 208, note 50.

In any case according to present information the Aa^oxA^s 2nd of the stamps is dated before
175 B.C. by his name on 21 handles in the Pergamon deposit and before ca. 183 by his name on 15
handles in the Middle Stoa building fill; the fact that there are no known handleson which a stamp
with his name is accompanied by a secondary stamp confirms the above dates and probably pushes
him back before 188 (cf. p.^^pO'above with footnote 15). If the date of the inscription cannot be put ^ ^
earlier, we must accept the fact that the eponym Aa/aoxA^y 2nd in thestamps isnot the same person
as the eponym Aa/aoxAijy of the inscription, and then apparently that the stamp eponyms (often
called priests in the stamps) are not the priests of Halios who date other Rhodian documents.

The difficulty over Aa/aoxAijs is not new. In the dated list of Rhodian eponyms by Killer von
Gaertringen, in his article "Rhodos" {RE Suppl. V, Stuttgart 1931, p. 837), the author dates this
name "vor 172" while otherwise attributing names from the Pergamon deposit to the period
220-180; cf. the comment on e.g. Aapdfle/aiy. Van Gelder {op. oil. [footnote 23 above], pp. 199-200)
dates the inscription 165 b.c. and pulls down Aa;.ioxA^y and the whole Pergamon deposit with it.
Cf. Delos XXVII, p. 290, note 5: we cannot use so late a date for the Pergamon stamped handles.

Possibly it is worth remarking that if the stamps cannot date for us a later AapoxA^y, they do
notify us of an earlier one. Asmall number of handles is known whose shape, and the style of their
stamps, indicate that the Aa/ioxAijs they name is datable in or about the second quarter of the 3rd
century B.C. or about contemporary with the Rhodian eponyms found at Koroni (cf. Grace 1974, p.
197). This is Aa/xoxA^s 1st of the stamps. He would be contemporary with Antiochos I, Soter
(280-261 B.C.) or possibly Antiochos II, Theos (261-247 B.C.). We cai^ake note that the Rhodian
admiral Agathostratos helped .Antiochos II to recover Ephesos in 259'̂ c. {CAH VII, p. 713) and ^
can consider whether this might have been in acknowledgment of benefactions received by the Rhod
ian navy during the term of AapoxAiJs 1st.
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CATALOGUE OF ILLUSTRATED ITEMS

Numbers in boldfaced type, here and in the Plates and in the text, are those of items in this catalogue, all of
which are illustrated (Plates 1-3). All dimensions are in meters.

Pij^te 1. Datable late in the period of the construc
tion filling of the Middle Stoa in the Athenian
Agora- Rhodian amphoras, and a fragment (1),
bearing the first few of a new series of secondary
stamps. Ca. 188-184 b.c.?

1. Stamped handle from the .•\thenian Agora, SS
2203 found 8.III.34 in a modem wall in Seaion K.

Main stamp (not illustrated) read and restored
Aa[^OKpdr€vj] around a rose, cf. 2c. Secondary-
stamp, on side of upper attachment of handle, rose.
See p. 00 abovewith footnote 15,example from Tar
sus. In addition to this latter and 1, we have record of
9 handles that bear similar secondary stamps, not all
from the same die. Other published (but not illus
trated) secondary stamps with rose. Grace 1968, p.
175 and pi. 63;3 (eponym Ivppaxor); D. B. Shelov,
"Pottery Stamps from the Excavations at Phana-
goria," Materials and Studies of Archeology in the
USSR 57, 1957 (in Russian), p. 140, no. 78 (I
should now restore the eponym's name as KaAAt-
(cpariSay); R. A. S. Macalister, The Excavation of
Gezer 1902-1905 and 1907-1909 II, London 1912.
p. 358, no. 273 (eponym KAencpdrTjy, inscribed in
the die without upsilon, or with upsilon and kappa
in the same place, a known die). I know of no whole
jar, or fragment preserving both handles, that bears
the rose secondaiy stamp. But for the eponym handle
from Gezer just cited, the author identifies for us the
fabricant handle, from the same jar,as one of Aapo-
(cpdrTjs {op. cit., p. 356. under no. 168); the identifi
cation is the more convincing in that Macalister did
not know, as we do, that that was the right name for
the fabricant of an amphora bearing the rose secon
dary stamp

2. .Amphora m .Alexandria, Musee Greco-Romain
no. G. 544. Intact H O.-^b; diam. 0.342; H. of
handles ca. 0.2"4; capacity (taken with water)
—^TOQ cc. On tops of handles, rx '̂o comolenientarv
circular stamps. 2a and 2c: on the side of the attach
ment of the fabrit ant handle, secondary stamp, 2b
(visible also in the photograph of 2 as a whole). On
the amphora, see above, pp-. -fiOCT-OOCr. I am obliged
to Dr. Yousseff El-Ghiriany for permission to pub
lish this amphora.

2a Dating stamp of 2.
'Etti Nutatra-ydpa Tpivdiov

rose

A stamped handle also in the Musee Greco-Ro-
main (AVG 1614) bea.f-s a rose type with the same
reading as 2a but combined with a different secon
dary stamp (a kappa like those also known to be used
by Aapoicpar-qs). The main stamp is similar to that
of 2a but not from the same die. Apparently secon
dary stamps identified individual working potters or
subshops.

On the eponym, Ntxao-a-ydpas 1st, see above, pp.
00-00. He dates 8 handles in the Middle Stoa build
ing fill, 9 in the Pergamon deposit.

2b. Secondary stamp of 2: alpha. On secondary
stamps, see footnote 15 above.

2c. Endorsing stamp of 2.
Aaptoxparevs

rose

On this endorsement, known examples of which
are very numerous and widespread, see Grace 1968,
p. 175, no. 2; regrettable are the 4 typographical er
rors in that short paragraph. See also above, pp.
OQ,-0(5! In the Middle Stoa filling, 46 stamps with
this reading; in the Pergamon deposit, 55 in the
Alexandria collecnion of which the count is reported
in Appendix 4 above, 370 (by far the largest figure
for Period III).

3. .Amphora from Cyprus, now in Sarasota, Florida,
in the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art,
acquired in 1928 from the Cesnola collection in the
Metropolitan Museum of.Art, New York. H. 0.798;
diam. 0.34; H. of handles, ca. 0.273, 0.28; capacity
(taken with water) 24,774 cc. On tops of handles,
two complementary circular stamps, 3a and 3c, on
the side of the attachment of the fabricant handle,
secondary stamp, 3b (visible also in the photograph
of 3 as a whole).

Previous publication (without illustration): I. H.
Hall, "The Greek Stamps on the Handles of Rho
dian Amphorae, Found in Cyprus, and now in the
Metropolitan Nluseum of New Yorhffoumal ofthe
American Oriental Society XI. 1885, p. 391, no.
5060 (Metropolitan .Museum number). Cf. Bleck-
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mann, op. cil. (footnote 22 above), Appendix I, p. 32,
no 25. In general on Hall's publication and the Ces-
nola group. Nilsson 1909, pp. 115-118; V. Grace,
"Rhodian Jars in Florida," Hespena 17, 1948, pp.
144-147, which reports my study and recording of
the jars in 1948. On the amphora, see also above, pp^

"00-00. For a published photograph of another of
Cesnola's jars now in Sarasota, see \essana I, pi.
XXXIX, upper left, with text, p. 112. In August
1958, Mr. Kenneth Donahue, then Direaor of the

Ringling Museum, generously gave me a "blanket
permission" to publish any of the jars I studied there
in 1948. Cesnola's own romantic accounts of acquir
ing his colleaion in Cyprus seem to include no men
tion of his Rhodian araphoras.

3a. Dating stampof3. ^
' Etti ©eaiiijTOv Tlava^ov

rose

Rose stamps with the same reading are known
(inter alia): 1) on two handles in Alexandria (AVG
1487 and 1942 in the Musee Greco-Romain) that
bear also the special beta shown in 3b, and 2) on two
other handles combined with a secondary stamp tau;
the main stamps are duplicates of 3a (i.e. from the
same die) apparently where the secondary stamp is
beta. See catalogue entry for 2a. On the eponym, in
cluding a possible identification of this Ocat'STjroj
with a historically known person, see index of this
article, and in particular footnote 23, p. 00 above.
The name dates 6 handles in the Middle Stoa build
ing fill, 12 in the Pergamon deposit.

3b. Secondary stamp of 3: beta, retrograde? On
this stamp type, see especially p.JSeTabove with foot.
BOie-FF.

3c. Endorsing stamp of 3.
'TiTTTrOKpareus

rose -

On this endorsement, see p./0D with footnote 18. In
the Middle Stoa filling, 4 stamps with this reading;
in the Pergamon deposit, again 4, in the .Alexandria
collection of which the count is reported in Appendix
4 above, 261.

.Another amphora of Itt/roxpdrTjy dated in the
same term as 3 is cited by Y. Calvet, Kition-Bam-
Ixjula. I, Les timbres amphouques, Paris 1982, p. 26.
under no. 58; amphora in a private collection in Bei
rut.

Pi-'VTE 2. Datable during the period of the construc
tion filling of the Middle Stoa: 4-9, Knidian am-
phoras and related stamps, 10-12, stamped handles
of Sinopean amphuras, from the filling. 3rd cen
tury B.C. to second decade of 2nd.

4. Knidian amphora in Rhodes, ,A 236 (MI 625).
Repaired, toe missing. P.H. 0.685. Handles bear
two complementary stamps, belonging respectively
to KT (Knidian Type) 2178'and KT 2199." (For
Knidian stamp types, see footnote 28 above).

a) 'E]7ri 'Apxt7r7ti5[a b) "'A^-qvtn-ov
wreath bee

Photographs of the stamps on 4 are not yet avail
able. See 7 and 8: 7 is a duplicate of 4a; and 8 is from
a variant type with the same reading and device as
4b. For the contexn of this amphora, and for various
acknowledgments conneaed with its publication
here, see p.^JX) above with footnote 34. Ca.
220-210 B.C.

5. Knidian amphora from the Grand Congloue
wreck site near Marseilles now in the Musee Borely
in that city. H. 0.79, cf.'̂ P. Benoit, "Amphores et
ceramique de I'epave de Marseille," Gallia 12, 1954,
p. 39, with fig. 4. Nostampsmentioned, nor seen by
me, but jar was not clear of marine deposit. Photo
graph was taken October 15, 1955, by permission of
M. Benoit. See p.p6 above with footnote 35 and .Ap
pendix 3 on the earlier and later wrecks at the site. 5
belongs to the earlier wreck, and its closer dating de
pends on the Rhodian in the same group, also on a
quantity of Campanian ware that was present; on
the chronology of this class of pottery, see the work of
Jean-Paul Morel referred to in Appendix 3. Ca. 210-
200 B.C.

6. Knidian amphora (1961 NAK 205) from the An-
gelopoulou lot south of the .Akropolis, excavations of
the .Archaeological Service in 1961, supervised byG.
Dontas; the jar is now housed with the .Angelopou-
lou Collection, at 32 Parthenonos Street. I am
obliged to C. Kanellopoulou for showing me this and
other material from these excavations in 1961; and
to \I. Petropoulakou for finding the present storage
of thejar and taking supplementary records, and to
Mrs. .Angelopoulou for courtesies to Mrs. Petropou
lakou on this occasion; and to G. Dontas for permis
sion to publish it. P.H. 0./'65 (tip missing); diam.
0.363, H. ofhandles 0.245, 0.25. Handles bear each
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an impression of KT 787 (die 1), of which the read
ing is

'Etti noAi(
0ev^iJ(

In the Middle Stoa filling there were 7 examples
of this type (of which 9 is one), also 41 more handles
dated by EIoAtoej^Tjy or rioAtoiij^oy variously abbre
viated or in full, named by / more fabricanis. I count
52 examples on file of KT /87, the greater pan
found in Athens, but 2 in Corinth and 5 in Alexan
dria. The reading seems not to have been published
before. Ca. 190 B.C.

7. Knidian stamped handle in Alexandria, Musee
Greco-Romain no. 15231; in 1955, exhibited in Vit-
rine 3, Room 21. For its exhibition 83 vears ago, see
G. Botti, Catalogue des monuments exposes au
Musee Greco-Romain d'Alexandne, Alexandria
1901, p. 225, no. 9 (I owe the reference to M. Petro-
poulakou). Thestam.p is an example ofKT2178,''of
which a duplicate is 4a. Reading, cf. 4a. Date as for
4. For permission to publish 7and 8, I am obliged to
Dr. Yousseff El-Ghiriany.

8. Knidian stamped handle in .Alexandria, Musee
Greco-Romain, KT 2134 A 1 of our records, stored
in the Museum cabinet by its KT number. Reading
a? in 4b. save that in the stamp of 8 the letters are
written between an inner and an outer compass
circle The die of 4b is somewhat smaller; another
example (unpublished) is KT 2199^ABC 1 (Benaki
Collection). One other type of ^AB-qviir-xo/with bee

KT 2198, known now in 4 examples, ofwhich the
first (damaged) example (.Agora SS 182)'̂ ias been
published, with a wrong restoration; Grace 1934, p.
380, no. 234. The type reading ofKT 2198'is as fol
lows:

'Adt,-
bee

VI—-ov

(It does not read in a circle like 8.) The handle 8
descends from its upper attachment without arching,
like those of the amphora 4. Date as for 4.

9. Knidian stamped handle horn the Middle Stoa
building fill. Agora SS 119~7. The stamp is adupli
cate of those on 6, which see. Ca. 190 b c

10. Sinopean stamped handle from the Middle Stoa
buildingfill, .Agora SS 11813.'^

' H/aaxAetJTjj
acrrvvofiov bow in
KaXXicrdevov case

No other example on file a! the .Agora, but in gen
eral our repertory in this class is limited.

Fabricants named 'HpaKAfiStjs are known in all
Grakov's Periods, cf. Grakov 1929, p. 202. The asty-
nornos KaAAicrdeTtyy, however, with this device and
this arrangement of the legend, belongs to Grakov's
Period IV, see op. at., p. 139. For another stamp
typedated by the same official, see for instance ibid.,
pi. D, no. 8. Date of Grakov's IV, to which this stamp
belongs, perhaps 3rd century e.g. before about 259;
see p. 00 above with footnote 51.

11. Sinopean stamped handle from the Middle Stoa
building fill, SS 12484.''

'Acrruffopou^os]
' Ixecrioi'rloCl ... <!' r '

'r ithv- . 'TAvTi-alrpovl , ' . !
phallic
herm] .

'EAAa[

7

For another example of the same stamp type, see
Pnyx, p. 165, no. 194. We still lack the fabricant's
name in full, and Grakov's lists do not supply it; cf.

EAAafiKoy in Rhodian stamps {Amphoras, fig. 23).
The astynomos belongs to Grakov's Period VI, see
op. at., p. 149, no. 19, for his name and accompany
ing device, an ithyphallic herm; and cf. E. M. Pridik,
Inventory-Catalogue ofthe Stamps on Handles and
Necks ofAmphoras, and on Bncks, ofthe Hermitage
Collection, Petrograd 1917 (in Russian), pi. XIV:9
(text, p. 139, 8) for this astynomos combined with a
different fabricant; from the latter stamp I restore
the title in 11 in participial form. Date suggested by-
Middle Stoa context, late 3rd century to before
183 B.C.; see p. 00 above with footnote 50 f - "

12. Sinopean stamped handle from the .Vliddle Stoa
building fill, SS 12073.'''

/AefTjv.T^prrdru ivvujzoy T•y
Ecrnaiov rot) ' ' '

ApTe^j5a)po[i'] kraier
VlT/fCOf

si
' 7cr 7j .
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Three duplicates of this stamp have been found in
Samaria. G. A. Reisner et al., Harzard Excavations
at Samana 1908-1910, Harvard 1924, p. 316, D, 2
(reading correaed); J. \V. Crowfoot et al.. The Ob
jectsfrom Samana, London 1957, p. 385 (two ex
amples). Both astynomos and fabricant are listed by
Grakov in his Period VI: the astynomos. op. cit., p.
149, no. 11. with mention of the characteristic de
vice, the fabricant, p. 150, last line. For types of the
astvnomos with various fabricants, see Pridik, op.
cit., p. 69, nos. 151-154 (not illustrated).

The three handles from Samaria that have the
same stamp as 12 are, remarkably, half of all the
Sinopean handles ever recorded from that site: see
Nessana I, p. 106, note. If we had stayed with
Grakov's original dating for his VI (122-70 B.C.),
they would provide a rather close date for this
'Etrrialoy, since Samaria was destroyed in about
108 B.C. As for 11, however, the date suggested by
Middle Stoa context is late 3rd to before 183 B.C.; see
catalogue entry for 11.

Plate 3. First half of the 2nd century- B.C., period of
the Middle Stoa construction filling and afterward,
perhaps to 157 b.c. for 15 and 18: Knidian amphoras
and stamps.

13. Knidian amphora from the sea, part of the col-
leaion in Syme of Demosthenes Haviaras, on which
see Grace 1971, pp. 53 and 87 with note 90; see also

. / above, p. Toe chipped; much marine deposit.
P.H. 0.825; diam. 0.373. Handles bear two various-

ly incomplete impressions of KT 2038, of which the
full reading is

T ' TL~( Ltoxpa-

T€us Nixa-

<ri/9ouXou .

trident

Five duplicates are known of the stamp, of which
16 is one. In the Middle Stoa filling, this stamp tvpe
has not been found, but both eponym and fabricant
are well represented there. On the epon, m, ^ee again

I, p. tOO above.
For permission to publish 13. I am again grateful

to Mr. I. Papachristodoulou, Ephor of the Dodeca
nese. I do not forget the kindness of the family of D.
Haviaras in facilitating our labors the day we re
corded the jar in Syme, July 5, 1957.

14 Knidian amphora (SS 141421 from cistern _A__ •- -
16.4 (?) in the Athenian .Agora, May 1956. 1 he cis- ' p
tern was excavated under difficulties and could not

be completely cleared; the precise finding place of 14
cannot be established The rest of the amphoras and
amphora fragments attributed to .A 16:4 are datable
shortly before the middle of the 2nd century B.C.
P.H. 0.793 (tip missing); diam. 0.348, H. of handles
0.27. On one handle only, impression of KT 193, of
which type the reading is

•'E-iri <t>iXt-77o(v) (pi like nu)
- ^Apicrrayopa

Kvloiov

Fifteen more examples are known of this stamp
type, including 17 below; the latter was found in
Corinth, the rest probably all in Athens. The read
ing has not been published before, but it has been
cited: Delos XXVII, p. 317, note 2, which reports
the contents of Amphoras, ^fig. 64, of which the
second jar is our 14. KT 193 has not been found in
the Middle Stoa filling, but the eponym is probably
the same early phrourarchos <I>i'Xt--os who is
named on 11 handles in the filling. See p. 00 above • 1
with footnote 36 and associated text. Date, depen- '
dent primarily on the name connections of
^Apicrrayopas, apparently about contemporary with
the Rhodian 2 and 3 (PI. 1). Ca. 188-183 B.C.?

15. Knidian amphora from John Threpsiades' exca
vations in the Olympieion area in 1939, given to us
to record in 1962. Kept in the counyard of the store
house of the Third Ephoreia in Athens. I am obliged
to Mrs. Karayorga, Ephor of the Third Ephoreia,
for permission to publish this amphora; also to M.
Petropoulakou for various facilitations. H. 0.855; H.
of handles ca. 0.255. Handles bear two variously in
complete impressions of KT 167, of which the full
reading is as follows:

'Etrl 'Apur-OKXcvs
'.AttoX Xoji'iov

Kvlhi ov

bull's head in center

We have listed 66 examples of this stamp type, of
which 51, including 18, come from various places in
.Athens; 3 are from Delos, 1 from .Argos, and 11 from
•Alexandria. Published examples: Grace 1934, p.
248, no. 119; M.-T. Lenger in BCH 81, 1957,
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p A'('. n'5' if"-. .-, Arg.'<'. 2 mc c. from At.'ifr:-
an„ Aiexdncna. have been idennned in ear!.
pur>iicatK;ns Tu. examples. S.S HlSl'and 14155,
were founa in Aiora ci.stern A 16:4, on which see
ab. »e under 14 .Anocher bull's head tvpe of
\\-o\awvio^. dated in the term of Q-qpoicpaTTjs is
knoun on a largely preserved amphora found in
Corinth. C-36-2421. from South Stoa Well XIV.
On the amphora 15, and its date, see p. 00 above
with footnote 38. 166-157 b.c.'

16 Knidijn stamped handle from the excavations bv
G. Siebert on Delos in 1968. mthe Hot des Bijou.x. in
adeep stratum in Room .AC Iam obliged to \I. Sie-
ben for the detail of its finding place as well as for
permission to publish this handle, inv. no. TD 7305.
also to Madame M.-T. Couilloud-Le Dinahet fot^
an improvement in the type reading of KT 2038 "'
based on this superior example. The stamp is a
duplicate of those on 13. which see. Earlv 2nd
century B.C.

17. Knidian stamped handle from Corinth. C-47-
108 from South Stoa, Well 2. Photograph published
by kind permission of C. K. Williams, II. The stamp
IS a duplicate of the one on 14. which see. Second
decade of 2nd century B.C.

18 Knidian stamped handle in the National
Museum, Athens. KT 167 EM 1. probably found in
Athens. Study of the handles in the ' National
Museum was greatly facilitated by Semni and
Chnstos Karouzos. when each was Direaor of the
Museum, and permission to publish was given by
them. The stamp 18 is a duplicate of those on 15.
t^hich see. 166-157 s.c.i'

19- Knidian stamped handle from the .Athenian
Agora, SS 14002. from a late context, found in 1954
in Seaion H.A. The sta.mp is an example of KT 236.*^
of which the reading is as follows;

'ApioToxXfvs
bull's head with neck

Twemv-four duplicates of the stamp of 19 are
knoun. all pronably found in .Athens, including 3
from the .Middle .Stoa filling, SS 674', 885, 12180 of
^bich SS 885 has been published. Grace 1934 pp
300 (fig. 51 and 302, no. 6. (Too early adate is there
suggested.) This stamp type (KT 236)'ls someiimes
accompanied on the same handle by a secondary-
stamp with a single letter, as on Rhodian amphora
handles of the same date (cf 2b and 3b on PI. 1);

not- that ahi.tu?!- 19lai i., ... ^ rv.r.;c,:ir. j.-^ir.
ApicrroxA^r him.self was 3 Rh'"t;-:n. On 19-21, see

p'W abo\ f with footnotes 40-42 Ca. 188-1 S3 b.c

20 Knidian stamped handle from the .Athenian
Aeor.;, SS 5688. from a late context, found in 193o
in Section T. 1 he stamp is an example of KT 23~.'of
which the reading is as follows:

'ApicrroxAcvj
head and forepaw of lion

Nine duplicates of the sta.-rp of 20 are known, of
which 2 are in .Ale.xandria and the rest in .Athens; no
useful context is available. SS 5685 has been cited.
Grace 1949. p. 18" under no. 6. On 19-21, see p. 00 ^
above with footnotes 40-42. Ca. 188-180 B.C.?

21 Knidian stamped handle from the Benaki Col
lection in Alexandria, KT 238'̂ ABC 9. On the Be
naki Collection, see reference at the end of .Appendix
4 above. For permission topublish 21,1am indebted
to Dr. YoussefT El-Ghiriany. The reading of KT
238 is as follows;

'AptoTOKAeuy
rose

Thirty-one more examples of KT 238 are on file
with us. i.e. of this Rhodian type on Knidian
handles, of which 15 are in .Athens and very likely all
15 were found there. 1 is in Corinth. 13 in .Alex
andria. 1from Memphis in Egypt is now in Phila
delphia (University of Pennsylvania Museum, inv.
nos. 29-71-135 and M 11720), and 1 is in Delos.
The Corinth example has been published; Grace
1949, pi. 20 and p. 187, no. 6. Some examples have a
flaw, making the omicron lock something'like arho;
photographs record this flaw in ABC 3and 5of the
Benaki Collection ABC 5is a rather small handle
evidently from a fractional jar. For recording the
material from .Memphis, I had in 1957 much help
rom Professor G R. Edwards and from his volun

teer assistant. .Miss Shahira Khavatt of Egypt.
Cn 19-21. see p. QO above with footnotes 40-42

Ca. 182-175 B.c

/ /' A

fro,-7. a Kr.id.an
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